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Preface

Historians are always a little nervous about the whole concept of “beginnings,” because we know just how difficult it is to pin down, exactly, when something began. In the case of this book, though, it is not difficult for me to say exactly when it began. During the 1996–1997 academic year I was a visiting instructor in the Department of History at the University of New Hampshire. About a month into the fall semester, we all received a memo (not an email) from the campus IT staff asking “Do you want to learn how to put your syllabus on the World Wide Web?” I wish I had saved that memo, because it launched me down the path that led to this book.

I signed up for that workshop and over the course of two hours or so, learned enough basic HTML code to put my syllabus on the university’s servers. That was in the days before even Netscape Composer, much less Dreamweaver, or any other website-building software, so we had to write our own code. I promptly put my syllabus up online and in class the next day told all my students they could now access their class syllabus on the Web (as we called it in those days). Because only about half of them had email addresses, I had to tell them in person. My naïve belief was that with the syllabus online 24/7, never again would a student be able to say to me, “Oh, Dr. Kelly, I didn’t do the reading for today, because I couldn’t find my syllabus.” The online syllabus did eliminate that excuse, but, of course, they found others that were equally compelling—at least in their eyes. But that does not mean they did not work hard and try to learn what I was teaching them; it is just that technology did not change every dynamic of the college classroom—an important lesson we would do well to remember. That online syllabus did have a surprising result. When I
got my end-of-semester survey results back, student after student wrote in their comments that the online syllabus was one of the best parts of the course—not my carefully crafted lectures, or those group learning exercises I spent so much time planning. On the one hand, I was disappointed that all the work I had done to create an exciting learning experience seemed to have had little impact. On the other, I was glad to have found something that sparked their interest.

Between the fall and spring semester that year I received a call from the director of the University of New Hampshire-Manchester campus who wanted to know if I could fill in at the last minute for one of their history faculty members who, for medical reasons, could not teach the first half of Western Civilization in the spring semester. I needed the money (our first child had been born just a few weeks earlier) and so I agreed, even though I had never taken a class in European history prior to 1600. When I informed the person offering me the job of this, he said something along the lines of, “That’s okay, you’ll know more about it than they do.” Now that I direct a program at my university I know that sometimes we have to make such last-minute compromises to avoid canceling classes, but at the time, I was both thankful for the work and a little uncomfortable with the ethics of teaching a subject I was weak on. With a fair amount of trepidation, I designed a course, largely around the textbook, but included my first Internet-based assignment. I introduced my students to this new thing called the Internet (maybe I said World Wide Web), and explained that one could find many historical primary sources online using the Lynx web browser the university made available to us. These were all text-only sources—white text on a black screen. I wanted them to each find a source every week, print it out, bring it in, and we would talk about it. In this way, my students built a miniature library of primary sources for the class and I was saved from having to look up lots of sources on my own to supplement those in the document reader I had assigned. To my surprise and pleasure, our discussions of the sources my students found, as opposed to the ones I assigned, were the most interesting and generative conversations of the semester. That lesson—that students can take a very important role in their own learning—is another we would be wise to remember. Once again, at the end of the semester I heard from my students that the Internet assignment was the best part of the course. I was smart enough to realize I was onto something.

The following year, I was a sabbatical replacement instructor at Grinnell
College. While there, I built my first website and began to post resources online. I also designed several additional assignments that made use of resources others had posted online. In my second semester I even had my students build a website of their own—a small archive of primary sources. It was an assignment they enjoyed, but also found frustrating due to their low technical skills and the relatively high bar for entry into the world of creating online content in 1998. At some point in the spring semester, my department chair (the great Russian historian Dan Kaiser) asked me a very important question. Given the amount of time all that Internet stuff was taking—he did not say it was taking time from my traditional scholarship, but we both knew it was—how did I know that my students were learning better, or at least differently by working with online historical resources? I had no earthly idea. I knew they were enjoying what they were doing with the technology, and I think we can all agree that if students are engaged, something positive is probably happening. But I really did not know if they were learning better or worse.

My concern about whether or not all the time I was spending designing online learning experiences for my students was resulting in positive learning gains launched me into my first research in what we now call the scholarship of teaching and learning. That first project, eventually supported by a fellowship from the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, resulted in an article in which I argued that there were, indeed, some measurable differences in how students learned when they had access to historical sources online.1 I also learned from that project that very often—if not most often—the gains we see when students are using technology to learn about the past are typically pretty subtle, which is another way of saying that the grand pronouncements of the techno enthusiasts (I was one once) are rarely borne out when we look carefully at what students are actually doing.

I also learned the value of watching very carefully when my students use technology, both to make sense of the past and in their everyday lives. When you watch them carefully in this way, you see that they use the technology in ways that are both surprising and mundane. For every student who creates something brand-new that we had not anticipated, there are four or five who are just trying to get through the course and so use the technology to conjure up a few reasonable answers for today’s discussion or next Friday’s test. We know that our students are much closer to the cutting edges of the digital revolution than we are, but nothing I have seen...
in the past dozen years of close observation has altered my conviction that just because they are adept *users* of the technology, that is not the same thing as being adept *learners* *with* the technology. For history teachers, this is a very positive insight, because it means that we still have a lot to teach our students about the past and how to make sense of it, using both the analog tools we grew up with and the digital ones that pervade our students’ lives. This book is my attempt to offer some guidance on how history teachers can do just that.

Because all of my teaching experience is at the post-secondary level, this book is aimed at those who teach history courses at the college level. However, over the past six years I have spent a great deal of time working with K–12 history teachers through various professional development workshops and in those interactions have learned that what we do starting in Grade 13 is not really that different from what happens beginning around the fourth grade. The sophistication of the problems posed and the sources assigned are greater, but the issues we grapple with when it comes to helping our students learn about the past are not that different. In those workshops, one of the exercises I put history teachers through is compiling a list of what historical thinking is and how we know it when we see it. The lists that primary- and secondary-school teachers come up with are not markedly different from the ones college faculty produce. For this reason, I hope that the questions raised in this book will be useful to anyone who teaches history, but especially those teaching Advanced Placement/International Baccalaureate courses in high schools and those teaching history at the college level.

No book that takes on the subject of how technological innovation is changing the landscape of a discipline can ever hope to keep up with the rapid pace of that innovation. The author must always decide that, at some point, new innovations cannot make their way into the current edition of the book, otherwise that book will never be finished. In my case, the up-and-coming innovation that I have had to set aside so that I could finish this book is mobile computing. Already in 2012 mobile computing has made some interesting inroads into the teaching and learning of history, but remains enough in its infancy that I will save a fuller examination of this topic for a possible second edition of this book. For now, I will say that I believe that mobile computing holds tremendous promise for helping our students learn about the past, in particular because it offers the possibility of putting students in the places where the history they are
learning about actually happened. While they cannot visit those places as they were long ago (or even relatively recently ago), it strikes me that there is something to be gained by forcing oneself to stand where the actors in a particular historical drama stood, to look out over vistas they looked over, even if those vistas are radically changed, and to contemplate how and why those changes had taken place. My first thinking about this issue began in January 2007 when I was standing in line outside the Jewish ghetto of Prague with a group of students from my university. Because I know the history of that neighborhood well, as I stood there shivering under a light snowfall, I looked up at the apartment building next door and wondered about the Jewish families who had lived there until they were deported to the concentration camp at Terezín. What, I wondered, would it be like to be able to pull out a smartphone and access information about those families? What if I could read their histories and possibly add my own reflections on those histories as part of some social web of information? From a technological standpoint, a mobile computing application such as the one I dreamed of that day is not difficult at all and versions of this idea have already appeared in the mobile marketplace. For now, in early 2012, they remain out of the repertoire of the history teacher and so I have not considered them in this book in any detail.

Finally, I hope to challenge the reader to consider just how different will be the world our students will live in once they leave our schools and colleges. History will still be history, but already the digital revolution sweeping through our culture (and cultures all across the globe) is transforming the ways that history is being made by historians, teachers, students, and enthusiasts. Historical writing is still historical writing, and will likely not look very different a decade from now. But writing, the way I am writing this book, is now only one way that history is being made, especially by those who have never known (or at least cannot remember) a world without the Internet, without wireless access, and without Google. The rising generation is making the technology their own, and so we should not be surprised that they are also beginning to use that technology to make history their own. Throughout this book I argue that historians need to get over the fact that the landscape of historical production has already shifted under our feet, and that it is time for us to accommodate our teaching to that shift. If we do not, our students will make history without us.
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Introduction

The historian is of his own age, and is bound to it by the conditions of human existence.

—E. H. Carr, What is History? (1962)

Everyone who teaches has had moments when students do, say, write, or create something that causes us to think about teaching in new ways. Sometimes it is only with hindsight that we realize just how profound the effect was. Other times, what happens is so obvious that even if we try we cannot ignore the impact it has on us. One such moment in my career as a history teacher came several years ago in my Western Civilization course. Despite all the thinking I had been doing on how digital media were transforming student learning about the past, that day I realized I had missed a very significant change in the way my students thought about learning, about the production of historical knowledge, and about the nature of historical evidence.

On that particular day we were winding up the Second World War and my goal was to spend some quality time on the war crimes tribunals at Nuremberg and Tokyo, both to demonstrate how the victorious powers had decided to handle the resolution of the war differently than they had in 1918, and to introduce my students to the ideas of human rights implicit in the indictments for crimes against humanity. I had already given them several primary sources—copies of the indictments at Nuremberg, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights—and I came to class armed with links to newsreel footage of the Nuremberg prosecutions that were available on YouTube. The students’ first task was to discuss the primary sources
among themselves. Then we watched the video clips as a precursor to a
general class discussion of the questions I had given them. In one of the
clips a van pulled up in front of the courtroom and the voice-of-God nar-
rator Ed Herlihy described the scene in a combination of triumphal and
apocalyptic prose.¹ When the clip ended, one of my students objected to
the background music, saying that it reminded him too much of some of
the Nazi propaganda film clips we’d watched the previous week, largely ex-
cerpts from Leni Riefenstahl’s Triumph of the Will. Several of the students
nodded agreement with him and so we paused for a few minutes to discuss
propaganda in general, how it might be similar or different across cultures,
and how the makers of newsreels might be working with a limited number
of possible clips on short notice. We also spent a few more minutes discuss-
ing how music changes the feel of a documentary and how documentary
films—whether newsreels or otherwise—are constructed versions of real-
ity. I was pleased with the discussion because it engaged a number of the
students in the room and helped to set up some other points I planned to
make toward the end of the semester about media and historical knowl-
edge. In short, I left class that day feeling like it had been a good day.

The following class session was not at all what I expected. My plan for
the day was to work on our analysis of the beginning of the Cold War and
the first stages of European integration. Instead, I was knocked off course
even before class began. One of my students came up to me while I was
arranging my laptop and told me he had “fixed” the Nuremberg video
we watched during the previous class session. Fixed? When I asked what
he meant by “fixed” he handed me his thumb drive and told me to start
with the first file in the folder marked Nuremberg. So, once everyone had
settled themselves, I told the class what was going on and launched the first
file I found. It was the same Universal Newsreels video we had watched the
prior class, but my student had stripped out much of the music track and
substituted new background music. As soon as we heard the ominous bass
notes from the movie Jaws we all chuckled at his joke. Then he told me to
open the second file. This time he had replaced the triumphalist music of
the original with passages from Mozart’s Requiem. As he then explained,
Mozart’s music was much more appropriate to the seriousness of the situ-
aton being shown in the film and so, “From now on, Professor Kelly,
you should use my version.” Not surprisingly, I responded that as much
as I might prefer his remix, it wasn’t the original source. He shrugged his
shoulders and said, “Yeah, but mine’s better.” When I saw that perhaps half
the class was on his side, I gave up on the Cold War and European integration and spent the rest of class in a vain attempt to win the class back over to my side of the historian’s fence. The vast majority of the students agreed with me that original sources were original sources and that, in general, they were preferred to mashed-up or remixed sources. But even after a very animated discussion of historical evidence, a significant number—perhaps as many as half—still felt that his version was better and so I probably should use it from now on.

For more than a decade I have been making the not-especially-original argument that digital technology—particularly, but not limited to, the Internet—is transforming the ways in which students are learning about the past. But the more I have thought about what went on in that Western Civilization class several years ago, the more I have come to realize that something much bigger and more consequential has already happened. Moreover, I am convinced that the future of history teaching depends on our ability and willingness to accommodate ourselves to the rapidly accelerating, technology-driven cycle of change that is transforming the teaching, learning, research, and production of historical knowledge. For more than a century, historians have been able to shrug off demands for changes in how we teach our subject and most of us have remained stubbornly ignorant of the history of teaching and learning in our discipline. Unfortunately, no matter what we might like to believe, from the end of the Second World War until the late 1990s, there really has been almost no significant innovation in the methods of history teaching. Teaching history through primary sources rather than through textbooks? That “innovation” dates from the last two decades of the nineteenth century. How about “problem-based learning”? Alas for us, that “innovation”—all the rage at the moment—first appeared in history classrooms in the first decade of the twentieth century. To be sure, we have been very innovative when it comes to the topics in history we study and teach about, but when it comes to teaching methods in history, until recently there hasn’t been much new under the sun. As the example of my student’s Nuremberg remix indicates, we should be very worried that we are losing the rising generation of students because our approach to the past seems increasingly out of sync with their heavily intermediated lives.

Let’s be clear—my student’s remix of that newsreel signified was not just a playful approach to the past. He was also demonstrating concrete evidence of a way of thinking about the nature of evidence and how evidence
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can and should be used to make sense of past events. As I first wrote these words in the spring of 2010, the novel *Axolotl Roadkill* by seventeen-year-old German author Helene Hegemann sat in the number-two position on the hardcover fiction best-seller list of the magazine *Der Spiegel*. Much to the outrage of critics (most of whom were significantly older than seventeen), Hegemann freely admitted lifting substantial portions of her book from the work of other authors without any attribution. Hegemann called this remix of other authors’ work legitimate because, as she said in a formal statement via her publisher, “There’s no such thing as originality anyway, just authenticity.” Following her line of argument, the remixed version of that Nuremberg news reel was a more authentic source, at least in my student’s eyes, which helps to explain why I had such a difficult time convincing the class that I should not use it when teaching about Nuremberg.

My student was making history out of factual evidence in ways that a number of prominent historians over the years have advocated. To be sure, he was altering a primary source to make a point about the past, but it is worth considering two things: to what degree was his alteration of the source to make a point substantially different from, say, a historian’s decision to crop an image so it will fit neatly into the point he or she is trying to make in class? Certainly my student’s decision was much closer to that of photographer Roger Fenton’s staging of photographs taken in the Valley of the Shadow of Death during the Crimean War in late April 1855, or Alexander Gardner’s similarly staged photographs from the American Civil War. History abounds with fakery and forgeries like Fenton’s and Gardner’s, and one of the tasks of the historian is to uncover such alterations of the historical record if it is possible. But history also abounds with a more subtle problem—facts played up or played down by storytellers, chroniclers, journalists, and historians to make a point they want to make. I submit that my student altered that source to make a historical argument—something we lament the absence of in so much of our students’ work—and while I wish he could have made the argument without altering a source, I also recognize that his act of history making lies somewhere between the deliberate forgeries of Fenton and Gardner and the severe injunctions of Leopold von Ranke demanding that history be told as it actually was. One of the main purposes of this book is to explore the gray areas that acts like my student’s open up in hopes of helping us think about what history may become in the digital age.

What then is a historian to do in the face of students who may be
more interested in authenticity than originality? First and foremost we have to set aside our squeamishness, if only so we can examine those feelings for what they are. I will admit to having had to force myself to do just that over the past several years. After all, I am a firm believer that history is built upon a foundation of evidence—evidence drawn from primary sources in as close to their original state as can be accessed. Any remixing of those sources makes me more than a little squeamish: it makes me downright uncomfortable, just as I imagine many art critics in Vienna felt when Gustav Klimt unveiled his *Medicine* mural in the Assembly Hall of the University of Vienna more than 100 years ago. Klimt’s work was so far outside their understanding of what constituted art or beauty that most of those critics had difficulty finding a way to describe the work and simply rejected it out of hand, with many decrying it as an obscenity. While we do not, or at least should not, expect our students to establish new ways of making sense of the past that are as groundbreaking as Klimt’s work, it seems to me that it is incumbent on us to give them enough free rein to experiment and to accept the results of those experiments as worthy of consideration as history. In fact, one of the main arguments in this book is that by giving students the freedom to experiment, to play with the past in new and creative ways, whether using digital media or not, we not only open ourselves up to the possibility that they can do very worthy and interesting historical work, but also that there are significant learning gains that result from giving students that freedom. When students work on topics they are interested in, in ways that make sense to them, the level of their engagement not only with the assignment, but also with the fundamental historical assumptions that the assignment raises, certainly goes up.

I am not arguing that students should be free to do whatever they want, however they want—quite the contrary, in fact. I am, however, arguing that by structuring learning opportunities that address fundamental historical problems and give students enough free rein to take real ownership of their work, we open ourselves (and them) up to the possibility that much more can happen in our courses than the development of the most basic skills of historical analysis. At the same time, I argue that we do not have a great deal of time when it comes to making the transition to new ways of teaching and learning that are grounded in the potentialities of digital media. Thomas Kuhn introduced us to the idea that when existing and accepted paradigms no longer suffice to answer pressing scientific questions, first a crisis and then a revolution occurs, leading to new...
ways of thinking about old problems. Historians are more fortunate than physicists, because we are experiencing no such obvious crisis. In fact, as a discipline, we seem fairly well pleased with ourselves when it comes to the state of historical research and analysis, and many of us remain generally dismissive of the value of new media technologies for the teaching and learning of our discipline. But we ignore the revolution going on all around us at our peril.

While Helene Hegemann’s notions of originality and authenticity might seem easy to dismiss as a passing fad of the young, it is not so easy to dismiss the work of award-winning Canadian environmental and digital historian William Turkel on “interactive ambient and tangible devices for knowledge mobilization.” Turkel argues that “As academic researchers we have tended to emphasize opportunities for dissemination that require our audience to be passive, focused and isolated from one another and from their surroundings. We need to supplement that model by building some of our research findings into communicative devices that are transparently easy to use, provide ambient feedback, and are closely coupled with the surrounding environment.” Turkel, the historian’s ambassador to the “maker” movement, further advocates the use of new digital devices to fabricate objects from the past in real time as a way to give students access to the three-dimensional look and feel of historical objects. In other words, in Turkel’s view, historical knowledge and analysis can become tactile, not as a replacement for other forms of the representation of knowledge, but as another way to give students of history access to insights about the past. For example, historians and art historians have written many books and articles about the graffiti decorating buildings and other structures around the world over the many centuries. Students of the past can view those images on the page or the screen and can read the historian’s analysis of the images; the cultures within which they were produced; and the biographies of the artists, if the artists are known. At a conference in 2010, Turkel and I used a digital camera, off-the-shelf image-manipulation software, and a device called a Craft ROBO, to reproduce a graffiti stencil I photographed on a street corner in Vienna, Austria, in 2008. With the stencil we made and a can of spray paint, we could have (but did not) gone around town tagging buildings with that Austrian stencil. We would not have been recreating the historical object I photographed in 2008, but we would have been reenacting, in an authentic way, the process by which that Austrian stencil was used by whomever tagged the building I photographed two
years earlier, thereby at least opening up the possibility that we might have gained some new or different insights into what it was like to be a public artist in the Austrian capital. Of late, cognitive psychologists have called into question the empirical basis for claims that students have different “learning styles,” but those same studies do point to strong evidence for learning gains accruing from students encountering evidence, problems, and analysis from multiple perspectives. Had Turkel and I gone about tagging local buildings with that stencil we created, the tactile nature of that experience would certainly have fallen into the category of a different perspective on the past.

You would be well within your rights if Turkel’s tactile approaches to the past sound like they are a long way from writing a book or a scholarly article. He, and those working with him, represent just one variant of serious historical investigation that bears almost no resemblance to the work we have done for more than a century. “Interactive ambient and tangible devices for knowledge mobilization” have almost nothing to do with the forms of historical scholarship we have grown comfortable with—or even with primary sources as we know them. Turkel is not alone. My colleague Dan Cohen, director of the Center for History and New Media, recently launched a new version of the historical journal, *Digital Humanities Now* uses an algorithm to scrape content from the Internet (blogs, websites, social media) and then editors decide which items to feature on the journal’s home page. Content gathered by the algorithm includes blog posts, updates to historical wikis, new content from selected Twitter feeds, and other forms of rapidly changing information about the digital humanities. Because the content on the home page changes daily (and more often, in the case of the river of unfiltered content also summarized on the site), readers get a real-time view of what is happening in the digital humanities. The fact that serious historians like Turkel and Cohen—among others—are doing this sort of work is a harbinger of the sort of change we can expect in our discipline. If new media are changing our discipline, then how can the teaching and learning of our discipline not change as well? In his essay “Historical Thinking and Other Unnatural Acts,” Sam Wineburg argues, “the essence of achieving mature historical thought rests precisely on our ability to navigate the jagged landscape of history, to traverse the terrain that lies between the poles of familiarity with and distance from the past.” I submit that somewhere between Leopold von Ranke and Helene Hegemann lies a similarly jagged landscape of history, and scholars like Turkel and his colleagues in the Lab
for Humanistic Fabrication, Cohen, and my colleagues at the Center for History and New Media will be the ones to help us traverse that landscape. My hope is that this book will help readers negotiate those parts of that landscape that have to do with teaching and learning.

The task I have set for myself is a bit daunting, especially given how entrenched notions about how history ought to be taught are among those who teach history. One reason these notions are so powerful is that for more than 100 years historians have been teaching their courses much the same way. The typical high school or college history class is dominated by lectures aimed at imparting a mix of facts and analysis to students who are expected to dutifully listen, take notes, study that information, and then demonstrate their mastery of the material either in essays (if the class is small enough) or in exams. History is not alone as a discipline that relies upon lectures as the primary mode of instruction. We are also not alone in ignoring the fact—demonstrated again and again in studies of student cognition—that lecturing to/at students is among the worst possible ways to teach them anything. Even in lecture courses carefully designed to maximize student recall of factual information, most students retain only about 20 percent of what was taught to them in lectures. Moreover, after twenty minutes of being lectured to, most students report that their minds have wandered at least once from the subject at hand (and this finding comes from before the days when students brought laptops, cell phones, and iPods to class). Even in those classes where time is set aside for discussion on a regular basis, researchers who study such things find that the majority of questions asked by instructors across the disciplines focus on the recall of factual information. Recalling factual information on an exam is not, by any definition, the kind of real learning that leads to higher order thinking about complex ideas, nor is it in any way a sign of what we like to call “historical thinking.” Writing about the past is one way students acquire and demonstrate the higher order thinking we are hoping to teach. The skills of analysis students demonstrate in writing one five-page paper after another is not something to be scoffed at, and is, moreover, a set of skills that employers value. However, analytical writing is only one of the many ways students can advance both their knowledge of the past and their analytical skills.

One reason historians seem to feel it is so necessary to present students with so much factual information is that we know in our hearts that students cannot be expected to engage in sophisticated analysis of historical
events unless they know what those historical events actually were. Because most college history curricula have dispensed with prerequisites for most courses, it is very difficult to assume that students arrive in class on day one knowing anything about the subject of our courses, and so we feel honor bound to start somewhere near the beginning of our subject—not all the way back to humanoids wandering out of Olduvai Gorge—but back a good way nevertheless, so that our students will have some sense of what led up to the events that will be focused on for the rest of the semester. But, because those prior events are less central to the main subject of the course, we often knock them all off in a couple of lectures. Imagine trying to take differential equations without first having taken calculus, but having a nice professor who spends the first week reviewing algebra, geometry, and then calculus before diving into the heavy lifting of the rest of the semester—that is what that first week of rapid review of the prior century (or three) must seem like to many of our students. Once we have told them what happened before the course began, then we make sure to tell them what happened during the time frame of the course itself. The time constraints of the ten-week quarter or the fourteen-week semester mean that even in the smallest class of students efficiency seems to dictate a certain amount of lecturing—or, as we often put it—“covering” the main events. But as Lendol Calder so cogently pointed out several years ago, “cover” can also mean to obscure or hide from view. Thus, if we want to uncover what is really important in our courses, it seems clear that we need to give up on lecturing as the primary mode of historical instruction. How might that be possible in classes with 50, 100, 200, or even 500 students? As we will see, digital technology offers us a way forward that makes it possible for our students to uncover important insights, no matter how many other students there are in our courses. It is worth noting that students are not unaware that listening to lectures and taking notes are not the best ways to learn. Is it any wonder then, that at a moment in time where they can suddenly access more information about any topic than they can possibly use or make sense of, that more and more students have lost patience with us and our teaching methods and have either shut down—choosing the path of least resistance to a grade they want—or have begun to make sense of the past in ways that seem as foreign to us as the remix of the Nuremberg newsreel did to me?

It is likely that even if you agree with some of my argument(s), you may be thinking, “Ah, but his critique doesn’t apply to me.” After all, you may
lecture no more than a few times in an entire semester and your classes may be built around a series of learning exercises that emphasize active learning, community-engaged learning, problem-based learning, or other teaching methods demonstrated to engender the kinds of historical thinking almost all of us say we strive for with our students. If that is the case, you are in a very small minority. Study after study turns up the same data; namely, that between 75 and 90 percent of college instructors in courses not designated as seminars rely upon lecturing as the primary mode of instruction in their courses. While most historians I know claim that they make the analysis of primary source materials a central feature of their courses, a reasonably recent analysis of college history syllabi by Dan Cohen indicates that in introductory American history surveys, a substantial fraction of college faculty assign no book other than the textbook, and that only a small number assigned the primary source reader tied to the textbook.20 Amazingly, at a time (2005) when millions of primary sources in American history were already online from reputable organizations such as the Library of Congress and the National Archives, only 6 percent of the 792 syllabi Cohen included in his study offered students links to online primary sources. A more recent study (2010) by Robert Townsend of the American Historical Association (AHA) indicates that in the five years since Cohen’s article appeared, still fewer than half of the more than 4,000 teaching historians responding to an AHA survey regularly use online sources in their classes.21 Anyone who has taught history in the past decade knows that the first, and often the only, place students of any age look for primary sources is online. When students look online almost exclusively, and fewer than half of their professors point them to online resources, we see another reason why students and their instructors are proceeding into the past on rapidly diverging tracks. No wonder students are teaching themselves what to do with those sources.

In 2000, it was possible for a scholar like Sarah Horton to argue that, “although moving your course materials onto the Web may not shake the foundations of Learning [sic], it is the first step to devising a Web teaching method.”22 Perhaps in 2000 it was also possible to write an entire book on “web teaching” that only “touched” (her word) on the effectiveness of using digital media to teach. That is not the case any longer. But in 2000, “the Web” was mostly about image and text availability. The world of the World Wide Web has changed radically in the past decade—not only because we now call it the Internet. When Horton was writing about how to teach
with Internet resources, the resources she was talking about were websites created either by what we now call “legacy institutions”—that is, museums, libraries, and archives that pushed lots of content onto the Internet for users to view, or by teachers who likewise pushed content online, or created teaching exercises from that content that students were expected to use. The most interactive websites in 2000 were those that offered users access to discussion forums or, in rare cases, chat rooms where various topics could be discussed. But only a tiny fraction of Internet users had ever created content for the web beyond contributing to a discussion forum. In 2000 creating web content still required a fair amount of technical skill and the term “social network” had a completely different meaning than it does in today.

By contrast, the young people arriving on our campuses this fall have been creating content online for as long as they can remember. According to a Pew research study published in February 2010, 75 percent of Americans between the ages of 18 and 29—the “Millennials”—have created a personal profile on a social networking site such as Facebook, 62 percent have accessed the Internet away from home via a wireless connection, and one in five has posted video of themselves online on a site like YouTube. When the 18–29 cohort is broken down into subgroups of 18–24 and 25–29 years old, the percentage of those using social media rises to 81 percent. College students are even more aggressive adopters of Internet sites where the user creates the content rather than simply consuming content; they use the Internet in active, not passive ways. In the fall of 2005, 85 percent of freshmen at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill had a Facebook account at the beginning of the semester, and by the end of their first semester 94 percent had such an account. It is worth noting that in 2005 the use of such social media by students was still relatively new. It seems safe to assume, therefore, that by 2010, when the number of Facebook users worldwide has surpassed 700 million, the percentage of incoming freshmen who already have a profile on one or more social networking sites is substantially greater than the 85 percent found at UNC six years ago. By contrast, the Pew Research Center report found that in the next generational cohort—the so-called Gen X, now 30–45 years old—only 50 percent had an online profile on a social networking site, and only 6 percent had posted video of themselves online.

As these data make abundantly clear, not only is the Internet of 2012 radically different than the Internet of 2000, but more importantly, stu-
students’ use of digital media is substantially different. They still consume a great deal of online content, but just as important, if not more important, they are aggressive creators of online content as well. As a recent report from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) on young people and technology argues, “The growing availability of digital media-production tools, combined with sites where young people can post and discuss media works, has created a new media ecology that supports everyday media creation and sharing for kids engaged in creative production.” Thus, the second central argument of this book is that any use of digital media for teaching and learning that does not take into account this shift from consumer to creator is problematic from the start. Throughout this book, I suggest various ways we can capitalize on this creative impulse of our students to make the past more exciting and more relevant to them, not only in the classes they are taking, but also in the lives they have planned for themselves. By structuring our teaching and their learning about the past around ways that digital technology now promotes active engagement with, rather than passive acquisition (and reading) of historical content, we will be creating learning opportunities for our students that have a much higher likelihood of producing the learning gains we hope for when we teach. Instead of asking them to sit, listen, and record what we say—a teaching strategy that cognitive science has demonstrated quite conclusively to be unproductive—we can now ask our students to do what we do: make history out of the raw material of the past.

The goal of this book is to challenge historians, but also others teaching in the humanities and social sciences, to think carefully about the ways that digital media are changing teaching and learning in our fields in the face of changes such as those mentioned earlier. At its most challenging, this book considers how the remix culture developing around and through new media is making it possible for our students (and us) to produce either new knowledge about the past, or old knowledge presented in new ways. Even though we may not be able to anticipate the results of our students’ work in the digital age, it remains incumbent upon us to guide them through the past, and through the ways digital technology might be used to understand and represent the past. After all, the values of the professional historian do not change just because the medium changes. To help with that task, chapter 1 provides an overview of several decades’ worth of research on how students learn about the past, which sets the stage for a discussion and analysis of how students search for, and find, historical
content. Subsequent chapters consider how students might actually analyze historical sources that now rain down on them, not by their dozens or hundreds, but by their millions or hundreds of millions—a problem of abundance that will only increase with each passing year. Once they have analyzed the historical data they acquire, our students have to do something with that data, and so the last portion of this book considers ways in which students can, and slowly but surely are, already creating new forms of historical knowledge. It is always risky for historians to write about the future—after all, we still know far too little about the past—but my hope is that by challenging the reader to think hard about the future of teaching and learning in the digital age, every reader will find at least one new way to think about both the past and the future in our discipline. Moreover, I hope to convince the reader that my two central arguments—that we should use digital media to create active learning opportunities wherein our students create content online, and that we should be open to the surprising results our students may come up with when they create that content—are worth taking seriously.
How do students think about the past? For more than a century historians have been pondering this question, both in terms of what facts about the past our students ought to know, and just how it is they make sense—or try to make sense—of historical information. While the study of student thinking about the past has not been one of the major fields of endeavor among historians, that does not mean the issue has been ignored altogether. Toward the end of the last century the teaching of history in both colleges and schools was undergoing a process of professionalization and this process spawned a number of how-to books aimed at the teacher who was now expected to devote the bulk of his or her effort to one subject—history. The great concern of this prescriptive literature was, not surprisingly, how best to teach students about the past so that they might become better citizens of their country—a goal that has not changed much, at least with respect to history teaching in the schools.¹ Most of what we find in these studies from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was instruction on how best to teach history rather than any concern with how students learn history, but that does not mean that the authors of such books and articles were unaware of the fact that an understanding of how students learn is essential to any approach to teaching.

For instance, in 1897 Burke Hinsdale opined, “In dealing with the history of a country or nation, the first thing to be done is to fix in the pupil’s mind firmly the main points—an outline—a framework—in which he can dispose and arrange minor facts and details as he requires them . . .”, and,
“A memory that lays hold of subject-matter should be stimulated rather than a mere verbal memory.” Hinsdale also recognized that lecturing at students, especially beginning students, was not the most effective method of teaching: “The lecture is not the proper vehicle for conveying elementary knowledge of history. Experience often shows that courses of lectures that have been taken with interest and are recalled with pleasure, have left little behind them save mistaken notions and vague ideas.” It is a bit disheartening to realize that more than 100 years ago historians were already warning their peers about the problems of lecturing (fig. 1).

In 1906, Charles Homer Haskins, one of the great historians of his day, chaired a committee of the American Historical Association charged with examining how best to teach history to college students. Haskins’s report begins: “The most difficult question which now confronts the college teacher of history seems, by general agreement, to be the first year of the college course.” Haskins and his colleagues came to this conclusion because, in their view, the first year of the college course in history required students to spend too much time in lectures that offered up too much factual information for any student to take in, much less make sense of. Ironically, given the typical university history curriculum in 2011, the Haskins report concluded that freshmen ought to be taught history in small seminars more focused on the close reading of historical evidence, and only in their final year of college should they be expected to take a grand survey of a historical subject, because it was only after they had learned the methods of the historian that they could be expected to successfully synthesize important facts from lectures on topics such as Western Civilization. In 1917, J. Carleton Bell described the ways that students acquired something he called “the historic sense.” According to Bell, only some students were successful in achieving this “sense,” which included “great skill in the orderly arrangement of their historical data, skill in seizing upon essential points of the narrative and keeping these well in the foreground of their thinking, skill in massing minor considerations to support their main positions.” Too many other students, he wrote, “take all statements with equal emphasis, keep all parts of the discussion upon the same level, and become hopelessly confused by the multiplicity of details.” If Bell’s description of his students from 1917 sounds much like descriptions we often hear (or purvey) of our own students, at least some blame should lie in the fact that our teaching methods have not changed much since 1917.

Two distinct areas of concern emerged from those earliest specula-
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tions about how best to teach history: content knowledge and procedural knowledge. In the wider public debates about what students ought to know about the past, it is content knowledge that most animates these discussions.\textsuperscript{8} Among the best-known American examples of the arguments over what students ought or ought not be taught in history classes came during the controversy that arose over the proposed national standards for the teaching and learning of American history in early 1995. Slade Gorton, a freshman senator from Washington state, asked his colleagues, “Mr. President, what is a more important part of our Nation’s history for our children to study—George Washington or Bart Simpson?”\textsuperscript{9} Gorton’s angst over (and oversimplification of) the proposed standards for history education in the United States reflected a profound and widespread concern about what American children ought to know about the past. Without the correct understanding of the nation’s past, the argument goes, our children cannot become the kinds of citizens we want and need for the future of our country (whichever country that might be). But in these debates factual knowledge is often conflated with correct understanding—we assume that if our children know the facts, they will understand the facts. As Stéphane Lévesque points out, such fulminating about what ought to be taught and not taught is really a battle over the contested space of memory—memory that is, as Pierre Nora argues “absolute, [while] history is always relative.”\textsuperscript{10} The notion of history as always relative, something historians are quite comfortable with, can have quite the opposite effect on those debating what ought to and ought not to be taught. Perhaps the most straightforward recent statement of the just-the-facts view of history is a law passed by the Florida legislature in 2006.

> American history shall be viewed as factual, not constructed, shall be viewed as knowable, teachable, and testable, and shall be defined as the creation of a new nation based largely on the universal principles stated in the Declaration of Independence.\textsuperscript{11}

It is fashionable among historians to put popular debates over the teaching of content knowledge into an ideological frame.\textsuperscript{12} Such claims ignore the fact that all sides in debates over which facts to teach generally proceed from much the same view of history teaching; namely, that students ought to be taught the correct/important/essential facts about the past and that any consideration of historical methods or analysis is secondary to the acquisition of the proper set of the facts. In the debates over
content, there is generally little popular disagreement over what history is—the debate is most typically over whether to teach “our” set of facts, or “yours.” The “ours/yours” debate takes on such great urgency because we tend to believe that history serves a very important function in the process of nation building. While all sides in the debate over what ought to be taught generally agree on this point, it is the definition of the nation being built that is at issue. For instance, is the history of the nation the history of all the groups living in the state, or are so-called marginal groups (however such groups might be defined) so marginal that they are of only secondary importance to the narrative of who we are? What great moral lessons can we learn from our past that will guide us in the future? Are those lessons the ones taught to us by the leaders of the nation way back when, or are the more important lessons to be found in the day-to-day struggles of the working classes who built the state through their toil? Whichever side is speaking up about which facts ought to be taught at any particular moment, their spokespeople are fond of wringing their hands and worrying that “kids today” just don’t know much about history because they perform below expectations on standardized tests designed to gauge their retention of facts.

This view of history teaching as the communication of a specific body of factual knowledge to students is one that also resonates with many, if not most, history students. As Robert Bain points out, many students come to the history classroom with the following view of their subject: “The past is filled with facts, historians retrieve those facts, students memorize the facts, and all this somehow improves the present.” Knowing facts about the past so the present can be improved is especially important to many students because they also believe that history regularly repeats itself—so if we just pay close attention to what happened in the past, we will know what to expect in the future and can avoid making some of those same darned mistakes our parents, grandparents, and great-grandparents made. Another challenge history teachers face when it comes to what students think history is all about, is students’ tendency to believe that they already know and understand people in the past. This belief in the familiarity of the past, if tested, often leads to some interesting responses in the classroom. For instance, when I teach about the female suffrage movement at the fin-de-siècle, my students are often disbelieving when I give them evidence of anti-suffrage demonstrations at which hundreds, and sometimes thousands, of women attended to express their opposition to being given
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“Of course every woman would want the vote,” my students’ thinking goes, and if they are correct, then the logical conclusion is that the sources I give them must be wrong. These sorts of exercises create a tension in students’ minds between the familiar and the strange and are very difficult to get right. We want to destabilize their assumptions about the past without making the past so strange, so other, that they write it off as either too weird or simply impossible to make sense of. Instead, if students are forced to grapple with historical evidence on its own terms, not based on stereotypes they bring to that analysis, they then begin to question the broad generalizations they love to make about “women,” or “Nazis,” or the “Chinese.” Writing about drama rather than history, Bertold Brecht calls this breaking free of deeply held stereotypes “alienating the familiar.” Sam Wineburg demonstrates the difficulties of alienating the familiar very clearly in his essay “Making (Historical) Sense in the New Millennium.” In his interviews with high school history students and their parents, Wineburg found that when it came to the past, his subjects demonstrated signs of both collective memory and what he calls “collective occlusion.” Perhaps the most striking example of collective occlusion that he offers is what happened when he showed a young woman a photograph of construction workers demonstrating in favor of the Vietnam War. When asked what was happening in the photograph, the student replied that she was looking at a photograph of an anti-war demonstration, despite clear evidence in the image to the contrary. Wineburg concludes that the narrative of those Americans who were pro-war has been occluded by the much stronger narrative of the anti-war movement, to the point where students will cling so firmly to their belief in the dominant narrative that they will ignore clear evidence that contradicts what they believe.

Even when we are successful in convincing students that the past is indeed a foreign country that they can peek into, but can’t actually visit, they are still likely to assume that they know people from that foreign country anyway. James Axtell calls this predilection a case of students assuming self-knowledge is akin to historical-knowledge, by which he means that they assume that because they are women or Republicans or whatever, they have unique insights into how women or Republicans 100 years ago thought and acted. Getting them to set aside these assumptions is more than a little difficult and sometimes impossible, because these assumptions are grounded in our basic beliefs about ourselves. As Wineburg says, “The familiar past entices us with the promise that we can locate our own place...
in the stream of time and solidify our identity in the present.” 23 We want the past to be knowable through the lens of our own experiences. 24 History is not alone in facing this difficulty when it comes to teaching students about that which is unfamiliar, foreign, or seemingly counterintuitive. As Carl Wieman and Kathleen Perkins have found, our students’ reliance on folk wisdom, is just as difficult to break down in physics as it is in history. 25

A powerful demonstration of the simple solutions students often offer to complex historical problems can be seen in a video clip from an interview with a student named Chuck on the website Historical Thinking Matters. In this example, the student was given two American newspaper stories about the outbreak of the Spanish-American War—one that states unequivocally that the Spanish were responsible for the sinking of the battleship Maine, and one that says the cause of the Maine’s explosion remains unclear. Chuck, however, has almost no uncertainty: “It was blown up by the Spanish because we then had a war with them. So if there was a Spanish-American War and this happened right before it, then this is probably what started [the war].” 26 For whatever reason, Chuck’s existing narratives of the American past, combined with an analytical strategy founded on straightforward common sense, brought him to his firm conclusion about the sinking of the Maine. 27 This sort of analytical strategy is not limited to history students. In Wieman and Perkins’ research, students were given a lecture on the physics of sound and then were given a demonstration of how sounds are created by a violin. Fifteen minutes later, only 10 percent of the students gave the correct answer from a list of four choices, defaulting instead to folk wisdom about how sound is produced. 28 As researchers such as Wineburg and Wieman have shown, breaking through these assumptions and analytical strategies is quite difficult, but as educators it is incumbent upon us to try.

Almost any historian will tell you that the “facts first” view of history is one that is very different from the disciplinary thinking that we hope to inculcate in our students. 29 What then do historians mean when we talk about the study of history, if not the acquisition of a body of factual content? Before we decide, it is probably a good idea to stipulate what historians do not mean; namely, that facts do not matter. Historians, at least every historian I know, care passionately about facts supported by evidence. We know that all good history is built upon a foundation of evidence gleaned from as wide a variety of sources as can be obtained and verified. But facts from the past are not history. 30 History is a way of think-
Thinking, a way of knowing, a habit of mind. It is, as Robert Bain argues, an “epistemic activity.”

What then do historians mean by “historical thinking?” In 1971, Paul Ward, the executive secretary of the American Historical Association, described historical thinking.

First accenting and clarifying the separate pieces of evidence; second, seeing how well the assembled evidence tells the story and explains the whole situation; and third, highlighting the human dimension in the evidence. Within the first grouping at least three main requirements are to be singled out: putting proper stress on the evidence, seeking illuminating comparisons, and critically evaluating the sources of information.

While few historians would disagree with Ward that these are all important activities when it comes to thinking about the past, few today would see this list as sufficient to describe the complex activity we call historical thinking. Ward’s definition emphasizes the mastering the evidence by putting it in its proper place in the larger picture of the past and betrays a devotion to the empiricist tradition that demands that historical evidence not be made to say anything more or less than it says. Analysis of the evidence takes a backseat in this definition, and “highlighting the human dimension in the evidence” points to a need for students to attempt to establish an empathetic connection with those in the past—something that is often problematic when we are trying to encourage students to be more analytical. In the decades since, a more positivist view of history has taken hold among a wide swath of the historical community. For example, Stéphane Lévesque offers a definition of historical thinking that is much more focused on history as an epistemology rather than a craft.

Historical thinking is, indeed, far more sophisticated and demanding than mastering substantive (content) knowledge, in that it requires the acquisition of such knowledge to understand the procedures employed to investigate its aspects and conflicting meanings . . . To think historically is thus to understand how knowledge has been constructed and what it means. Without such sophisticated insight into ideas, peoples, and actions, it becomes impossible to adjudicate between competing versions (and visions) of the past.
Wineburg’s view, already discussed in the introduction, is that:

The argument I make pivots on a tension that underlies every encounter with the past: the tension between the familiar and the strange, between feelings of proximity and feelings of distance in relation to the people we seek to understand. Neither of these extremes does justice to history’s complexity, and veering to one side or the other dulls history’s jagged edges and leaves us with cliché and caricature. Achieving mature historical thought depends precisely on our ability to navigate the uneven landscape of history, to traverse the rugged terrain that lies between the poles of familiarity and distance from the past.35

As popular as Wineburg’s definition has become, and as appealing as it is, not all historians would agree that it sums up what it means to think historically. For one thing, Wineburg is almost obsessed with the degree to which students need to be able to engage in a meta-discourse with themselves about their own thinking. As important as it is for those attempting to understand the past to realize how their modes of thinking influence the results of that thinking, too much focus on the meta-discourse—whether between and among historians, or in our students’ own heads—can obscure the still very important and fundamental skills that undergird the larger discourse.

What then, do we mean when we say we want students to think historically? A vague definition of historical thinking along the lines of the definition of pornography proposed by Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart in 1964 (“I know it when I see it”) is not sufficient for our purposes.36 If we are going to create rich digital media experiences for our students, if we are going to teach them how to be historians in this digital age—or, at the least we are going to teach them how to think historically using digital media as well as old-fashioned analog resources—then we need to be much more specific about what it is we mean when we say “historical thinking.”

Almost every historian has his or her own personal list of the characteristics of historical thinking, but abilities that come up again and again are:

1. The ability to tell the difference between a primary and a secondary source.
2. The ability to “source the source”; that is, figure out who created the source, when it was created, and so on.
3. The ability to obtain information about the authority of the source and to assess that authority in light of other evidence.
4. The ability to set sources in their proper chronological order and to understand why that ordering is important.
5. The ability to construct an original argument based upon evidence from various sources.
6. The ability to recognize the strangeness of the past without being put off by that strangeness.
7. The ability to make comparative judgments about evidence.
8. The ability to recognize what one does not or cannot know from the evidence at hand.
9. The ability to understand that events are understood differently by different people.
10. The ability to triangulate between and among sources.
11. The ability to ask probing questions—not just what happened, but why did it happen this way and why didn't it happen that way?
12. The ability to recognize the role of causality.
13. The ability to critique evidence both on its own terms and in terms of its value to a larger analytical project.
14. The ability to recognize lines of argument in historical thought.
15. The ability to present the past in clear ways, whether in writing or in other media, saying what can be said and not saying what cannot.

In contrast to this rather long list, students typically have a much more basic list of what they think historical thinking means. Their thinking about historical thinking is often framed as a set of questions, which the answers will provide them with greater certainty about the past:

1. What happened?
2. When did it happen?
3. Why did it happen?
4. Who was responsible?
5. And a corollary question: Will that be on the exam?

It should be no surprise that students’ approach to historical thinking is so instrumental. After all, they now live in a world where the measurement of their academic abilities prior to arriving at college was heavily
dependent on their ability to select the correct answer from several choices and then fill in a bubble on a scantron sheet. The mania for standardized testing, so evident in the United States at this writing, has had many results—some salutary, some not—but in the history classroom, what it has meant is that students have become very adept at answering questions about the past, but not so adept at asking the kinds of questions we think are important. Where our students want certainty about the past, and to find the correct answer, due to the nature of our training, historians come to the classroom filled with a sense of historical contingency, a belief that the past is almost always equivocal, and that the first order of business for us is to formulate good questions about that past that will lead us in productive directions. The result of the inevitable clash between our students’ desire for certainty and our devotion to uncertainty is that many, if not most, students spend the semester trying to create certainties out of the uncertainties presented by their professor, while the professor often becomes increasingly frustrated by his or her students’ inability or simply unwillingness to dig into the uncertainties.37 Most students do not want to spend much time on Weinberg’s jagged edges of the past, fearing that they might be injured there. And who can blame them?

It is common among history teachers to complain that too often our students produce versions of the past that are heavy on cliché and caricature. To describe the work product of our students in this way is to do most of them a disservice. The jagged edge of history is an uncomfortable and unsettling place, and because so much of our teaching is predicated upon lecturing at them, it is no wonder they rely so heavily on tropes that they know and the regurgitation of facts we emphasize from the front of the room. For instance, it is a comforting certainty for American students that in the Second World War, Americans were the good guys, and the Germans and Japanese were the bad guys. This notion is reinforced by many years of schooling, television, and other forms of popular media. But if we take our students out onto the jagged edges of the past, they may learn unsettling realities, such as the fact that during “the Good War” U.S. commanders fought long and hard to suppress the practice of mutilating Japanese war dead by American servicemen.38 Familiar stories about the war reinforce the notion that our servicemen fought in honorable ways. The strange reality of the past is that some of those same men mutilated enemy war dead in ways that the popular imagination almost always attributes to the bad guys on the other side. Coming to grips with this sort
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of strange reality is central to the development a more mature historical consciousness and is, therefore, one of the more difficult lessons we have to teach our students for them to succeed in our classes.

If we are to take full advantage of the opportunities that digital media offer us to improve the teaching and learning of history, we need to be very clear to ourselves and to our students what we mean when we say “historical thinking,” and then create rich learning opportunities for students that encourage them to see history as we see it. The best way to use digital media to teach them to see history as we see it is to create learning opportunities that make it possible for our students to do history—to practice it as we practice it—to help them make history, using their own creative impulses, rather than simply giving us what they hope is the correct answer to a question we have posed. Archival and library websites are wonderful resources for students, but they do little more than provide access to material previously difficult to gain access to. Unlike the traditional lecture/paper/exam model of history instruction, digital media offers the possibility of creating new, exciting ways for students to be historians as they learn about the past. But it is also important to remember that technology is never the answer to a teaching problem. It can be one of several answers to such a problem, or it can help us find new and better ways to lead students to worthwhile solutions to thorny historical problems. In the end, however, these media are just one more resource for us.
As recently as fifteen years ago, historians were trapped in what John McClymer calls a pedagogy of scarcity. With only so many historical sources available for students to work with; that is, those in print and those available at whatever archive or library might be close-by, the scope of our teaching about the past was limited to that which our students could reasonably study. In my own teaching on the history of Eastern Europe (from Poland south to Bulgaria), the scarcity of available sources was particularly acute because only a tiny fraction of my students could read any of the languages of the region, and East European history is such a small corner of the historical profession that only a few document readers were available that offered sources in translation. As a result, I had to design my teaching around what was available. I could talk about other topics, could refer students to the paragraph or two in a textbook that dealt with this or that issue, and could even assign a good monograph or two on just about any topic they were interested in. But my students could not do much, if any, real historical research on a topic in East European history unless that issue or event in some way included Americans or British citizens or interests, and so was therefore covered in the English-language press or government documents. Were it not for the heroic efforts of my dissertation advisor to have more than two dozen important documents from the history of East European nationalism translated into English, my options as a teacher and my students’ options as historians would have been even more limited than they were.
As anyone who has ever searched for historical information online knows, those days of scarcity are gone forever. Today, a student searching for information on any historical topic will find more primary sources than he or she can possibly cope with, and if this student waits a day or two, the volume of available primary source information will have increased significantly. As Roy Rosenzweig warned in 2003, “historians need to be thinking simultaneously about how to research, write, and teach in a world of unheard-of historical abundance.” The magnitude of that abundance is all around us online. The American Memory Project at the Library of Congress now offers more than 15 million primary sources for anyone to use in their research. The online image database Flickr contains more than 4.5 billion photographs, and the Library of Congress has announced that it will begin archiving everything posted to Twitter—approximately 50 million tweets per day (over 18 billion per year if the traffic on that website does not increase). These are but three examples of the almost unlimited supply of historical primary sources posted online. Are you interested in Karl Marx? The website Marxists.org offers virtually everything Karl Marx ever wrote, plus works from almost 600 other authors representing a total of more than 53,000 documents from the history of the political left. How about the history of consumer culture in the United States? The Ad*Access database at the Duke University Library offers high-resolution images of more than 7,000 print advertisements for everything from airlines to televisions. Do you need a high-quality image of a rare eighteenth- or nineteenth-century map? The David Rumsey Map Collection offers users access to more than 22,000 high-resolution scans of such maps—some of which are available online only at this website, and the Perry-Castañeda Library at the University of Texas offers an additional 11,000 map images on their website.

What does this incredible abundance mean for historical pedagogy? The most important result of the changes this abundance brings to the history classroom is that we can no longer control the information students have access to. Our students are no longer forced to rely on what we assign to them as the essential sources of information for the problems posed in a course. Instead, they wander off into the digital forest looking for additional information that may help them answer a question we pose, write a paper, come to class prepared to discuss a topic, or just pursue a line of personal inquiry suggested by something that came up in class. George Landow—one of the most prolific early adopters of digital media for his
courses in literature—says that when students pursue their own lines of inquiry, they embark on unmediated intellectual quests, free from the control of faculty, textbook publishers, or others who might have controlled their inquiries in prior years. This freedom to inquire turns the traditional relationship between student and teacher on its head, because with essentially unlimited access to historical information—for good or ill—students are no longer dependent upon their teachers for access to information that was once doled out to them. Even if we assume that in prior decades, students could go to the library and browse the stacks as a means to pursuing their own lines of inquiry, now, those libraries—where so many historians found a home in their own student years—could not rival the abundance now available on students’ computer screens. For example: a delimited Google search run on January 5, 2011, on the name “Abraham Lincoln” produced 7,540,000 websites; 1,670,000 images; 10,600 videos; 1,320,000 books; and 121,000 scholarly articles. A further search on Lincoln across the multiple databases of newspapers provided by ProQuest Historical Newspapers produces another 80,252 citations. Together these add up to 10,741,852 possible resources for a student interested in Lincoln, his life, and his career. By contrast, a similar search of the catalog of the Library of Congress produced 4,277 citations, and such a search in the catalog of my university’s fairly small library produced 871. Even allowing for significant duplication in the Google search returns, it is clear that there is just too much information online to work with in a practical way at this moment in the life of the Internet, and this problem of abundance gets worse with each passing day.

Clearly no one, not even the most experienced Lincoln scholars, can make sense of all those sources, and I am not suggesting that our students do anything like that. In fact, my own research on students’ use of the Internet indicates that most do not embark on anything so prosaic as an “intellectual quest” as Landow envisioned it. Instead, they are most likely to be quite instrumental in the ways that they search for, retrieve, and use historical information available online. Regardless of how deeply they delve into the digital archive, what is clear, however, is that with each passing year they rely less and less on conventional sources of information provided to them by their instructors (just ask your bookstore manager how many students bother to purchase a textbook), and more and more on readily available (and increasingly free) sources of information online. This removal of hierarchical controls over information in the digital realm...
is called disintermediation, and it has profound implications for how we teach students about the past.¹⁰ A simple example of how disintermediation has transformed an industry is airline travel. Two decades ago a significant majority of airline travelers relied on professional travel agents to find and book flights for them. Recent research on the travel industry shows that almost 60 percent of all airline flights are booked online, and that traditional travel agencies have been relegated to niche players—booking complicated multi-destination trips; arranging group travel; or catering to wealthy, older, or very frequent flyers.¹¹ Passengers booking straightforward trips, especially those who have grown up with the Internet, use traditional travel agencies less and less each year. While I do not expect the history teacher to go the way of the travel agent any time soon, disintermediation is now a reality in our industry, just as it is in the travel industry, and we cannot ignore it, no matter how much we might want to. Already, we see the results of our loss of control over the information our students use whenever one of our students turns in a paper citing sources that, upon closer inspection, make us wince and the student blush when we point out the deficiencies in those sources. Conversations about these “oops moments” abound at professional conferences and among colleagues over coffee, but only rarely do these conversations take into account the ways that disintermediation has already transformed our field.

Because we have largely left our students to their own devices when it comes to finding historical information online, they have had to draw their own conclusions about how to proceed. Along the way, and almost entirely on their own, they have learned some lessons.

Lesson 1—Google Makes College Easy

Several years ago, one of my responsibilities was to review the teaching of the postdoctoral fellows we had hired to help us deliver the introductory Western Civilization survey course. In this particular case, the subject for that day was the Holocaust in twentieth-century Europe. As the students drifted in and took their seats, a few acknowledged me, but most just ignored me. Back in the last few rows, near me, a young woman asked a young man sitting next to her what he had in the way of answers to the questions their professor had posed at the end of the previous class session. He reached into his backpack, pulled out a sheaf of papers with some highlighting on them, and said, “I’m all set.” He then ticked off a couple of rea-
sonable answers derived from the highlighted text on his papers. “Where did you get \textit{that}?” the young woman asked him. With a big smile on his face, he said, “I typed some key words into Google, printed out a few of these, and I’m good to go.” She nodded with a look of commiseration, and what I took to be disappointment, that she had not taken such an obvious step to prepare for class.

\textit{Lesson 2—If It’s Not Digital, It Doesn’t Exist}

Until a few years ago, before our program grew too large, each of our master’s students was required to enroll in at least one directed reading with a faculty member. We devised a reading list together, and then the students met with their professor throughout the semester to discuss those readings. During one of those sessions with a particularly bright student, I was surprised to find that he had not read two of the articles I had assigned. Up to that point he had been very diligent in his preparation for our sessions, and so when I asked him why he had not read the articles in question, he replied that he had not been able to locate them. This surprised me, so I asked where he had looked and he said, “JSTOR.” When I pointed out that while the journal the articles appeared in was not available in the JSTOR database, but they were available on a shelf in the university library, he looked up surprised and apologized, admitting that he had not thought to look for the “analog” version.

\textit{Lesson 3—If It Looks Reasonable, It’s Probably Fine}

Production values matter when it comes to students’ decisions about web content. The more reasonable, or the more familiar, content appears to students, the more likely they are to use it. Thus, a website with good production values is more likely to draw students (and most web users) than one that looks like it was created in the days of Netscape Composer—offering black text on a gray screen, no margins, and no graphics. Similarly, a website that fulfills the user’s expectations in terms of its format or style, may well fool even the most sophisticated of web users, as was the case in 2008 when a faux student blog created by students in my course, Lying About the Past, tricked a number of history teachers and educational developers (discussed in detail in chapter 5).\textsuperscript{12}
Lesson 4—All Content Online Is Fair Game

When we think about students’ search for information online, our focus is almost always on the things we know and are already familiar with—articles, books, images, documents, websites, and so on. Our students, however, live in a different digital universe than the one we most typically inhabit. They read comment fields on social networks such as Flickr or YouTube, where the insights one finds range from useful to ridiculous. They rely on content they find on Facebook. Blog posts are fair game for almost any use—unattributed facts or opinions become evidence to support factual claims without much critical reflection. Papers or projects posted online by students taking similar courses elsewhere are increasingly popular sources—of late, students have been asking me more and more often how to cite such papers in their own work. All too often, their first source of information is Wikipedia. Despite the well-intentioned, but almost surely failed, attempts of various history departments or individual faculty members to require their students to stay well away from all such “unreliable” sources, I think it is fair to say that students are probably largely unaffected by these prohibitions. Moreover, it seems to me to be a professional conceit to say that unless historical content was created by or curated by professional scholars, it should not be used. Certainly our students tend to agree with this position.

Each of these four lessons that students have taught themselves about online historical content will be very familiar to anyone who has taught in the past decade. All point to some of the most significant problems we face as teachers trying to help our students develop sophisticated skills in our discipline. We already know that when students search for information, an Internet search engine is their default choice for locating information they seek, and that within the world of search engines, a significant majority of students use the one of the major ones such as Google, Yahoo, or Bing. Only a small fraction of students begin their search elsewhere—a library catalog, a printed index, a research database, etc. Instead, they fire up their browser, type some likely key words into the search box, and begin scanning the results for something that seems useful. But not all the news is bad. For one thing, our students are very teachable. They want to know how to find the best resources they can to complete the work we are requiring of them, and only default to the most basic searching strategies
when we have not taught them better ways to do their work. Moreover, as
dependent as students are on web browsers to search for historical infor-
mation, the good news is that these browsers increasingly link students to
new sources of historical information—supermassive databases of images,
such as Flickr; of genealogical data, such as Ancestry.com (which is not
free); or videos, such as YouTube—as well as the legacy institutions such
as the Library of Congress and National Archives. Even the external links
on many Wikipedia entries often point students to useful resources for
their research. These websites, all of which are “open archives”—meaning
their content is not curated by professional archivists, but by the users
themselves—offer students of history not only an even greater wealth of
historical content, but also access to content created by those outside the
small circle of professional scholars.

After all, students will do as they will, no matter what we say, and re-
gardless of what one might think of open archive websites, major cultural
players such as the Library of Congress and the National Archives have
begun forays onto this playing field. As part of their participation in the
Flickr Commons project, librarians at the Library of Congress analyzed
what had happened to the images they had added from their collection to
the Flickr database, and found that users of the website were interacting
with Library of Congress content in a very active manner. In October
2008, more than 4,600 images had been tagged slightly more than 67,000
times—of which 14,472 were judged to be “unique tags,” that is, not dupli-
cating a version of one already there—by 2,518 individual users. More than
2,500 individuals had added just over 7,000 comments to 2,873 images
posted to the website by the library’s staff. “The judgment of the authors
of the library’s report is that Flickr members substantially improved the
metadata on the images and generally took their work seriously—that is,
were few off-color or inappropriate tags or comments on the im-
gages. As more and more of the “legacy institutions” such as the Library of
Congress or the National Archives move their content into spaces where
users can add tags and comments, it will become even more important for
students to learn how to work with these add-ons to traditional historical
content. For example, many in the older generation of historians (of which
I am a charter member) were taught to use the Library of Congress subject
headings as the quickest and best way to sort through any library’s card
catalog. In an era of keyword searching, the Library of Congress subject
classifications are but one of many ways to dig around in databases, and
so it is now already high time to teach history students about metadata—
what it is, how it works, how it governs searching, what the Dublin Core is, and so on.\textsuperscript{17}

To date, historians have not been good about training students to use, find, and make use of historical content found online. In fact, some of the advice found in popular guides to success in history courses offer advice that borders on quaint in light of what we know about how students search for historical information when planning a research paper, or simply trying to prepare for tomorrow’s class discussion. For instance, \textit{Doing History: Research and Writing in the Digital Age} by Michael Galgano, J. Chris Arndt, and Raymond Hyser offers the following advice to history students as they begin a research project: “commence with a close review of a published guide. Currently, the standard is … \textit{Reference Sources in History: An Introductory Guide}.” Students are then advised to consult printed bibliographies such as Robert Balay’s \textit{Guide to Reference Books}, or the \textit{Bibliographic Index: A Cumulative Bibliography of Bibliographies}.\textsuperscript{18} As worthy as this advice is, I think it is fair to say that very few of today’s students are going to slog through a bibliography of bibliographies when Google and Yahoo are singing their song of immediate gratification. That siren song is both more attractive, and more comforting. As Steve Ramsey points out, “Google might seem something else entirely, but it shares the basic premise of those quaint guides of yore, and of all guides to knowledge. The point is not to return the over three million pages that relate in some way to Frank Zappa. The point is to say, ‘Relax. Here is where you start. Look at this. Then look at that.’”\textsuperscript{19} Moreover, because the Google interface is the one so many students use to find other things on the Internet, it is doubly comforting to use when they need a historical source, or three.

Other popular guides to success in the college history class are a bit more in tune with student research practices, but even these display a relatively restricted vision of what can and cannot be done online, limiting their advice to urging students to be cautious when using online sources, but offer little or no practical advice when it comes to assessing the reliability of information they find online. Moreover, because most prescriptive guides aimed at students urge their audience to stick to websites with .edu addresses, or that are associated with institutions such as major research libraries, museums, and archives, these guides all but shut out the possibility that quality historical content can be found elsewhere. For instance, a student who followed this advice about limited searching would miss out on worthy sites such as one offering an exhibition of the photography of Li Zhensheng (Red-ColorNewsSoldier.com), or a playful
website offering up hundreds of primary sources from the life of Marshall Tito of Yugoslavia (Titoville.com). Each of these .com websites provides visitors with very worthy historical resources, and so provides convincing proof of why students should not limit themselves to a small subset of the websites available to them. Moreover, the advice to stick to known, reliable websites is focused almost entirely on the Web 1.0 version of what online historical content was; that is, websites containing collections of historical sources. A student will be hard-pressed to find any advice on what to make of historical content found on blogs, open archives, social networking websites, video sharing websites, or Twitter. For instance, as part of its commemoration of the 150th anniversary of the Civil War, the Washington Post has decided to “Tweet the Civil War” with “commentary from experts, sesquicentennial news and an updating event calendar” on a special Twitter feed. What is an enterprising history student to do with tweets like this one?

CivilWarwp To Lt Slemmer: [Gen Scott] directs that u take measures 2 . . . prevent the seizure of the forts in Pensacola Harbor by surprise or assault. 9:50 PM Jan 3rd via HootSuite.

Similarly, an enterprising student will certainly find no help in these prescriptive guides when it comes to deciding whether or not to use and if so, how to use, content such as Errol Morris’s excellent blog series on Roger Fenton’s faked photographs from the Crimean War (mentioned in the introduction). Even a guide to world history online, which I wrote with my colleagues Kelly Schrum and Kristin Lehner, limits its discussion of online historical content to Web 1.0 websites.

Given that students receive so little advice on how to find and assess historical content online, a brief case study seems to be in order. This case study deals with a conventional website, rather than one that is interactive. Teaching students to make effective use of (and create) historical content found in the new types of websites that have begun to appear in what we like to call the Web 2.0 world is dealt with in more detail in subsequent chapters.

A Case Study in Historical Searching

At the top of the pyramid of how students find historical content sits the search engine. What happens when a student doing a keyword search in
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a search engine finds themselves confronted with hundreds of thousands, or even millions, of possible search results? Or, what happens when the results that come up early in a search are of dubious quality? In the earlier example of our student who was looking for a few good sources about the Holocaust, what if, as part of his search, he had typed “Adolf Hitler” into his Google search box? On April 26, 2010, that search would have returned the result as shown in figure 2.

The second half of the screen shown in figure 3 includes a website—the Adolf Hitler Historical Museum—as one of the top results. Google is not alone in pushing the Hitler Historical Museum toward the top of its search returns. In addition to a Google search, a student doing research on Hitler might find this website as an external link on Wikimedia’s page of Hitler quotations.25 A Yahoo search on the delimited term “Adolf Hitler” places the Hitler Historical Museum third overall in the list of suggested websites, and the Yahoo directory search places it second. In fact, every other search engine (Bing, AltaVista, Dogpile, etc.) I tested in April 2010 returned the Hitler Historical Museum on the first page of search results. As a result, a
The practical experience of teachers and the findings of researchers indicate that a typical student is very likely to click on the museum website simply because it shows up on the first page of search results. This path of least resistance approach to searching—exemplified by the student in Lesson 1 (Google Makes College Easy)—would almost certainly take a student researcher to the website shown in figure 4.

The website helpfully offers that it “is a non-biased, non-profit museum devoted to the study and preservation of the world history [sic] related to Adolf Hitler and the National Socialist Party. True to its role as an educational museum, these exhibits allow for visitors to understand and examine...”

student trying to do some web research on Adolf Hitler is all but doomed to find his or her way to this website.26

The practical experience of teachers and the findings of researchers indicate that a typical student is very likely to click on the museum website simply because it shows up on the first page of search results. This path of least resistance approach to searching—exemplified by the student in Lesson 1 (Google Makes College Easy)—would almost certainly take a student researcher to the website shown in figure 4.

The website helpfully offers that it “is a non-biased, non-profit museum devoted to the study and preservation of the world history [sic] related to Adolf Hitler and the National Socialist Party. True to its role as an educational museum, these exhibits allow for visitors to understand and examine...”

Hitler Historical Museum

"If freedom is short of weapons, we must compensate with willpower."
-- Adolf Hitler, Landsberg, 5 November 1925

Introduction

The Hitler Historical Museum is a non-biased, non-profit museum devoted to the study and preservation of the world history related to Adolf Hitler and the National Socialist Party. True to its role as an educational museum, these exhibits allow for visitors to understand and examine historical documents and information for themselves. The museum, while acknowledging the tragedy that over 50 million people died during World War 2, retains its non-biased status by refraining from making political judgments of any sort. Neither does it make the standard, uninformative, and cliched historical judgement that the victor of the war was "good" and that the loser of the war was "bad." Instead, all materials and resources are provided as a documentation of the time period and as scholarly resources with notes for clarification. No biased judgments, slanderous labels or childish name calling exist here as they do in most of the writings on this topic.

The Museum's chief concern is to provide documents and information that shed light on Adolf Hitler and the National Socialist Party. Because of the numerous contradicting, disjoint, biased, confused, and deficient interpretations that exist, few scholars are able to gather the facts and to understand and explain them coherently. Whether this failure is from a lack of information, scholarship ability, or honesty is unimportant. What is important is that historical information may be freely available and gathered into exhibits that allow researchers to derive independent conclusions from the relatively well preserved writings of this time period.

Fig. 4. Screenshot of the Adolf Hitler Historical Museum

historical documents and information for themselves.” At some point in their education, most students have been taught that they should search for information from “non-biased” sources, such as this website claims to be, because then they can decide for themselves what the information means, free from any bias of the website’s creator(s). To make sure that visitors to the site get this point, the website continues.

The Museum’s chief concern is to provide documents and information that shed light on Adolf Hitler and the National Socialist Party. Because of the numerous contradicting, disjoint [sic], biased, confused, and deficient interpretations that exist, few scholars are able to gather the facts and to understand and explain them coherently. Whether this failure is from a lack of information, scholarship ability, or honesty is
unimportant. What is important is that historical information be made freely available and gathered into exhibits that allow researchers to derive independent conclusions from the relatively well preserved writings of this time period.27

Despite the two typographical errors in this paragraph, I think it is safe to say that many students visiting the site would find this line of argument compelling. After all, the site must be good, because it appears on the first page of Google results, and it is simply offering facts (non-biased facts) in a way that will allow the user to draw his or her own conclusions. It is not just students who do not look carefully at websites before including them in their work. A search of college library websites turned up a number that provide their students with unannotated links to the website of the Hitler Historical Museum.28 Similarly, Random House offers a similarly unannotated link to the website from their page promoting sales of a children’s book on the Holocaust.29 Even college faculty members provide their students with helpful links to this site.30 And mainstream news media such as Newsweek (perhaps unwittingly) provide links to the site on their own website.31 These various links compete with links to websites offering seemingly excellent term papers about Adolf Hitler for sale at attractive prices, and links to other neo-Nazi websites such as Stormfront.org (purveyors of the similarly problematic websites such as martinlutherking.org).

When I was a college freshman in the 1970s, one of my history professors took those of us in his course on European diplomatic history to the main university library to teach us how to use a research library—as opposed to our high school or local public library. He introduced us to cutting-edge information resources such as the Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature, gave us a brief primer on using Library of Congress subject headings in the card catalog—which stretched on as far as we could see—and took us into the stacks to show us how serendipity could also play a role in finding a good book to use for a paper. By the end of the hour, I was overloaded with information, but I also had acquired the most basic level of what we now call “information literacy,” and so could begin to try to find what I needed in a more organized, and at least a slightly sophisticated way. What information literacy skills do we teach our students today that might help them avoid websites like the Hitler Historical Museum? The answer, unfortunately, is that most of us do not teach such skills. It could be that we make the mistake of assuming that because our students are
Finding adept users of technology, they are therefore adept learners with technology. Or it could be that we ourselves do not know much about how to drill down into websites to learn more about the website itself. If the problem is the former, then it is high time to stop assuming that students know what they are doing when they search for information online. If the problem is the latter, then the example of the Hitler Historical Museum will help demonstrate just what it is students need to know when they venture onto the Internet in search of historical content.

The Adolf Hitler Historical Museum

We have already seen that anyone searching for historical information about Adolf Hitler is being prompted by various search engines and by other resources to visit the Adolf Hitler Historical Museum. We have also seen that the website claims to be an unbiased source for information about Hitler, and we have seen that the front page of the website includes some spelling and syntactical errors—an early clue that we ought to be suspicious of the content on the site. After all, if the creators of a website cannot be bothered to make sure their home page is free from such errors, can we trust them to make sure that the rest of the site is similarly free from errors—errors such as the proper citation of sources, and other similar things historians care about? What follows is a step-by-step approach to learning more about the Hitler Historical Museum’s website. This same approach can be used with any website with varying degrees of success, depending on how transparent the website’s creators/owners are, and whether organizations such as the Internet Archive have collected copies of older versions of the website.

Step 1—Who Owns the Website?

Whenever we assign a book, an article, or a primary source to students, one of the first things we ask them to take note of is who the author is. Sometimes that information is easily available, sometimes it is difficult or impossible to discern, but we always ask them to try to find the author and, if possible, to learn something about the author or creator. After all, if you know something about the author, you may gain some insight into what he or she has written or created. Students visiting websites should not be given a pass on finding out who the author/creator of the website
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(or a portion of the site) might be. The simplest way to find out something about who made a website is to look for a link to an “About” page. “About” pages vary in quality and in the amount of information they disclose about the author(s) of the website—ranging from a full-disclosure page, such as the one we created at the Center for History and New Media for the website Making the History of 1989—and the Hitler Historical Museum, which offers no such information to visitors. When teaching my students how to work with websites, I tell them that the lack of an “About” page is often (but not always) a telling clue. Why would the website’s creator(s) not take credit for the work they have done? The reason is not always sinister, but it could be that the site’s creator(s) have deliberately chosen to keep their role in the site obscure. At a minimum, the lack of an “About” page should make one curious to know more.

But how can we find out more about a website’s creators if they do not offer such information? Too often we assume that such information is not available when it often is. For instance, the website WhoIs.com offers users the opportunity to examine the registration information of many websites. Website owners can keep this information private in certain circumstances, but often they do not, either because they do not mind the world having access to such information, or simply because they do not realize that the registration information for their website is being published. In the case of the Hitler Historical Museum, a “WhoIs” search tells us that on April 26, 2010, the domain hitler.org was owned by an entity named “United . Thought.” The domain was created on March 12, 1998, and the current registration will expire on March 11, 2017. United . Thought lists an address of 527 3rd Street, San Francisco, CA 94107, and a telephone number of 415-367-3800. The email contact information in the record is accounts@utindustries.com (fig. 5).

A simple web search on the information made available through WhoIs .com does not reveal very much. The website utindustries.com was not active on May 3, 2010, and a check of the telephone number in the Internet White Pages revealed only that the number is for an unpublished listing for a landline telephone in Sausalito, California. A quick check of Google Maps and using the Street View feature reveals a picture of the address, but no further information. The owner(s) of the domain occupy one of the residential units above the diner and coffee shop on the street level of this building. Beyond that, we cannot learn anything else about the owners from these simple search queries. But what if we dig a little deeper into the morass of information that is the Internet?
Fig. 5. Screenshot of Google Maps, with A marking 527 3rd Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.
A simple question to ask about the owner of any Internet domain is what other domains that person or organization also owns. Digging further into the domain registration and address data provided by the simple WhoIs search, we find that United . Thought had an earlier address in Herndon, Virginia—an address that turns out to be a postal box at a store in a strip mall. We also learn that this same organization owns several domains that are devoted to Nazism and current National Socialist politics, including siegheid.org and nazi.org. The latter website is the home of the Libertarian National Socialist Green Party (a neo-Nazi organization). This educated poking around online resulted in a picture of the Hitler Historical Museum as part of a network of websites devoted to current neo-Nazi politics in North America, and owned by a person or an organization in San Francisco. Finding out more about the site’s owner would require, among other things, traveling to San Francisco or hiring a private investigator—both clearly beyond the pale of any basic information literacy lesson. But simply knowing the owner(s) of the Hitler.org website also own a series of neo-Nazi websites calls into question the website’s claim to be unbiased in its presentation of information about Hitler and his career.

---

Step 2—What Metadata Does the Website Use to Attract Visitors?

Commercial websites pay a great deal of attention to what is known in the industry as “search engine optimization”—a term that means using tricks of the trade to maximize the likelihood that one’s website will show up early in the results of a query typed into a search engine. Among the many strategies used to improve a website’s position in the search rankings is to include various keywords in the metadata of the website’s home or index page. Metadata—quite literally “data about data”—sits out of sight in the HTML code that describes the website, and can only be seen by viewing the website’s source data through options available on various web browsers. Website creators include likely keywords in that metadata so that when search engines index their website, those keywords are picked up in the indexing process. When search engine users type in the same keywords, they are more likely to be routed directly to that page than if the metadata did not include those terms. For this reason, examining the metadata a website’s creator(s) insert can offer useful clues to what sorts of search traf-
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fic they are trying to attract. The Hitler Historical Museum home page includes the following metadata:

<meta name=“description” content=“The Hitler Historical Museum is a non-biased, non-profit museum devoted to the study and preservation of the world history related to Adolf Hitler and the National Socialist Party.”>

<meta name=“keywords” content=“Hitler, Adolf, Adolf Hitler, National Socialism, Nazi, Nazis, History, World War Two, Jews, Jewry, Jewish, Hindenburg”>

What do we learn from these metadata? The “description” is what shows up in a search engine under the link to the website. From the keywords used on this website we can see what the website’s creator(s) believed were the terms most likely to animate a search for content on their website. Search companies such as Google and Yahoo keep the specifics of their algorithms secret, but the degree to which a website rises or falls in the results from a keyword search is a function of a variety of factors—including how often the website is linked to from other websites, the keywords in the metadata, the appearance of keywords on individual web pages, and the frequency of the appearance of those keywords—just to name a few of the important factors. A quick test of the Hitler Museum’s website using each of the keywords in the site’s metadata demonstrates that keywords alone are not enough to push a site up in the search returns. While the terms “Hitler,” “Adolf,” “Adolf Hitler” all showed up on the first page of a Google search on May 4, 2010, other terms such as “National Socialism” did not bring up the museum’s website until the twenty-fifth page of the search results, and the rest required even more scrolling through results. It is probably safe to say that the average student is not going to keep searching beyond the first few pages of search results.

Step 3—What Is the History of the Website?

As historians, we believe that the history of a thing, an event, or a person is worthy of careful study. Fortunately, the history of most websites can now be studied in much the same way that we study other things. There is even an archive where we can conduct our research—the Internet Ar-
The Internet Archive offers users access to billions of web pages, most of which are archived copies of websites collected by web crawlers since 1996. In the case of the Hitler Historical Museum, 692 versions of the website were collected and archived between December 5, 1998, and May 3, 2010. The original version of the Hitler Historical Museum’s website is not so helpful in our historical investigation, largely because it doesn’t say much more than what the current version of the website tells us. But historians know that thorough historical research means

"If freedom is short of weapons, we must compensate with willpower."  
-- Adolf Hitler, Landsberg, 5 November 1925

**Introduction**

The Hitler Historical Museum is a non-biased, non-profit museum devoted to the study and preservation of the world history related to Adolf Hitler and the National Socialist Party. True to its role as an educational museum, these exhibits allow for visitors to understand and examine historical documents and information for themselves. The museum, while acknowledging the tragedy that over 50 million people died during World War 2, retains its non-biased status by refraining from making political judgements of any sort. Neither does it make the standard, uninformative, and cliched historical judgement that the victor of the war was "good" and that the loser of the war was "bad." Instead, all materials and resources are provided as a documentation of the time period and as scholastic resources with notes for clarification. No biased judgements, slanderous labels or childish name-calling exist here, as they do in...
looking at all of the available evidence, not merely the first and last versions of an artifact like a website.

The original Internet Archive (IA) interface made it easy for users to decide which of the 692 website captures to view, because there was an asterisk next to each new version of the site the IA web crawler found. Thus, the version of the site found on April 20, 2001 (fig. 6), offers clear evidence to even the most skeptical visitor that this website—despite its claims to being “non-biased,” is actually a pro-Nazi website. Any website offering up a birthday cake and birthday greetings for one of the world’s worst dictators is probably not quite as unbiased as it might claim to be. Unfortunately, the current version (in late 2011) of the Internet Archive’s display of its web captures no longer includes the update asterisks, so users must now click through the various versions of a site held in the archive to find changes or updates. Nevertheless, the archive remains a powerful tool for locating and analyzing website content from the past.

**Step 4—Search for the Reviews of the Website**

When we select a book that we might use in our own scholarly work, one of the first things we do is check the various historical journals to see if any reviews of the book have been written. At this writing, there were no scholarly reviews of the Hitler Museum website that could be located either online or in my university’s library. Despite the lack of scholarly reviews of this particular website, there are often reviews available for websites containing historical content, whether through organizations such as the Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media (where I work); or in historical journals; on the websites of historical organizations; or in the blogs written by historians, both in and outside of academia. Students should always be encouraged to seek out such reviews if they intend to use material from a website, just in case they find themselves at a location like Hitler.org.

It is worth noting here that it is not only students who use information found online in uncritical ways. For instance, the recently published book *Hitler’s Engineers: Fritz Todt and Albert Speer—Master Builders of the Third Reich* by Blaine Taylor (Casemate Publishers, 2010) cites the Hitler Historical Museum as an authoritative source on page 56. Even more egregious is the case of the publisher of a recent fourth grade history textbook approved for adoption by the Virginia State Board of Education, which
makes the false claim that thousands of slaves fought willingly on the side of the Confederacy during the Civil War. When pressed to explain where she found evidence for this howler, the author, Joy Masoff, explained that she found this information through online searches. If professional authors and editors cannot be bothered to check the veracity of evidence they find online, it is no surprise that students are also loath to do so. It is unlikely that they will go to all the trouble I have laid out above with my case study of Hitler.org, but exposing them to these steps is akin to the tour of the university library my professor gave me so long ago. If they know how to work with websites, they can do so when the need arises. When I walk my own students through the Hitler Historical Museum exercise, their eyes are opened not only to the need for more careful thinking about the websites they use in their research, but also to the need to better understand the ways historians can investigate the background of the sources they find online. After this exercise, I find that they are much more careful consumers of online historical content.

Teaching our students how to search is as important today as it was forty years ago when searching meant making sense of the card catalog in a library, or finding aids in an archive. Students have access to so many more information resources that it can be bewildering to think about the many ways they access that information. One important reason why students often turn to the information resources they already know is that the important legacy institutions often make it quite difficult to find what you want on their websites. The typical web user has grown accustomed to the spare search page of Google, or the slightly busier interface of Yahoo, or one of the other search engines. For all of their problems discussed earlier, the search companies have mastered the art of the clean delivery of information to searchers. At the other end of the spectrum are the big institutions such as the Library of Congress, the National Archives, or the British Museum. These institutions built their search interfaces a long time ago in Internet years, and for a variety of reasons—some good, some not so good—have stuck with their existing systems for finding information. Students used to the clean lines of the search engine pages and the simple system of typing in some likely keywords often throw up their hands in despair when confronted by the more complex systems of the legacy institutions. Thus, if we want them to use these resources, rather than relying on basic searches with search engines, or on social networks, we have to
teach them how to slog their way through these difficult and often bewildering interfaces.

For example, one of the largest repositories of online historical primary sources—the American Memory project of the Library of Congress—first takes a visitor to a browse page that offers the opportunity to browse the collection by topic from a list selected by the librarians, or if one looks carefully in the upper right-hand corner of the screen, a search box is also available for those likely keywords students have come to love. If one were looking for a map of the Chesapeake Bay in the late nineteenth century, here is what would happen. Click on the “maps” link and a new browse page appears, offering the opportunity to search across eleven different collections: everything from Civil War maps, to maps of the national parks, to maps of Liberia. A search across all of the eleven collections on the keywords “Chesapeake Bay” turns up thirty-nine images of maps, which can be seen in thumbnail form if one notices the small option for “Gallery View.” If thirty-nine maps seems like too many, given that we are only interested in the nineteenth century, selecting only the “Maps and Cartographic items” collection yields the same thirty-nine maps. If, however, you persist and click on the link that says “Map Collections,” you will be taken to another page altogether that gives you the chance to search the library’s map collections in a different (and even older) way. If one clicks on the Geographic Location Index, what one finds is a list of Library of Congress subject headings by geographic location. A Chesapeake Bay map might reasonably be found in either Virginia or Maryland. And sure enough, there is a subject heading called “United States—Maryland—Chesapeake Bay.” Clicking on this link yields six maps, none from the late nineteenth century. What about Virginia? There are two Library of Congress subject headings for Virginia and the Chesapeake Bay: “United States—Virginia—Chesapeake Bay” and “United States—Virginia—Chesapeake Bay Region.” Clicking on the first of these offers up five of the six maps you found by trying the Maryland links. Clicking on the second produces the missing sixth map. Can you imagine a typical student persisting any further in his or her search of the Library of Congress website? Probably not. Unless, that is, we teach our typical student easier ways into the databases of the large institutions like the Library of Congress and show him or her just how rich those information resources are.

For example, a Google search proves to be more helpful in a roundabout
way. Searching on “historical maps of Virginia” turns up some interesting options on the first search return page, including a link to the Library of Virginia (http://lva.virginia.gov), which has a reasonably significant number of maps posted online. A visit to the Digital Collections portions of their website, and from there to the Alan M. Voorhees Map Collection, turns up some possible candidates for a student’s research project. Probably the best—despite the fact that it is dated 1849, and therefore is outside the desired time frame—is “A new map of Maryland and Delaware: with their canals, roads & distances.” This map, available as a ten-megabyte download, provides a great deal of detail on the Maryland and Virginia portions of the upper bay—that is, everything north of Tangier Island—and was much easier to locate than maps in the American Memory Project files. The search facility on the Library of Virginia’s website is much more intuitive than the one on the Library of Congress’s site, and is not at all dependent on students knowing how to work with Library of Congress subject headings.

By contrast, if our student had been searching for a copy of Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address in his own handwriting, a simple search at the American Memory Project website would have turned up several excellent options on the first keyword search. Similarly, a search on “George Washington, March 15, 1783,” would quickly and easily turn up images of General Washington’s speech at Newburgh, New York, that effectively ended a brewing rebellion of Continental Army officers. The lesson here is that the more famous and/or heavily used a document is, the more easily it is found in systems like the one at the Library of Congress. Because students are often searching for historical sources that are more obscure, it is incumbent on us to teach our students (a) how to work with multiple finding tools, and (b) how to get beyond any frustration they might have with search engines that are not as seemingly simple as Google or Yahoo. Just as my history professors could not and did not assume that I knew how to work in a university research library, we must make the same assumptions of our students. They need concrete examples of how to find and analyze content they find online—especially more obscure content that would not show up on the first few pages of a Google search. Prescriptive advice to “be careful about what you find online” teaches them nothing, and is counter-productive at best.

In addition to using search engines or the websites of the large cultural institutions to search for historical content, students can—and do—
approach the task of finding historical information in a variety of ways. One that is becoming increasingly common might be called “social searching.” Because social networks such as Facebook are so important in students’ lives, it should be no surprise that they often turn to these networks for help in finding information they need to complete assignments. Imagine for a moment you are a university student sitting in the student union, your apartment, the local coffee shop, or wherever you get a wireless signal, and you need to come up with some information for a history paper due two days from now. You have put off the thing for a while, but now you really need to get started. Sure, your professor suggested some good possible sources for the paper, but this is, after all, the age of just-in-time delivery of everything from flowers, to books, to information. So you stare at your screen for inspiration and see several windows open—Facebook, iTunes, YouTube, and several small IM conversation windows. What to do? What to do? Imagine further that your paper is for a class on the civil rights movement. A quick Google search turns up just over 73 million hits, so you enclose your search in quotation marks—a nifty move that cuts down on the number of possible websites to just over 164,000. That will not do, will it? Hmm. Facebook? A search of Facebook turns up the “community page” for the civil rights movement. But only nineteen people “like” this page—not much of a community—and the only information on the page is the Wikipedia entry that came up first in your Google search. But at least there are some faces you remember from slides your professor showed in class—Martin Luther King Jr., Rosa Parks, Malcolm X, and W.E.B. DuBois. Maybe they have their own community pages—and sure enough, they do. The community page for Martin Luther King Jr. has almost 3,000 fans, and the “Global Related Posts” being fed onto the page by the Facebook information engine includes several quotations that might just be the starting point for a paper.39

“The time is always right to do what is right.”

“Everything that is done in the world is done by hope.”

If you are lucky, you choose the first quotation, because it is indeed by Martin Luther King Jr., and your paper focuses on King’s ideas of timely action in the face of opposition. If you are unlucky, you choose the second, because even though it seems like a nice echo of the 2008 campaign slogan of President Barack Obama, it is not a quotation from Martin Luther
King, but rather from the Reverend Martin Luther. Even though you can buy a Martin Luther King Jr. button with this quotation on it (fig. 7), the original comes from the sixteenth-century German theologian, and has been misattributed to the civil rights campaigner for a long time—especially online (or at least so it says in Wikiquotes under “MLK”).

What about a search of YouTube? A quick search on Martin Luther King Jr. turns up the full broadcast of King’s famous “I Have a Dream” speech as the first hit, the last minute of his final speech in Memphis as the second, and in fourth position, an edited version of the CBS News broadcast in which Walter Cronkite announces King’s death. Watching these videos, viewed by others a total of over 11,500,000 times in May 2010, gives you that final kick in the pants you need to get moving on the paper—after all, King’s quotation about the timing being right echoes in your ear and off you go.

This brief example demonstrates that students can use social media such as Facebook for historical research for good or ill. If, as our student, you chose the first example, you would have found inspiration for your paper—an organizing principle around which the rest of your research could revolve—from what random people around the world posted on their Facebook pages about Martin Luther King Jr. You could gain further inspiration from the historical videos you watch, and perhaps think up some other promising avenues of research. If, however, you chose the second quotation, you might have found yourself in hot water with your professor if he or she knew that this particular quotation was a misattribution. Is it better or worse for our student to begin searching for information on the civil rights movement on Facebook—where he or she is led to one web page—or in Google, where tens of thousands of possible

Fig. 7. Photograph, by the author, of a misattributed button offered for sale at http://www.toppun.com/Martin-Luther-King/Buttons/Everything-that-is-done-in-the-world-is-done-by-hope-Martin-Luther-King-Jr-BUTTON.html.
results pop up on the computer screen? The answer, of course, is both and neither at the same time. Instead of railing against students’ use of social media, we need to meet them where they live and teach them—just as in the example of the Hitler Historical Museum—how to make the most of and avoid the pitfalls of these sorts of information resources. For example, given their powerful dependence on Wikipedia as a go-to source about the past, a productive fifteen minutes can be spent in any history class showing students the “history” tab on any Wikipedia entry and how, if one scrolls back through earlier versions of an entry, it is possible to chart the ebb and flow of that entry’s content over time. In my own experience, this brief exercise is often an eye-opener for most of my students who are used to looking at Wikipedia as simply another online encyclopedia, not as a living archive of public debate over how information in that encyclopedia ought to be presented to the public. Once they understand that the history of a Wikipedia entry is both accessible and has something to teach us about the construction of knowledge in public space through the use of social media, their go-to source suddenly becomes much more interesting as a historical resource.

For all of the ways that social media such as Facebook, YouTube, and Wikipedia capture students’ attention while linking them to one another in new and interesting ways, the use of a computer to find and analyze historical content remains a potentially isolating practice. Confronted with a class assignment, too often students sit down at their computer, work their way through various searching and analytical strategies, and do the best they can on their own. They might send an instant message or a text message to a friend seeking help, or they might post a plea for assistance on Facebook, but more often than not, they simply try to tough it out on their own without recourse to the sorts of collaborative opportunities the technology now provides. To address this issue, I have designed a number of assignments over the years that force students together around the finding and analysis of online sources. One of the most successful of these falls into the category of “online scavenger hunts,” in which I give the students meeting in a computer lab a selection of ten images from the past and tell them that as soon as they can tell me what each image is and how it relates to our course, they receive their grade for the day and can leave. All of the images are downloaded from the Internet and each has been renamed so that the file name is not searchable. The first few are always easy for the students to identify, but as they work their way down the list, the images
become more and more difficult to identify. At first, they try to complete the assignment on their own. As the minutes pass, the students begin to talk to one another about what they are or are not finding. By the time they get to the last two images (both of which are quite difficult to puzzle out) most, if not all, of the students have gotten up from their seats and they are clustered around one computer offering suggestions and discussing search strategies. When they finally puzzle out the last item, I make them all stop and point out that as the assignment became more difficult, they began to rely on one another more and more. Then I point out that historians do the same thing when we are doing our own work—we rely on the help of archivists, librarians, and colleagues to help us puzzle out the most difficult sources we find. The lesson I drive home in this exercise is that they should not allow the computer to isolate them from one another, and that by collaborating they get their work done more rapidly, and at a higher level of quality.

Digital media also make it possible now for our students to build complex and very user-friendly databases of references to the sources they find in their searching online and in the analog world. Reference management software packages, some of which now run as part of a student’s web browser, make it possible for students not only to quickly and easily build databases of their sources, but also to annotate those sources, mark them up with keywords of their own devising, and share these sources with others, either as part of a group working on a particular project, or to simply share them with the entire world. Among the most popular of the reference management packages are Zotero (developed by the Center for History and New Media), Mendeley, and Connotea. In the pre-digital age, students collected their resources for a history project—likely on three-by-five cards, or in a notebook—they would then write their paper or complete the project in some other form, and then would either file those sources away, or throw them away as no longer useful. Even if they filed their sources away, accessing them again for a new project proved difficult. In the digital world, students using these reference management packages can now keep the results of their research in an easily accessible database that, if it is web based, they can access from anywhere at any time, and that they can continue to improve and add to throughout their academic careers. However, as user-friendly as these packages are, there is a learning curve that still requires history instructors to teach their students both how to use the packages and what the value of using such tools over time can
Finding be. In my experience, once students crest this not-very-steep curve, they wonder how it is they made it through school up to that point without using a reference manager of some sort.

A more recent problem that students (and we) face when it comes to using search engines to help us locate historical information is a shift by the major search companies, led by Google, toward personalized search results. No longer are the results of a search the same for all users everywhere. Instead, since late 2009, Google has changed the process by which it returns information to a user, customizing those results based upon a whole series of factors, including the user’s location and prior search history. What this means is that two students in the same class at the same university may well get wildly different search results from the same query, or that the same student (if he or she is not logged into the search engine’s service when searching) may get two different sets of results, if one search is conducted in her apartment and the other from a computer on campus. I think it is fair to say, based upon my informal polling of my students, that they have no idea that their searching is being “managed” for them in this way by the search engine companies. In particular, they are surprised to find that significant amounts of historical information that they might find useful never makes its way to their desktop because whatever social search algorithm the company is using deems that information irrelevant to them. A simple way to drive this lesson home is to have all students in a course execute the same search at approximately the same time, from wherever they happen to be at that moment, and then compare their results when they return to class. Invariably they find that their favorite search engines return different information and must then try to understand how to find the things they want rather than the things that the search company thinks they want.

Exercises such as the group scavenger hunt make it much easier to emphasize a final piece of advice that I give my students over, and over, and over—namely, that the best way to begin their historical research is to go to the campus library and chat with a librarian—preferably the liaison librarian for the history department. Over the years I have found that this particular piece of advice has to be repeated several times before it finally takes. After all, if you can call up ten million possible sources on Abraham Lincoln, who needs to talk to anyone? However, it is the overwhelming nature of that abundance of resources that often convinces my students that such a chat might actually be helpful. I point out to them that where
once upon a time librarians were known as librarians, these days they are much better known as information specialists. Because they are trained not only to find useful information, but also how to teach others to find that information, a half hour spent with a librarian is often the difference between an “A” or a “B” on an assignment. Do they follow my advice? Only rarely. But the ones who do then come back to class and report to others that they saved themselves a tremendous amount of time and effort just by meeting with someone in the library. This particular insight is one that is not new in the digital age we live in. When I first started teaching at the college level, the Internet was in its infancy and so the help librarians gave in those days was focused largely on the card catalog and printed indices. Today, their skills as information specialists are even more important to our students. But whether students choose to visit the library or not, it remains essential for historians to teach them how to find the information they need, which means we need to engage much more actively with the methods our students use to find such information. If we do not, we are leaving it to them to puzzle out just what to do with ten million sources.
When we think about the future of historical research in the age of the huge digital libraries that are currently under construction, we will face with what I sometimes think of as the Klofáč-Kramář dilemma.¹ In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Václav Klofáč and Karel Kramář were prominent Czech politicians—first in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and later in Czechoslovakia.² Because neither man became president or had much of a reputation outside of parochial Czech political circles, you should not feel guilty if you have never heard of either one. But for historians of modern Czech politics (like me), they are central figures in the historical narrative of the first Czechoslovak republic. Kramář is fairly easy to research using conventional methods. The Kramář collection at the Archive of the National Museum (Archiv Národního muzea) in Prague contains more than one hundred boxes of manuscript sources from his life and career, and several other major archives in Prague, Brno, and Vienna contain significant numbers of primary sources devoted to Kramář. These primary sources are not (yet) digitized, and so one must journey to central Europe to see them, but they are reasonably well organized and readily available to researchers. There are several biographies of Kramář, at least a couple of which have real scholarly merit, and at last count scholars have published dozens of articles on Kramář. Historians know how to work with a subject such as Kramář and how to train our students how to work in archival collections like those devoted to his life.

We also know how to deal with a subject like Klofáč, even though he
is much more difficult to pin down in the archives. Like Kramář, Klofáč has been the subject of several biographies; numerous (though fewer) scholarly articles; and, like his competitor for the attentions of Czech voters, he shows up regularly in histories of Czech politics from the 1880s to the beginning of the Second World War. However, researching Klofáč is a more difficult archival problem. Unlike Kramář, there is no major collection of Klofáč documents for the simple reason that when the Germans took full control of Czechoslovakia in the spring of 1939, Klofáč burned the vast majority of his personal archive, and after the Communist takeover of Czechoslovakia, his son destroyed the rest (his father having died during the war). The intent of these destructive acts was to keep these documents—many of which might have been used to implicate friends and colleagues—out of the hands of agents of repressive regimes. Thus, there are no shelves groaning under the weight of hundreds of boxes of Klofáč sources. But this lack of available sources does not mean Klofáč is invisible to historians—just more difficult to come to grips with. Researching Klofáč is much more of a scavenger hunt with many more miles of travel involved, but he lives in the collections of many dispersed archives around central Europe in letters he mailed to others, in articles he wrote for newspapers, in the minutes of meetings of the political party that he led for two decades, and in the reports of Austrian government spies who tracked him from his appearance on the political stage until his arrest for treason in 1914. Then there are the extensive transcripts of his trial for treason which include a lot of detailed testimony about his life and political activities. The “Klofáč archive” that is dispersed across all these repositories has also not been digitized, but almost certainly will be one day, along with the more easily accessed Kramář materials.

When that happens, as it almost surely will, given that these two men were founding fathers of the modern Czech state, what will historians do with those thousands and possibly tens of thousands of primary sources? At one level, access to and use of the Kramář archive will only be opened up and sped up. Instead of traveling to Prague, one will be able to work with the Kramář materials at a distance, and will be able to search through that archive with more speed and efficiency. By contrast, access to the Klofáč archive will be opened and sped up, but also historians will be able to create something like a unified collection through the aggregation of sources from those now scattered across central Europe. At this basic level, use of material from the lives of both Klofáč and Kramář will be easier for
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historians. What will be different is that if these materials are all marked up properly when they are digitized, it will be possible for historians to do much more than access these materials faster and from the comforts of home. We will also be able to start triangulating across a wide range of archival repositories that we had not previously thought of. So, for instance, was Kramář or Klofáč mentioned in a document in a collection we did not know existed? And if so, why and in what context? Similarly, we could chart the ebb and flow of a public figure’s level of activity and/or interest value (to the public, to the secret police, in the media) by tracking how often he or she shows up in the sources.

Already, data-mining software makes it possible to link sources on the basis of date, location, names, institutional affiliations, and all the other ways historians triangulate between and among sources. In the past we have had to do that triangulation by hand, and so making these connections is often a laborious and imperfect process. With each passing week, more and more historical data appears online marked up in ways that make it possible for us to use new software tools to work with these data. Now software can make connections for us and possibly even propose new ways of thinking about things such as relationships between individuals. As Greg Crane pointed out several years ago, “Already the books in a digital library are beginning to read one another and to confer among themselves before creating a new synthetic document for review by their human readers.”

While Crane was writing about books “reading” one another, the same can already be said for non-book sources as well. The resulting “recombinant documents,” as Crane calls them, offer the historian very different ways to look at and think about historical sources. Do we know what to do with such recombinant documents? And do we know how to train students how to work with such an overwhelming corpus of sources?

The answer, I propose, is both yes and no at the same time.

The “yes” part of the answer is that today’s historians are well versed in thinking critically about historical sources, and those skills are not made obsolete by recombinant sources or by historical information presented to us in other ways such as can be done with sophisticated visualization software. But as useful as our current skills are, they are predicated on the form of the primary source. As Sam Wineburg has already demonstrated in his research on how historians think, historians approach primary sources in certain discipline-specific ways. Watch any historian read a letter written 100 years ago and you will see her or him check first for contextual data...
such as the date the letter was written, the author’s name, the recipient’s name, the place the letter was written, where it was mailed from and to, and any other data such as an institutional letterhead on the paper that might be available. Only when all of these bits of information have been mined from the source will the expert learner/historian begin reading the body of the letter. Novice learners, by contrast, tend to launch right into an examination of the main body of the source, coming back to contextual data only later, if at all. Our goal in teaching historical methods is to train students to learn the same skills we have developed over many years of study and, we hope, to turn that learning into reading and analytical strategies that are as reflexive as ours are.

For example, although a personal letter increasingly seems like an artifact from a bygone era to students, they still know what a letter is, and so they apply whatever skills they have learned, just as we do, to the source in its original form. As any history teacher knows, students typically want the analysis of a personal letter to be relatively simple and straightforward. They want to know who the letter was from, whom it was addressed to, why it was written, and what it says. If some of the content is inflammatory or salacious, they (and we) naturally gravitate to that aspect of the letter. But if the letter seems pretty mundane on a first reading, they may quickly decide, “not much to learn here” and move on to the next source. Teaching them to read more carefully, to mine useful information from the seemingly mundane, is more difficult. Digital media make it possible to construct simple exercises that introduce students to the idea that something as seemingly simple and straightforward as a letter or a short telegram can be quite complex when read carefully.

Several years ago, back in the Web 1.0 era, my colleague Kelly Schrum and I designed a series of what at the time seemed like very interactive online exercises for students to introduce them to the complexities of working with historical documents such as personal letters, newspapers, maps, and so on. For the exercise on reading personal letters I selected a brief letter sent from Prague in the spring of 1939, just after the German takeover of the rump Czech state that had survived the Munich Conference disaster. This letter, sent from an American student to his cousin back in the United States, merrily recounts his bicycle ride across the Czech-German border, through the hills of northern Bohemia, and into Prague. Once in Prague he was witness to the German troops and tanks riding into town, and the
inauguration of the Nazi Protectorate government. The letter is chatty, and the author breezily recounts the difficulties of his travel, some caused by the German takeover, some caused by the steep hills. I have assigned this letter to my students many times and only rarely do they extract any worthwhile insights from the text on the first reading. In our online exercise, my colleague and I posted up two versions of the letter—one without commentary, then a second with commentary from a historian (me). As the user drags his or her cursor over the text, the historian’s commentary appears. For example, in the second paragraph, the author writes: “At first the Czechs got sore, blocked the streets, shook their fists at the troops, sang their national anthem, but when they saw more and more German troops pouring in, they saw their cause was hopeless and went back to their work.” The text from the historian that pops up offers this commentary: “Historians are very interested in the supposed lack of resistance to the Nazis by Czech citizens. Kistler’s account provides some verification of the common view that most Czechs simply did not resist. This is not news to specialists, but does provide further validation of one version of what happened in Prague.” This simple use of technology to give students a glimpse of more analytical reading strategies often prompts them to be much more analytical with later sources I give them. For example, when I next give them a personal letter to read and analyze, they are much more likely to think carefully about the historical context within which the letter was produced, asking themselves questions such as how the events swirling around the author might have (or might not have) colored his perceptions of what he was seeing, and why.

We are, as Greg Crane points out, on the cusp of an entirely more complex set of possibilities when it comes to using digital media to create teaching and learning opportunities for students than the one just described. For more than a decade, advocates of hypertext have promoted its value as a catalyst of new forms of reading. But hypertext built in HTML is inherently limited in its ability to create new forms of historical presentation, because HTML is a presentation language that describes what something will look like online (and what it is connected to elsewhere on the Internet). By contrast, XML describes the content it is marking up. A simple example can demonstrate the difference between the two languages. If one were to create a page of famous speeches by American presidents, the beginning of the source code for the page might look like the code below.
But in XML, the coding of that same content might look like the following.

```
<speeches>
  <speech>
    <title>Farewell Address</title>
    <author>George Washington</author>
    <year>1796</year>
  </speech>

  <speech>
    <title>Gettysburg Address</title>
    <author>Abraham Lincoln</author>
    <year>1863</year>
  </speech>

  <speech>
    <title>Declaration of War</title>
    <author>Franklin D. Roosevelt</author>
    <year>1941</year>
  </speech>
</speeches>
```

In the HTML code, the titles of the speeches are rendered in italics, while the names of the presidents are rendered in bold face type. In the XML
code, none of this formatting exists, because such formatting decisions can be made by the user elsewhere, using cascading style sheets or other forms of formatting that, for instance, might define all titles of speeches as rendering in bold face, while the authors’ names appear in italics. However, much more useful than formatting of text is the ability of users to extract information from historical documents marked up in XML by such fields as author, title, or year. In other words, in XML, the content and the form that content appears in are two separate things. XML makes recombinant documents possible.

To be sure, users of hypertextual documents—whether created in HTML or XML—do read in different ways than those whose documents contain no links. Whenever we click on a link we bounce from one source to another, sometimes returning to the original, sometimes not, but the various sources we see on-screen retain their shape and form—it is just how we get there and away from there that changes. But what happens when, instead of jumping from one document to another along hypertext links, our screen displays a recombinant document that has been parsed in ways that show only its references to a particular event—say a meeting of the party leadership to decide whether or not to form an electoral alliance with a rival party—and is simply part of a list of such references along with chunks of text that are devoted to that meeting? In other words, on-screen one might find the sentence from a letter written by a party leader dismissing the meeting as worthless, a three-sentence assessment of the meeting written by another participant who did not attend, but heard about it from someone else, and a half dozen other bits and pieces drawn from the archives of other politicians (and perhaps also government spies). Also on-screen might be a map showing not only the location of the meeting, but also the locations where each letter originated and/or was delivered, a time line showing the time sequence for each letter, and a link to the minutes of the meeting from the party’s archive. What happens to the reflexive skill we have developed for reading letters when the letter is no longer a letter, but has been reduced to chunks and bits of a recombinant document?

This description of what one might find on-screen is not a fantasy of the future—it is already doable. The only impediment to the display of such recombinant documents is the marking up of the relevant documents, the writing of algorithms to scrape the relevant information from those documents, and a user interface that displays the scraped information in a way that is easy to read and work with. Such scraping algorithms already ex-
ist. Perhaps the most popular is the search engine Google. Think for a minute about what you see after typing some keywords into the Google search bar. The screen shows a combination of highlighted text, a snippet of information from the web resource (document, website, discussion forum posting, etc.), and some other relevant metadata including the current URL of the resource. Google also gives you the option of viewing your search results on a time line, or in other ways such as the Wonder Wheel. Now, instead of the search results you see from a Google search, imagine that you are working on a research project on the history of slavery in America and you decide to search through the personal correspondence of Thomas Jefferson for references to slaves and slavery. Instead of looking at search returns that take you to each individual letter Jefferson wrote in which he mentions slaves or slavery, you get a document that provides you with the paragraphs from those letters where slaves or slavery are discussed along with relevant contextual data such as dates, locations, recipient information, and so on. These paragraphs could be arranged in a variety of ways—chronologically, as part of a series of back and forth exchanges with individuals, or any other way you might choose. They would include a link back to the full document so that you could read the full text of whichever letter you chose, and you could view the sources either along a time line, on a map, or just as chunks of text on-screen. Already Google’s book search makes a very limited version of such a recombinant document possible. Using Google Book Search you can search through a book for chunks of text that contain a word or phrase. A search on “slaves” in the 1829 text of Jefferson’s Notes on Virginia turns up fifteen pages where the word “slaves” appears. What Google Book Search will not do is allow you to search across multiple texts simultaneously. Once librarians, archivists, historians, and the general public have completed the task of marking up corpuses of text like Jefferson’s correspondence, it will be relatively easy to produce recombinant sources that work as described earlier. This is the world we need to train our students for, but first we ourselves need to learn how to make use of these tools, and we need to be part of the discussion of how they are implemented in our field.

More historical texts than can easily be counted have already been scanned and placed online: Google has scanned more than 20 million books, and is scanning new works at the rate of 1,000 pages per hour; other smaller projects such as the Open Content Alliance, the Million Books Project, and others are likewise making millions of books available online;
digital repositories of scholarly articles are also growing at a rate almost unimaginable just a few years ago. For example, as of May 11, 2010, the JSTOR database contained 37,307,998 pages from 6,219,336 articles in 1,239 journals. LexisNexis claims to offer access to “billions of searchable documents and records.” The number of digitized primary sources is growing at a similarly rapid rate. The Europeana.eu project aggregates more than 20 million digitized primary sources. The American Memory Project at the Library of Congress now offers more than 15 million primary sources in digital form, and just one newspaper scanning project—ProQuest Historical Newspapers—offers access to more than 25 million digitized pages. These numbers do not even take into account the amount of digital data we are producing every year that future historians will have to grapple with—perhaps as many as 1,200 exabytes in 2010 with growth rates as high as 60 percent per year predicted through 2014. One can only hazard a guess at how many historical primary sources will be available in digital form a decade from now when today’s undergraduate students will be writing their dissertations, teaching high school history classes, creating museum exhibits, or building their own digital exhibitions just for fun.

Recombinant sources such as those described earlier are just one way that historians and history students are and will be working with digitized sources in the coming decade. As of this writing, there are not enough historical sources marked up in XML format nor are the analytical algorithms up to the tasks we would like to set for them, but it is only a matter of time—probably just a few years—before Crane’s vision can be realized, and students need to be ready. In the rest of this chapter I want to describe a few data- and text-mining methods that can be used right now to begin to make sense of the digitalized information already available.

**Geographic Interfaces**

Perhaps the most common lament of the history teacher—after complaints about their students’ writing—are complaints about how little our students know of or understand about geography, especially historical geography. It might be fashionable to blame GPS devices for turning us into a society of geographic illiterates who cannot read a map to save our lives, preferring instead to just follow the soothing voice of GPS devices, but concerns about student geographic illiteracy did not begin with the appearance of inexpensive directional aids on the market several years ago.
Historians have been worrying about this problem for decades, if not longer. At the most basic level we want students to be able to read a map; to decode some, if not all, of the information it contains; and to understand that a map is a historical source that makes an argument all its own. At a more sophisticated level, we want students to understand that human actions have been constrained or abetted by geographic realities. It is this latter goal that can best be served through digital tools because those tools allow us to create visual representations of historical information that are explicitly linked to geography. These geographic visualization systems can be either quite simple such as creating a layer for Google Earth, or quite complex, using the most sophisticated geographic information processing systems such as those provided by companies like Esri. These latter systems also make it possible to mine large databases of geotagged information to create sophisticated maps of data. Among the simplest examples of how geographic visualizations can be used to help students make sense of events in the past are simple layers created for Google Earth or other similar mapping interfaces. The community of users creating historical layers for Google Earth is quite large, and the number of new layers produced each day continues to grow at a rapid pace.

Students working on a particular research project can be well served by examining the layers available on their particular topic. For instance, a student researching the U2 incident during the Cold War might find his or her way to a Google Earth layer that maps out the diary entries of Frances Gary Powers throughout his career (with a particular emphasis on the period 1958–1962), and includes photographs from Powers’s personal collection, as well as approximate route maps for his flights over the Soviet Union.

Seeing the events on the globe while reading the diary entries can help our student to understand how the surveillance program had to take into account the great distances involved in overflying the Soviet Union. Because Powers’s diary entries are all geolocated, the student researcher can also see his career as a pilot in geographic space, not merely as words on a page. Many, if not most, of the historical layers created for Google Earth exist because amateur historians create them. As a result, encouraging students to use these layers as historical sources without some sort of training in how to pay close attention to what they find there is akin to the problems of turning them loose on search engines discussed in chapter 2. Among the questions they ought to be asking of this particular source include: are the Powers diary entries provided in this layer complete or edited; have all of the...
diary entries been added to the map layer, or only those that make a point
the creator of this map layer wants to make; and who created this resource?

A more sophisticated version of this same sort of project is Light and
Shadows: Emma Goldman 1910–1916.19 This blending of geography and
historical sources provides users with a map of the United States with a
pin in the map indicating “all the places in America that the anarchist
Emma Goldman gave talks, and all the topics she spoke on” between 1910
and 1916. A temporal slider across the bottom of the screen allows users
to limit the number of pins in the map to a particular year or even part
year. For instance, if the user selects just the year 1910, thirty-six pins are
displayed: each of them offering information about one or more of the
events on Goldman’s schedule. Wherever possible, the project team has
embedded links to documents from the Goldman archive, including news-
paper stories and texts of lectures given by Goldman. One glance at the
map indicates how well travelled Goldman was as a speaker. During 1910
alone, she spoke (or attempted to speak) up and down the West Coast,
through the mountain West, across the upper plains, down into Iowa and
Missouri, up along the Great Lakes, throughout the Northeast, and down
the mid-Atlantic coast as far as Washington, D.C. A student looking at
this map might well ask how someone could cover so much territory in
the United States in 1910, what forms of transportation she might have
used (train, horse, boat), who paid for all that travel, and why Goldman
spoke in certain locations and not others? By drilling down even further,
one can see that the bulk of Goldman’s activities in 1910 took place before
the end of June, with almost no speaking engagements in the second half
of the year. This finding makes it even more surprising that she could
have covered so much territory in just six months, and begs the question
of why her speaking trailed off in the second half of the year? The answer
to this question is found on the website by clicking on one of the pins for
New York City—Goldman was in the hospital (under an assumed name)
in the summer of 1910, recovering from a broken kneecap. Or one could
look at the site in a different way, focusing on only one location—for ex-
ample, St. Louis—to see that Goldman spoke or attempted to speak there
on twenty-one different occasions, for which the project offers more than
thirty related primary sources. Among the lessons students can learn from
working with this geographic interface are that transportation was perhaps
more efficient than they might have imagined it to be 100 years ago, that
politicians often travel to locations where they have willing audiences, that
anarchist sentiment seems to have been spread across the United States just after the turn of the twentieth century, and that this sentiment seemed to be clustered in industrial centers.

At a more sophisticated level, historians and geographers have created web-accessible interfaces that allow users to examine large datasets in geographic space. For example, the project NS-Crimes in Vienna offers users the ability to examine a large database on the expulsion of Jews from the Austrian capital after the National Socialist takeover in 1938 either by accessing the data directly, or via a map of the city at that time which shows the concentration of Jews in any given neighborhood.20 For example, one can learn that until August 1, 1938, Olga Bernstein lived at Pilgerimgasse 22, at which point she was evicted from her home for being Jewish, and was subsequently deported to Minsk in what had been territory of the Soviet Union (now Belarus) on November 28, 1941, with her husband, Juda. We can also learn from the database that Bernstein’s maiden name was Fuchs, and that she was born on July 14, 1900, in the former Austrian province of Moravia. Her husband, Juda, was born in Bobrnjsk, Russia, on June 20, 1888. Also, we can see where the Bernsteins lived in the city by clicking over to the map from the database. No date of death is available from the database for either Olga or Juda, so it is unclear from the data available on this website whether either (or both) survived the war. This database, combined with its mapping capabilities, allows users to visualize not only the patterns of Jewish residence in Vienna, but also the patterns of deportation from the city over time. Students examining the map can be prompted to ask questions about the timing of the expulsions—were poor Jews expelled before wealthy Jews (based on the neighborhoods they lived in)—or was the process of clearing Jews from Vienna conducted according to some other logic? By seeing the data in geographic space, students are able to ask questions they cannot ask from the data alone.

An even more sophisticated version of this same type of historical interface is the Digital Harlem project created by Stephen Robertson of the University of Sydney.21 Where the NS-Crimes project only allows the user to view data from a database in geographic space, Digital Harlem lets the user take a much more active role in the creation of geographic representations of historical data. The user can specify events, people, or places, and create interactive map layers that show how these historical data map onto the geography of Harlem. Thus, a student interested in the history of prostitution in New York City could create a map layer showing arrests for prostitution and another for the locations of brothels in Harlem (fig. 8).
Right away students will see that the locations of brothels and the arrests for prostitution do not correlate very well at all. The brothels are much closer to midtown Manhattan, while the arrests for prostitution are clustered much farther uptown. This finding raises historians’ questions such as whether the police were working with the brothel owners in Harlem and so avoided arresting prostitutes close to the brothels, or conversely, if the police made the blocks around the brothels unfriendly locations for prostitutes to ply their trade, so they stayed further uptown? A

diligent student who did not have access to this map interface could puzzle out the lack of correlation between the locations of brothels and arrests for prostitution by examining the address data for each source. But with the digital interface, she can see how the historical data appear in physical space at the click of a mouse.

While these projects devoted to events in the history of Harlem and Vienna offer users a much richer experience of the historical data than they could have by simply reading sources available in various archives, these projects are still static in nature—by which I mean the user experience is delimited entirely by the website’s creators. At the other end of the spectrum is the Hypercities project created at UCLA.²² Using the Hypercities platform, students and/or other users can build their own interactive maps organized around a particular unit of geography—in this case, one of several cities around the world the project’s creators have made available. Once they are logged into the project and have permission to begin adding content, students can mark up the most current satellite image of their city with geotagged data—images, text, sound, or video files—which are then visible on the map via individual pins placed there. Like the Google mapping community overlays, the student-created maps in Hypercities have all the advantages and disadvantages of user-generated content. On the one hand, the items students select for inclusion on a map are reflective of their own interests, and so can be much more interesting to the students themselves. On the other hand, there is a high degree of variability in the quality of what is posted on the maps, and a number of the pins lead to “items” such as “This is where I like to jog.” Nevertheless, by handing over a fair amount of control over what is posted to the map interfaces, the creators of the Hypercities project have transferred the locus of control from the website’s creators to the website’s users—a central element of Web 2.0 interfaces.²³ In doing so, they are turning students loose to become creators of history rather than passive consumers of history. As I have argued throughout the book, giving students this freedom to be creative is an essential element of teaching history in the digital age, but with the caveat that we must also teach them how to make the most of this freedom. Learning to make the best use of the control they are being handed—instead of using that control to post notices about their favorite restaurants or where they jog—is something history students already need to know.

Right now, historians and history students rely on projects such as
those already described to make available limited sets of geotagged historical information. But as more and more historical sources are marked up with longitude and latitude, we can expect to see more and more and simpler and simpler interfaces for manipulating these datasets. For instance, it is already about as easy as it could possibly be to use the Yahoo Pipes platform to access geotagged data from a variety of websites. In just a two-step process it is possible to select a defined number of geotagged images from Flickr’s database that are geolocated near a particular coordinate on a map and display them as pins on a map, much like those in the Goldman project. This simple image-extraction application was created by someone (me) with virtually no knowledge of programming or computing beyond the most obvious coding needed to work with a blog or simple webpage. New applications that make this sort of mapping easier and easier appear almost monthly. The beta version of a service called “HistoryPin” offers uses the opportunity to “pin their history to the world” by geotagging any historical images they own and making them available. For students of history, such services are blank slates on which they can write their own versions of the past, and it is very useful not only to let them write on that slate, but also to critique what those in the public at large have done with the interface. Are the sources others place on a map properly identified? How are they described? What can we learn (or not) from what we find on such sites? How, as historians, can we do a better job?

Text

As interesting as maps are as graphical interfaces for displaying historical data, historians still work most often with text sources, and given the amount of historical text already online and the ever-growing corpus of such text, being able to use machine methods for making sense of this massive database of historical text is no longer a luxury—it is an imperative. I have already suggested ways that historians will eventually have easy access to recombinant documents that will allow them to look for new relationships between bits or chunks of historical information. But the example of the Czech politicians relied on the historian already having an idea of what he or she was looking for; that is, evidence connected in some way to a particular meeting of political party leaders. But what happens when the historian instead confronts a database of historical data with much less well-formed questions, such as “What was the nature of the relationships
between the historical actors in this database?” or “Is there any evidence of change in family patterns over time, and if so, are those changes related at all to patterns in the economy?” or “Did Adolf Hitler’s use of anti-Semitic rhetoric vary according to the audiences for his speeches?” or “What was the impact of Spanish Jesuit missions on local economies in colonial Mexico?” These are historians’ questions—the kind we ask all the time. But finding answers to such questions, especially when those answers might require us to examine a very large amount of data, is often quite difficult and time consuming. In earlier decades, we have often narrowed the scope of our investigations to what is possible in a given amount of time given the amount of time and support we have to complete a particular project. In 1958, the one-time AHA president David H. Pinkney gave a lecture at the Newberry Library, in which he discussed why it was that American historians of France had been unable to produce magisterial studies comparable to the works of Georges Lefebvre or Albert Soboul. In his lecture, Pinkney blamed

... this failure to the inability of Americans, owing to geographical separation, to do the sustained work in French archives that was the foundation of the great French books. I urged my American colleagues to cease trying to meet our French friends on their own ground with monographs but instead to write on broader subjects that are of interest to Americans concerned with European history and not merely to French historians, to draw on the detailed works of others, and to study in depth in archives only neglected or debated aspects of the subject—a possible task for an American on sabbatical leave and occasional summer research trips.26

The problem Pinkney first described in 1958 has been turned on its head by digital technology. Many historians now have ready online access to too many sources on their chosen topic. Instead of worrying about how to gain access to enough sources in order to write books and articles, historians now must contend with a rapidly growing flood of sources—already so great in some cases that we cannot possibly cope with the amount of information available to us without the use of data-processing tools. Of course, this corpus of historical sources is very uneven—rich countries’ libraries and archives have been digitizing their collections at a much more rapid rate than poor countries. But the velocity of mass-digitalization proj-
ects is growing with each passing year. Cast your mind back ten years and recollect how many online historical sources were available in 2001, and then compare that number to what is available in 2013. Then project that growth forward another ten years, factoring in improvements in scanning techniques, and try to imagine how many online historical sources will be available to students in 2021. Even conservative projections make that number so great that the need to teach students to work with text mining and analysis software seems as obvious in 2013 as Pinkney’s advice to his colleagues was in 1958.

One simple example of how text mining can help answer historians’ questions is the matter of how to puzzle out relationships between individuals in a particular database. Text-mining algorithms are very good at this important but time-consuming task. In a series of posts in his now-defunct blog Digital History Hacks (2005–2008), the Canadian historian Bill Turkel describes his use of text-mining techniques to compute such relationships in a historical database. Working with a test sample of 100 entries (from the approximately 10,000) in the Dictionary of Canadian Biography, Turkel used software to suggest possible relationships between his test group.27 The results were both unsurprising and surprising. As Turkel points out, he could have anticipated some of the results of this clustering analysis without the aid of the program he wrote, but other relationships suggested by the software were completely puzzling and it was the puzzling results that then required his skill as a historian to analyze. As valuable as it is to confirm what we would have already expected to learn, discovering new information in online sources that would not have been easily accessible through other means points to a significant benefit of text mining.28

In Turkel’s example, his software suggested that there is a relationship between 6 individuals in his test database of 100, but that relationship is not at all obvious at first. The only way to find out what that relationship might be is to delve directly into the data in those six entries, and it is just possible that this research effort might turn up something wholly unexpected. Given that Turkel’s program calculated all possible relationships between these 100 individuals in just a few seconds and could have done the same for all 10,000 entries in the DCB in around twenty-four hours, one can imagine how quickly historians will soon be able to sort through massive corpuses of text in a short amount of time.

Similarly, one could take a large body of text that is not in database form as in the prior example—for example, a novel like Les Misérables—
and with text-mining software determine relationships between the characters, such as how often they interact with one another. Many text-mining products allow the user to see such relationships in a graphical way that may then suggest degrees of interaction not readily apparent on the first reading of the text. Or, in the case of very large bodies of text, information presented in graphical form may make it possible for the reader to focus his or her reading of the text on only certain characters whose relationships seem to be particularly significant. Similarly, it is possible to use these same techniques to examine ideas and their relationship to one another in a corpus of text. For instance, one might take all of Adolf Hitler’s speeches during a given electoral campaign and then compare the relationships that might exist between key terms in his rhetoric such as “Jew,” “Bolshevik,” “race,” “economy,” and so on. If these speeches were then sorted by type of audience (party gathering, speech to a group of business leaders), regionally, or on the basis of size of metropolitan area, one might then be able to see whether the focus of his campaign rhetoric shifted according to audience or geographic location. Once the user can see such possible relationships, then it is possible to engage in a much more focused reading of the speeches themselves. Software still cannot analyze text in all the ways a historian would, but it can suggest interesting starting points for that analysis, and with each passing year the text mining and analysis algorithms get better and better.

What does this mean for our students and for the teaching of history in the second decade of the twenty-first century? Already, a number of simple tools exist that can be used to introduce students to the possibilities inherent in text mining. While it is not a good idea to rely solely on off-the-shelf word-cloud tools like Many Eyes or Wordle, these tools are easy to learn and can provide a useful introduction to the issues text mining raises for historians. While creating a simple word cloud from a body of text is an easy way to introduce students to the idea of text mining, these visualizations are also useful for demonstrating to them how relying on simple analysis like this can lead to erroneous conclusions like War and Peace being all about Russia. However, using this simple tool, students can be introduced to the idea of text mining by uploading a paper they have written and then playing around with the various text-visualization tools. They will see, for instance, how often they use particular words (sometimes comically so). Once introduced to text-mining techniques and the issues they raise for historical analysis, students can then be taught to use much
more sophisticated text- and data-mining engines and the visualization software that allows scholars to work with these data in more interesting and productive ways. For example, a slightly more sophisticated tool than the word-cloud packages is Google’s NGram viewer, which lets students track and compare the use of various words or phrases over time in the immense database of Google Books. As a simple example, students can track the use of “war” and “peace” in those millions of books and note that, at least in those books currently scanned by Google, “war” overtook “peace” in 1743. This finding, of course, does not mean that war was more popular than peace beginning in 1743, but rather, can point students toward productive questions about why war would be more commonly used than peace, and why by the twentieth century the difference in frequency between the two words would become so pronounced.

Among the issues students need to be aware of is that using text mining on subtle forms of speech like political rhetoric can be a tricky proposition. Text mining works best when the text being examined by the software follows a particular set of well-defined rules. So, for instance, Dan Cohen created a simple text-mining tool he called “Syllabus Finder” in 2003 to search the Internet for course syllabi. Course syllabi generally follow a basic set of rules, regardless of discipline, which include text such as the professor’s name, the title of the course, the meeting pattern of the course, a course number, and things with names like “office hours,” “required readings,” etc. Using these text identifiers, Cohen was able to mine the Internet for syllabi for a number of years until Google discontinued access to the API the Syllabus Finder required.

A political speech, however, may or may not follow a well-defined or easily discernible set of rules that makes it amenable to text mining. In the American context, for instance, oppositional terms such as “pro-choice/pro-life,” or “gun rights/gun control” may indicate the ideological position of a particular speaker, but politicians can also be much more subtle in their speech. For instance, this passage from a speech given in the U.S. Senate in 2003 by Senator Patty Murray expresses her opposition to a bill known as the “Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act of 2003.”

Since we began debating how to criminalize women’s health choices yesterday, the Dow Jones has dropped 170 points; we are 1 day closer to a war in Iraq; we have done nothing to stimulate the economy or create any new jobs or provide any more health coverage.
Anyone familiar with the parameters of the American debate over abortion rights will be able to tell that the phrase “debating how to criminalize women’s health choices” is a clear statement of opposition to limitations on abortion rights, but a text-mining algorithm looking for the pro-choice/pro-life pairing might well miss this particular nuance. It is certainly possible to tweak algorithms so that they produce much more sophisticated analyses of complex texts such as speeches in the U.S. Senate, but as historians come to rely more and more on such algorithms to search massive text corpuses, we will first have to learn how to do this tweaking on our own.38 Once we know how to do it, we will then have to figure out the best ways to teach students to do the same thing. From the simple example of Senator Murray’s speech from 2003, one can see that even with the best algorithms, historians will still need to read a certain number of primary sources in detail to make sure we have taken an inclusive view of the text identifiers the algorithm should be searching for. As mentioned earlier, anyone familiar with the parameters of the American debate on abortion rights can tell which side Senator Murray was on in 2003. But what would the text identifiers be in letters written between various representatives of the Spanish crown in South and Central America around 1800, or Chinese provincial governors around 1700? As with American political speech in the twenty-first century, the historian would need to know the letter writing conventions and the key vocabulary of Spanish or Chinese officials in order to properly instruct the algorithm as it scans all those texts. Our historian (or history student) must teach the algorithm how to search through a database of these letters, and to do that he or she must first understand that parameters of the political debate in the Spanish and Chinese empires at the time, and know how those parameters were expressed in language. Only then can text mining proceed successfully.

The ability to teach an algorithm how to search across thousands or tens of thousands of official documents more than two centuries old is, fortunately, a skill historians already possess and teach our students. We know how to make sense of these language conventions and for decades we have been teaching students how to read the same documents we read. By the end of the current decade it is a safe assumption that sophisticated data- and text-mining tools will be much more user friendly, and so therefore accessible to novice learners. If this assumption is correct, now is the time we need to develop, test, and refine teaching strategies that will incorporate these tools as they emerge. Otherwise students will either try to use
these tools on their own with limited or mixed results, or, more likely, will not use them at all, and the degree they receive will be ever more outdated.

**Image Mining**

The other large category of historical sources that historians rely on is images. Sorting through the seemingly limitless databases of historical images is currently a very inefficient process. The user must either use a search engine such as the Google or Yahoo image search, which returns images in an order that is not particularly useful, or must already know which database to search through to find what he or she is looking for (e.g., American Memory). In either case, the student conducting the search is dependent upon the metadata added to images for either type of search to work at all. Because the object of data mining is to turn up new information not readily available in other ways and to provide analysis of that information, this sort of image browsing does not qualify as “image mining.”

Mining visual sources for usable information is much trickier than the mining of text for several reasons. The most important of these is that while text follows the sorts of rules discussed earlier (grammar, structure of the text, etc.), images follow very few rules that can be used in historical-data mining. Among the few objective bits of information common to all images are size of the image and the makeup of the pixels in that digital image; that is, how many blue, how many red, and what the density of those pixels is in any particular quadrant of the image. These sorts of basic data provide some information that is usable for humanists, and certainly even this limited amount of data will lead to the creation of new knowledge about the content of the images.⁴⁹ For now, though, we lack clear intersections between the underlying data—size, pixels—that can be extracted from the image and the meanings that can be made from interpretation of the content of the image, sometimes known as the “semantic gap.”⁴⁰ This gap in meaning making—one that those working in the field of text mining are beginning to bridge already—is really no more than an engineering problem that will be overcome soon enough. This particular engineering problem is more difficult to deal with because we do not yet even have a reliable way to locate images that are related to one another across multiple databases absent metadata providing those links. However, software designers are beginning to make progress when it comes to this latter task. It is already possible to train a search algorithm to ferret out
images of a particular object—a motorcycle, for instance—by determining which sectors of the image of a motorcycle might be indicative of images of any motorcycle. Once several such sectors have been identified, then the algorithm can assume that any image it scans that contains a sufficient number of matches for those sectors must be (or at least is likely to be) a motorcycle. Already this technology is being used to combat online child pornography by identifying images that might include not only children, but sexual content.

This very rudimentary process of identifying objects such as motorcycles is but the first step toward a much more robust capability to search databases of historical images. Imagine for a moment what it will be like when a student working on a paper on the diffusion of steam technology in the nineteenth century is able to search across a cluster of large databases of historical images for possible images of a particular model of steam engine. If the software is sufficiently robust, it might also be possible to identify different models of the same engine based upon unique characteristics of the engine itself, if such details are present in an image. Depending on the metadata available for the various images returned in such a search (date, location, image creator, etc.) it may well be possible to do such things as map out the locations of these steam engines and the dates they were photographed. Seeing the diffusion of this particular technology over time and space may suggest new questions, new answers, or simply new avenues for investigation to students. Or, instead of an industrial product like a steam engine, what if students were working on images of a particular public figure (artist, politician, social reformer) and could use the software to ferret out all images of that figure? What might be learned from such information? What new questions might be generated? Or what if a student was interested in the use of a particular image in books, magazines, and digital media? Take for instance, an iconic photograph like Dorothea Lange’s *Migrant Mother*, which appears in hundreds, if not thousands, of books and articles, and on countless websites. Because Lange’s 1936 image of Florence Owens Thompson and her children is a singular item, searching algorithms can be trained to locate this item with much greater ease, and can return such additional data as the title of the book where the image was located, the page number, author, date of publication, and so on. We are still a way off from mining images in these ways, but given what is already possible with existing algorithms, these same scenarios might be possible in as little as five years. Given that students may very well be able to engage
in this kind of image mining soon, it is incumbent upon us as educators to begin working on ways to train them to do this sort of sophisticated work.

How will our students survive and prosper as historians in a world with millions of books, and billions of other sources available online at the click of a mouse? They will do so only if historians begin to take seriously the need to train students to work with not only the vast quantities of historical information now available to them, but also with the increasingly sophisticated software tools under development for working with those resources. To do that, of course, we have to learn to use these tools ourselves so that we can develop useful models for students: teaching and learning exercises that help them make sense of the huge online library of historical resources. Finally, we need to begin thinking carefully as a community of scholars about the kinds of historical questions one can reasonably ask of these super-massive databases. Once we have a better handle on what those questions are and how we might go about answering them, then we can engage students in a lively discussion about both the questions and the possible answers. Because students often have technology skills that are substantially greater than our own, inviting them to be part of this discussion will almost certainly be well worth the effort.
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Capturing, Creating, and Writing History

History and writing are inseparable. We cannot know history well unless we write about it.

— Richard Marius,
A Short Guide to Writing About History (1995)

Form and content can be separated.

— Michael Wesch,
“Web 2.0 . . . The Machine is Us/ing Us” (2007)

Since Herodotus first began scratching out his Histories almost 2,500 years ago, historians have been writing about the past. Text and history have been inseparable companions for all the centuries since the Persian wars, and thanks to the Chinese, for almost 2,000 years, we have been writing those texts on paper. With a little help from Herr Gutenberg, for more than half a millennium we have been writing those histories in mass-produced books and other forms made possible by moveable type and the printing press. For much of the last hundred years or so, those books, articles, conference papers, and other forms of academic historical writing have followed a form easily recognizable to today’s readers. Books have a title and an author or authors, and usually have a table of contents, page numbers, (often) an index, and if the author uses footnotes or endnotes those notes adhere to one of several generally accepted formats (Chicago, MLA, etc.), and books are almost always divided into chapters.1 Journal articles, papers, and other forms of historical writing adhere to many of
these same forms, leaving out only the organizational features such as the table of contents. Historians continue to write in these same ways, but we also now write blogs, e-books that were never intended for print, journal articles that appear only online, headnotes for database entries, have Twitter feeds, create music videos, and produce other forms of electronic historical writing that looks and feels quite different from the books and articles that have been the staple of the discipline for the past century. New online platforms that aggregate content from various of these sources into something not quite a journal, not quite a book, not quite a website. Increasing numbers of historians are embracing the possibilities of digital media for creating history when it comes to their own work, but there is not much evidence that these changes have worked their way into the history classroom.

While the forms of our writing about the past have begun to change only recently, the style of our writing evolved significantly beginning in the 1950s. For all the centuries up to the most recent one, historical writing was largely narrative in style, but since the Second World War analytical forms have mostly pushed aside narrative historical writing in the academy. Where once history was part of the humanities and historians were considered great writers in their own right, now the historical profession is much more likely to reward analytical sophistication over a good story. Of course, the market still rewards a good story and many an excellent historian has made a fine living writing in less analytical ways for a wider audience. But by and large, we demand from one another and from our students, written text that is precise, analytical, and that is embedded in the larger interplay of historical work we call scholarship. We are so used to writing about the past, we are so much a text-based professional culture, that we almost always expect our students to replicate what we do adhering as closely to the forms we know and are comfortable with as possible. History students write innumerable essays before they graduate from college, and if asked they will happily tell you that these essays are of a type. The content changes from course to course, but their professors’ expectation of the form of the five-, seven-, or ten-page essay is largely consistent across the curriculum. Is it any wonder some of them get bored, especially since the ways they “write” in the rest of their lives are so different? 

Think for just a minute about the quotation from Richard Marius cited at the outset of this chapter. Is it really possible that “history and writing are inseparable”? Or that “We cannot know history well unless we write...
about it”? If that is true and Marius is right, the historical profession has two choices: change our ideas about what it means for our students to “write” about the past, or fade into irrelevance. If you do not believe me, consider the results of a survey of 200 students in Michael Wesch’s Cultural Anthropology class at Kansas State University conducted on themselves in the fall of 2007. After analyzing one another, those students determined that in that year they would read eight books, 2,300 web pages, and 1,281 Facebook profiles. In the fall semester they would write 42 pages for various classes, but 500 pages of email. Now consider that these students surveyed themselves in 2007, not 2012. As ubiquitous as Facebook was in 2007, it had not yet achieved its current almost total capture of the American undergraduate student population. These data also do not capture the thousands of text messages the average college student will write in a single semester. As mentioned in chapter 1, a substantial fraction of those 2,300 web pages will offer up hundreds or perhaps thousands of hours of video they will watch on their computers. A substantial fraction of today’s students will have a blog; a Twitter feed; will publish and mark up photographs; will insert tags on images, videos, blog posts, and Facebook profiles; will create online videos; and will write entries for databases. And perhaps many will write comments ranging from a few words to many hundreds on content they find online.

None, or at least very little, of this “writing” they do on various websites and in various media has anything to do with what we call academic historical writing—at least from the standpoint of form. What they say may be said in precise, analytical language, but more likely it is going to be casual in tone and form. Does that make it less insightful? Perhaps, but not always. This chapter considers how, going forward from 2013, we need to think very carefully about how to teach students to organize, make sense of, and present history in the intermediated world they inhabit. My purpose is not to argue that the five-page essay is dead as a form of historical writing in the college course—even though to our students it may already be their version of Banquo’s ghost—dead, but annoyingly haunting. Instead, I suggest a number of ways to think about how students can and will represent the results of their historical investigations in a variety of forms, only one of which is the essay. Writing a solid historical essay is still a very important skill that students need to develop, but it is also incumbent upon us as their teachers and mentors to help them mine these various forms of presenting historical information for all they are worth, while helping them remain true to the values of our profession.
Before we proceed to the forms historical presentation is taking and likely will take in the future, we should first consider the purposes behind requiring students to present their analysis of the past in any form other than the spoken word. There are several very good reasons why we demand these concrete representations of the past from our students. The first of these is the one Marius asserts in the quotation cited earlier in this chapter. Whether it be writing, creating a poster, a website, a short film, a blog, an interactive map, or some other form of the representation of historical investigation, one thing we have learned over the years is that asking students to take the evidence they have gathered and put it into a form that makes that evidence intelligible to others spurs new ideas and reinforces memories other than those that take place during the investigatory stage of historical work. The act of figuring out how to organize the results of our investigations and analysis into a form that makes sense to other people forces us to think about our sources, our data, and the results of our analysis in different ways than we would otherwise. Because students must also consider their audience—whether it be the professor, the rest of the students in a classroom, or anyone online who finds their way to something the student has posted online—a certain amount of critical thinking must also take place about how the information contained in the presentation will be seen, read, and understood. Neuroscientists argue persuasively that there is a cognitive gain that accrues from the act of preparing information to be presented to others and so we are onto something good when we force students to represent their thinking in concrete forms.

We want our students to be literate, to be knowledgeable about the past, to be able to present the results of their research in clear and precise ways, and we believe, the papers we ask them to write and the other forms of representation we demand will help prepare them for various forms of writing and presenting they will have to do after they graduate. It is true that unless they go on to graduate school, few of our alumni will ever write another five-page essay. Nevertheless, it is also the case that any number of professions expect some form of writing, and so we comfort ourselves with the knowledge (or the assumption) that those many papers we require will help students in their future careers. If employers are to be believed, then we are not wrong in these assumptions. A January 2010 study published by the American Association of Colleges and Universities surveyed employers in the United States about their views on the role of higher education in preparing students for success in the new economy. At the top of the list of intellectual and practical skills that employers wanted students to gain
in college was “The ability to communicate effectively, orally and in writing.” Also near the top of their list were critical-thinking and analytical-reasoning skills, the ability to collaborate with others, problem-solving skills, the ability to innovate and be creative, and complex research skills (finding and evaluating information from multiple sources). The employers responding to this survey also placed great emphasis on the need for students to complete some sort of significant project in their major prior to graduation that makes use of the skills of their discipline, to take part in an internship or field-based research experience “to connect classroom learning with real-world experience,” and to learn both research skills and the ability to engage in evidence based analysis. What the employers surveyed specifically did not stipulate, is how these various skills should be acquired. Given that so few of them expect their employees to write analytical essays, I think it is fair to say that students need a diversity of writing experiences prior to graduation to prepare them for the world they will face after receiving their diploma.

In today’s workplace, how often do professionals have to commit 1,000 or more words to paper or pixels? Attorneys, intelligence analysts, and others certainly write many pages of text each year. But how many words does a high school teacher, a web-content manager, or an advertising professional commit to paper or pixels from year to year? Those who find themselves in these roles are much more likely to have to write smaller chunks of text for websites, company blogs, for examination review sheets, or for an annual report. Anyone who has written for the web knows that web writing is very different from the sort of writing I am doing now as I write this book. Where books, articles, and five-page papers put a premium on spinning out an argument in detail, writing for the web—as more and more of our alumni will do once they graduate—depends on being able to create a “chunk” of text that is pithy, informative, and short. These chunks may someday be assembled into something published, such as a book or an article, but the much more likely result of the web writing our alumni do will be little more than a disconnected corpus of chunks of text. This reality then begs the question of whether the five-page paper really helps students prepare for the world they will live in once they graduate? My belief is that it does not. The longer we insist that students represent the results of their research in a form that was as ubiquitous in 1977 when I was a college freshman as it is today, the more likely it will be that we will be stewards of a profession increasingly out of sync with the realities of
the lives students lead, or plan to lead, after graduation. In an educational world driven increasingly by cost-benefit analyses, clinging to increasingly traditional forms of representation such as the five-page paper as the primary way students represent the results of their learning seems riskier with each passing year.

One reason why writing remains important as one of the many ways students can provide evidence of their learning is that there is an important evaluative component to the writing we assign. We demand that students write about their work so we can evaluate their efforts and understanding in ways we are very familiar and comfortable with. By the time most teachers hit the classroom as the teacher/professor of record, they have had some significant experience with grading student essays. From what the student wrote, most of us can answer questions such as whether the author’s research was thorough? Is the analysis based on evidence or mere conjecture? Did the author embed his or her analysis in the preexisting conversation among historians? Does the conclusion proceed clearly from their data and analysis, and so on. By answering these questions we can evaluate their efforts and their understanding of the lessons we want them to learn. The feedback they receive from us helps to reinforce lessons learned during the investigatory and representative phases of their work. This submission/feedback loop also makes it possible for us to assign a grade for the students’ work.

Until recently, the submission/feedback loop in history education was a very private matter. Students turned in their work to their professors, and the professors evaluated the work and gave it back with comments and a numeric or letter grade. Sometimes the rest of the class might engage in group evaluation of one another’s work, but those instances have been exceptions rather than the rule. In the world students live in now, they receive all sorts of feedback on a daily basis. Friends “like” items posted on Facebook pages, they comment on photographs or videos posted on various websites, they rank contributions to databases, and generally engage in a constant back and forth with one another over the things they post online. Research on student success in college indicates that the more they collaborate with one other (rather than with their professor) in the learning process, the more likely they are to be successful.12 When we ask students to create historical work in a digital environment, we create the possibility for greater collaboration between the students in the course and, depending upon the digital environment we choose, with others not
enrolled in the course—students in other sections of the course, students enrolled at other institutions, or the public at large. However, simply creating the opportunity for such online collaboration does not ipso facto mean student work will improve. In fact, instructors who create collaborative environments for students and then just expect the students to take full advantage of those opportunities, are often quite disappointed with the results. The reason for this disappointment is not difficult to find. As mentioned earlier, today’s students are adept users of technology, but they are only rarely adept learners with the technology. As a result, we need to teach them how to make the best use of the opportunities we create for them—how to comment constructively on one another’s work, how to create tagging systems that make sense, how to build communities of practice, not just friend networks.13 Similarly, our students need to learn how to act and react, how to write and rewrite, when the boundaries of the classroom expand to take in the world at large. This expansion of the classroom happens, at least potentially, every time they post some of their work online in a place others not enrolled in the course can see it.

If the five-, seven-, or ten-page essay is no longer to be the primary standard expectation of history students, then what else should we expect of them, and what should they expect from us, going forward from 2012? In chapter 1, I offered a list of historical thinking skills that we want to inculcate in students before they graduate. When we think about the goals of history education, we typically combine a list such as mine with a list of content knowledge that we think every history major should know (or every student in a particular course should know). Most historians agree in general terms on lists of thinking skills, but debates over what content to teach and/or emphasize are and will remain quite lively. I submit that we need to include a third list—practical skills—that give students the opportunity to make use of the historical thinking skills they are learning in a digital environment conducive to the making of history. Such environments can include gallery or museum exhibits (analog or virtual), oral histories, the creation of historical websites or videos, public presentations at conferences or other similar venues, group projects that result in a tangible product—something that lives on beyond the end of the course—or a database of historical information made available to a wider audience. For example, in 2009, one of my students created an art exhibition from a series of photographs taken in Berlin as the Berlin Wall was being built. This exhibition, Halt! Grenze, taught her not only how to create a histo-
Presenting historical exhibition from primary sources, but also how to present that work online as part of a larger project on the twentieth anniversary of the fall of the wall. This list does not exhaust the possibilities of the practical work students could be doing, but rather is intended to suggest some of the ways we can help students “make history,” rather than just write it. Making history in this way has many tangible benefits to students over and above any learning gains that might accrue. History making gives students the opportunity to explore tangible creative historical products that they can show graduate admissions committees and future employers.

Students certainly derive a sense of satisfaction from the completion of (and grade from) a well-written historical essay, and are almost certainly better for having written such an essay. But what happens to that essay once the graded version is handed back by the professor? Do students publish those essays online for others to read? Do they hand out copies to their friends? Most often, they file the graded essay away, and at some point later in life recycle the paper. The process of writing an essay, handing it in, having a grade assigned, and receiving it back from the professor is most often a project that involves only two people and is almost entirely private. No one benefits from the process but the student writing the essay. By contrast, if the student creates history in the ways that historians create history (other than writing books or articles), entering his or her work into the public discussion about the past, then the work the student does is no longer part of a binary and private exchange with a professor. Instead, he or she has done what we insist our colleagues do—make the work public so that others can use it or comment on it. This sort of public back and forth is certainly possible in other ways—making multiple copies of a paper and passing it around to others in the room—the technology available to us now simply makes the process easier.

For example, in the spring 2011 semester, I rewrote my Historical Methods course with the specific intention of creating more opportunities for my students to make history while they were learning about history. Several developments intersected to prompt this rewrite of the course: my conviction that the way we most typically teach methods to students is not especially interesting to them or to us, does not sufficiently take into account the changes that digital media have wrought on our profession, does not place enough emphasis on real, archival research, and, because my research expertise is in Central and Eastern European history, few (if any) of my students could do any original research in the sources I use in my own
work. For all these reasons, I decided to create a version of the methods course that would get my students out of the classroom and into the field, would force them into the archives, and would require them to “make history” as a condition of completion of the course. To put it another way, I rebuilt the course around the idea that the best way to teach historical methods was to have students be historians. In doing so, I was responding, in part, to a 2001 critique of history education by the Canadian historian Chad Gaffield.

In the history courses I took in school in the 1960s, we read about history, talked about history and wrote about history; we never actually did history. If I had learned basketball in this way, I would have spent years reading the interpretations and viewpoints of great players, watching them play games, and analysing the results of various techniques and strategies. Instead, though, I was soon dribbling a basketball and trying to shoot it into the hoop after just a few instructions. In my history courses, by contrast, I did not begin to do any historical research until the end of my undergraduate years, and even in master's seminars, the focus was still on learning about the various viewpoints of historians, rather than directly coming to grips with the past. In basketball terms, I began in earnest to play the sport only at the doctoral thesis level.15

While Gaffield, currently the president of Canada’s Social Science and Humanities Research Council, is describing the history classes he experienced as a young student in the 1960s, it is not an exaggeration to say that historical methods is still largely taught this same way on most college campuses.

In an attempt to break away from this style of teaching the methods course and to give my students a chance to “play the sport” of history, I created a new version of the old methods course and called it “Dead in Virginia.” In creating this new course I took advantage of several opportunities available to my students near my university—George Mason University—located in Fairfax County, Virginia. In Fairfax County, there are more than 400 family cemeteries, and in the surrounding region the number probably approaches 1,000. These cemeteries range in size from a single headstone or marker, to large plots with a few dozen graves. They are in various states of repair or disrepair, and some are more accessible than others: some were within walking distance of campus, others were much farther away; some were located on public lands; others were on private...
property, but all of them were available for my students as sites of research. In addition to this physical landscape of the past, the local public library’s Virginia Room contains vertical files on all of the known family cemeteries in Fairfax County, giving my students access to a real historical archive within walking distance of our campus. Finally, my students were able to connect with representatives of a local historical society—the Fairfax County Cemetery Preservation Association—and so learned the value of the work being done by historians outside the academy. One of the best lessons they learned was that the members of the association had very detailed knowledge of local history, but did not always have equally detailed knowledge of the broader historiography of eighteenth-, nineteenth-, or twentieth-century America.

To complete their work, the students in my class had to select one of the family cemeteries in our local area, go to it, and learn everything they could learn at the site itself—geographic location, orientation, size, condition, number of headstones, number of depressions that might indicate the presence of a grave, information inscribed on the headstones, and so on. While there they had to draw an accurate map of the site and photograph it, along with each of the headstones. Once they had gathered all the information they could at the site, they had to go to the local library and begin their archival research on the cemetery and the people buried there (or suspected to be buried there). Following their archival research, they then turned to online genealogical resources such as Ancestry.com and other primary sources (online and analog) such as newspapers from the time when the people buried in their cemeteries were alive, property and trial records at the local courthouse, and other similar archival sources. Many of the students also tracked down descendants of those buried in their cemeteries and interviewed them, which required them to learn oral history techniques and about university standards for human subjects research. All the source material they gathered then went into a database that would eventually be made public for general use.

Up to this point, their work was decidedly not digital, but from this moment in the semester, their work shifted to almost completely online. In that database they not only had to create individual items for each source they collected using proper archival metadata (built on the Dublin Core standards), they also had to wrestle with all sorts of issues including the definition of fair use; how to resize photographs to dimensions that work on the web; how to geolocate their sources; and how to write descriptive
text for the web that is brief, pithy, accurate, and useful to other researchers. Once all their entries were in the database, they then had to investigate the historiography of our area to see what historians have had to say about what was happening when the people buried in cemeteries lived and died. Their final project was to create an online exhibit from their entries and present it to the class in a ten-minute talk. While their final presentations varied in quality (as one would expect in an undergraduate course), one piece of evidence that my students took to being historians while learning historical methods is that while each student was required to place 10 entries in the database, the 19 students in my class created not 190, but 742 entries during the course of the semester. At the time of this writing, two of my students have found additional opportunities to be historians as a result of the work they did in class. One student was asked to write up her work for the June 2011 newsletter of the Fairfax County Park Authority, and another had planned to work as a summer intern at the Virginia Outdoor Foundation to work on the history of a nineteenth-century cemetery recently discovered on land owned by the foundation until a paying job came her way. All of the students spent fourteen weeks being historians—an opportunity we give them too rarely—and because the work they did in the class is now public, that work will live on beyond the grade they received at the end of the semester. The most important outcome of the course, from my perspective anyway, is that the students in my class now understand better what it means to be a historian—everything from how we conceptualize a research project, to how we do the research necessary to complete that project, to how we embed the results of our research in a discussion among scholars, to how we make our work public for others to use. This much more active approach to historical learning and history making—more active anyway than writing a series of essays—generated much more enthusiasm for historical methods than I have ever seen, and led to some very in-depth conversations about what otherwise might have seemed to be arcane rules or practices of the historical profession. Did they learn more about historical methods than they might have otherwise? They may or may not have learned more or learned “better.” What I do know is that they learned differently.

This redesign of the historical methods course followed a process that Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe call “backwards design.” In their book, *Understanding by Design*, Wiggins and McTighe provide a simple model for rewriting any course to refocus it on understanding rather than cover-
Presenting age, arguing that the best way to engage in such a redesign is to begin at the end of the course and then work one’s way back to the beginning. This “backward design” approach requires the instructor to very clear in his or her mind about is what students should know and be able to do at the end of the semester. Once the instructor is clear on the desired outcomes of the course, then he/she decides what will constitute sufficient evidence that the students have achieved those results. Only when the desired results and the acceptable evidence are clearly defined should the instructor plan the learning experiences with those final outcomes and evidence in mind. Too often, we plan our courses based on a desire to make sure our students know all they should know about, say, nineteenth-century Europe, without first pausing to ask what they ought to understand about nineteenth-century Europe? Once we know those things, then—and only then—can we decide how to teach these things and how students will demonstrate their mastery of the concepts, information, and skills that we have built our course around. I think it is safe to say that very few history teachers who made such a list would have “Be able to write an effective five-page paper” at or near the top of their list. However, a five-page paper may well be one of several ways students demonstrate their mastery of the subject. But in the digital world students live in today and will work in tomorrow, we need to be alive to the possibility that there are many other ways they can demonstrate that mastery than yet another essay.

What, then, are some of those ways students can demonstrate mastery of a historical event, development, controversy, person, or other piece of the larger subject matter in a course? Writing about the past remains central to our discipline, but in the digital world students live in, “writing” takes many forms. As Michael Wesch points out in his video “The Machine is Us/ing Us,” in the world of Web 2.0, driven by XML rather than HTML, form and content are now separated from one another. In the world of written/printed text that generation after generation of historians has lived in, text was a linear thing—words on a page in a specific order defined by grammar and printing conventions. But in the digital world, that linearity has broken down. First HTML introduced the idea of hyperlinking texts—allowing users to jump from one web page or block of text to another without respect for the rules of grammar, printing, or reading. But, as discussed earlier, with XML, data—whether images, text, census data, video, sound files, or other forms of historical information—can now be stored in a database and used in whatever way the user chooses.
So, for instance, the students in my historical methods course placed 742 items in a database devoted to family cemeteries in our local community. Each student created an online exhibit drawn from his or her own entries that presented his or her family cemetery to the rest of the class. But because the data in the database is freely accessible to all, my students could have used one another’s items in their exhibits, or could have created an entirely different exhibit—one that focused on graves of children, or on the graves of Civil War veterans, or any number of other possible choices; just as easily, they could have incorporated items from the database into a video presentation, an essay (online or on paper), or a poster presentation. Because the content and the form were separate from the very beginning of their project, the possibilities for presenting the past were not quite endless, but certainly much more varied than was possible twenty or even ten years ago. What follows are several examples of ways historians have begun to use digital media to expand the options for their students to make history from the raw material they find in their classes, in their reading, and in their research.

_Slideware_

If it seems to American college students that PowerPoint has existed their entire lives, that is because it has. The first version of what we now know as the world’s most dominant presentation software ( slideware) appeared on the market as a product for the Macintosh computer in 1987, with the Windows version first available in 1990. Although alternatives to PowerPoint do exist (Keynote, Prezi, Open Office), the product Microsoft purchased from its developers for only $14 million dominates its market segment like almost no other software product. Moreover, these other packages, each of which has its own strengths and weaknesses vis-à-vis PowerPoint, share with Microsoft’s product a reductionist approach to information that is foreign to the ways historians think about and present their work. Only Prezi departs from the standard march of one slide after another by giving the user many different ways to organize his or her research on screen. Nevertheless, anyone who has spent any time in a high school or college classroom knows that PowerPoint has assumed a dominating place in the teaching and learning of history as well. One would be hard-pressed to find a high school or college history department where no one uses PowerPoint or other forms of slideware in their teaching.
If you have ever had the opportunity to wander the halls of a high school or college to peek in and see what is happening in the various history classrooms, when you found a classroom with PowerPoint in use, you likely would see a room full of students staring at a slide on the screen (probably a slide with bullet points), either taking notes or just staring at the slide while the professor talked. That classroom was probably devoid of activity other than the professor’s voice and the scratching of pens on paper, or the sound of keys being tapped on a laptop or two. Teachers who teach this way are not exceptions. How many meetings have you attended where someone spoke while clicking through PowerPoint slides? How active was the audience in that meeting? According to Edward Tufte, PowerPoint is the enemy of active learning, because it “elevates format over content, betraying an attitude of commercialism that turns everything into a sales pitch,” and imposes a cognitive style on the speaker and the audience that reduces complex ideas and information to a series of bulleted summaries. Given what has already been discussed in this book about the failure of lectures to elicit the types of learning we want from students, it should be no surprise that using PowerPoint (or other similar presentation software) further reduces the likelihood that the kind of learning we want is going to take place. For one thing, thinking like a historian requires a reasonably high degree of cognitive flexibility, largely because the amount of evidence we have to decipher and the multiple forms that evidences comes in, requires us (and our students) to be able to think across boundaries, to be comfortable with ambiguity and contradiction, and to be creative when marshaling evidence in our solutions to pressing problems about the past. PowerPoint presentations offer none of this flexibility, and do not admit themselves to ambiguity in large part because they are so linear. The professor using slideware to make a presentation in class is locked into the forward motion of the program, moving inexorably from one slide to the next, with little opportunity for diversion or digression without leaving the program to use some other software. If you have ever watched students using printed PowerPoint slides for the purpose of studying, you’ll see that they too move inexorably from slide to slide on the page, endeavoring earnestly to memorize the content of the bullet points or the images. Only the most skilled practitioners of PowerPoint can do more than arrange content in the linear manner dictated by the software.

The pedagogical assumptions built into PowerPoint also reinforce two models of history teaching that are detrimental to the kind of learning
we want taking place. The first of these is the coverage model that, as Lendol Calder argues, works against students achieving understanding in a course. PowerPoint provides the instructor with the illusion that he or she is imparting piles of useful knowledge to students because that knowledge has appeared on a slide on the screen at the front of the room. Of course, just because information flashed up on the screen, was discussed briefly by the instructor, and then gave way to more information does not mean it was learned. Likely the opposite is true, but the illusion of learning is maintained because the students take notes and are nodding. The second problem with the pedagogical assumptions built into PowerPoint is that it reinforces the notion that there exists some number of “correct” answers to any historical question. Unlike the mathematical, physical, or life sciences, history does not admit to such notions except to a very limited degree. Historians agree, for instance, that the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, or that Charles I followed James I as the second of the Stuart kings of England. Thus, “December 7, 1941,” is the correct answer if a student is asked on what date the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on an exam. But the more difficult question of why the Japanese decided to stage a surprise attack on the United States in December 1941 does not admit itself to one clear “correct” answer in the same way that nursing students need to know that humans have two kidneys and one liver, as opposed to the reverse. PowerPoint slides reinforce the notion that there are correct answers that simply must be memorized in order to do well in a history class.

Given these problems induced by the use of slideware in the teaching and learning of history, you might expect that I would argue that we should ban PowerPoint from our classrooms. As tempting as that would be, I think that as educators and as historians we have an obligation to our students to teach them to use PowerPoint and/or other slideware programs to present information to a larger audience, largely because so many professional contexts expect this skill. However, the best corporate uses of PowerPoint are not the slogging progression from one list of bullet points to the next. Instead, they are very, very brief, involve a great deal of motion and change on each slide, and are at least a bit more immersive than the standard-issue classroom PowerPoint presentation. For instance, several years ago, two of my colleagues and I were asked to prepare a presentation for a major telecommunications firm interested in the possibility of hiring our center to create what we would now call “history apps” for the mobile
phones in their network. As we discussed the format for the presentation, the marketing manager we were working with said, “When you have your three PowerPoint slides ready, shoot them to me in an email so I can look them over before your presentation.” None of us had ever seen a PowerPoint presentation with only three slides, and at first had a difficult time imagining how we might construct something compelling enough to convince a big corporation to invest tens of thousands of dollars in our idea. The limit of three slides meant that we had to come up with something entirely different than what we had been thinking we would do. What we learned from that experience was just how important it is to teach students to develop much more sophisticated skills with slideware than we currently teach them.

Given that corporate uses of slideware are so different, what must we do to teach students how to make the most of this resource that they likely must use after graduation and that we are not very good with? The answer lies in our century or more of experience with the five-page paper. Over the decades, historians have evolved a reasonably well-accepted set of notions about how a good history essay should be constructed and most of us teach those notions to our students. What is needed now is a similar set of notions about how PowerPoint and other slideware should be used to communicate to an audience about the past. Rather than relying on the built in templates or “wizards” provided by the software, we should teach students to create their own templates—templates that use no bullet points, that do not summarize crucial information in ways that trivialize the content, that highlight the ambiguity, the conditionality of that past. As Tufte argues, “Presentations largely stand or fall on the quality, relevance, and integrity of the content.”25 We need to teach students how to focus on the quality, relevance, and integrity of the content of their presentations, and then how to use the tools provided to them by the software to create a few dynamic slides that communicate that information in ways that are engaging, thought provoking, and useful to their intended audience, rather than doing something like reducing the Gettysburg Address to a few slides.26

**Blogs and Microblogs**

Blogs and microblogs such as Twitter are increasingly popular forms of social interaction online for college students and, albeit to a significantly lesser degree, their history professors. Blogs—a platform for writing in
reverse-date order—first appeared on the Internet in their current form in the late 1990s. Once several free and easy-to-use blogging platforms (Blogger, Wordpress, LiveJournal) became widely available, blogging took off as a form of communication to the point where blogs have become ubiquitous in a variety of contexts—especially news, politics, and entertainment—even as they retain their primary appeal as a form of individual communication with the world as an online journal. No one knows just how many blogs exist, but according to the website blogpulse.com on October 12, 2010, there were 148,156,488—of which more than 80,000 had been created in the past twenty-four hours, and these blogs had generated more than 1 million distinct posts in that same twenty-four-hour period. While Facebook’s wall and status fields are not the same thing as a blog, they serve many of the same purposes—updating readers on events, ideas, and feelings of the person whose page is being read. Microblogging platforms such as Twitter, once the province of the over-twenty cohort, have made significant inroads into the younger population in the past two years.

Faculty in a variety of disciplines use blogging software in their courses. The most common purposes for such blogs include communication and interaction between the professor and the students, communication and interaction between the students, requiring students to engage in online writing as a means of teaching them the genre and what it means to make one’s thinking visible, teaching students to work with online materials in a critical way, and introducing them to what it means to be part of a community of practice. These lofty instructional goals are only rarely realized when the pixels meet the road. Unless the reasons for asking/requiring writing in a class blog are made very clear, too often students will see the blog as just one more assignment to complete. This instrumental approach to the requirements of a course results in situations where professors must require X number of postings in the blog over the course of the semester, and Y number of comments on other posts; otherwise, very little of substance actually happens on a class blog. A second reason that student blogging only rarely lives up to its potential is that there is often little concrete payoff for the students, other than completing a requirement in the syllabus. What do they get from their online writing other than a grade? Do their blog posts show up somewhere else as well? Are others, outside the classroom, connecting with them through their blog posts? Because the answers to these questions are most often “no,” most class blogs go...
silent the minute the semester ends. That class blogs die at the end of the semester should be no surprise, because students so rarely see any benefit to a class blog beyond the grade they earn in that class.

A different approach—one that helps students see blogging as being more relevant to their lives as students, citizens, and humans, and that takes advantage of the fact that they already spend a great deal of time as creators of online content—can yield better, or at least more long-term, results. If, instead of contributing posts to a class blog that goes up at the beginning of the semester and dies at the end, students are required to create their own personal blog that they can use for any number of purposes—not just class assignments—then instructors tend to see a much higher level of engagement in the online writing process. The vast majority of students already have some sort of online identity when they walk into our classrooms. If the blogging they do for a class supplements that preexisting identity, they are much more likely to invest the time and effort we expect from them, and we can stop requiring them to participate in the class blog a certain number of times each week. Some may choose to simply feed what they write on a personal blog onto their other online presences (Facebook, Tumblr, etc.). Others may establish more formal presences online as historians.28 With an RSS feed, their contributions to their own personal blogs can then be fed automatically into a class blog that aggregates what the students are writing in their own writing spaces. As my colleague Dan Cohen writes in the syllabus to his graduate course, Clio Wired, students are expected to “think of this class not as meeting once a week but as an ongoing conversation that is active all semester.”29 If students set up an RSS feed to aggregate content from the blog they create as history students into their other web presences—Facebook, a personal website, and so on—that is a clear sign they are seeing their class work as part of who they are online. As a result, they begin to write more carefully (because what they write shows up elsewhere in their digital lives, not just on a class page), and often with more energy and enthusiasm. We already know that a significant share of students—perhaps as many as one-third according to a recent EDUCAUSE survey—write in a blog as part of their daily lives, so asking them to do so as part of their educational lives is not much of a stretch.30

Teachers who assign this sort of online writing have to make a number of decisions about the rules of the game. In a class blog where all students contribute to something created by the professor, it is much easier to set
strict rules for such things as tone (formal vs. casual), attention to the rules of grammar, syntax, and spelling/capitalization, what can and cannot be embedded in a blog post, and so on. But when students are creating their own blogs/microblogs, these are their writing and self-presentation spaces and so if the rules of the course are too strict, it is reasonable to assume that their engagement with the assignment to do online writing for their history class will be less than it might otherwise be.\(^{31}\) This is not to say that instructors should waive all rules when it comes to the work students submit from their blogs to a class blog. However, it is well worth considering what sort of leeway students can reasonably be granted in the service of generating broader engagement with, and active commitment to, the work of a class. Among the most important reasons for granting students greater freedom with their online writing spaces that are used for a class is that they take much greater ownership of the content when it is part of their online presence, rather than merely something they submit to a professor’s online space. When they begin to take that level of ownership of their work, students often produce much more insightful work and/or pay closer attention to such things as grammar and syntax (which historians care about as well as the level of historical analysis). If instructors are going to give students the freedom to write about and make history as they choose in their own online spaces, then it is incumbent on the professor to step back as far as he or she is willing to go and let students do what they think needs to be done, even if that means stretching as far as possible the limits an instructor places on the assignments for the course.

**Wikis**

When I began writing my own blog in the fall of 2005, one of the first issues I addressed was what history teachers should make of the growing ubiquity of *Wikipedia* in the work students were submitting.\(^{32}\) Already in 2005, *Wikipedia* was becoming the “go-to” source for history students, especially because students using any one of the major Internet search engines to find information on a historical topic not only typically found a *Wikipedia* entry at or near the top of the search returns, but also found that same information repeated in numerous other websites that draw their content directly from *Wikipedia*. If a half dozen websites cite the same information, then it must be correct—at least in the eyes of the casual or inexperienced user. The initial impulse of many history teachers was
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to warn their students off Wikipedia at all costs, and some even banned the use of Wikipedia altogether. Telling students they may not use an information resource rarely has much of an impact, and so history teachers have little choice but to either (a) ignore the problem in the hope that it will go away, or (b) embrace the Wikipedia phenomenon as a teaching opportunity. After all, we do not want students to think that relying on encyclopedias—any sort of encyclopedia—is the right way to do historical research, so using Wikipedia as a tool to impart lessons about the strengths and weaknesses of encyclopedias can work very well. If the lessons students learn are hands-on, meaning they involve the actual manipulation of content on Wikipedia, then we are teaching them something else as well—how to work with wikis in all their complexity and variety.

How then might one best approach teaching students to work appropriately with Wikipedia? The simple answer is to have them write their own entries for the encyclopedia, or to substantially edit an existing entry that needs expanding. Although the editing syntax in Wikipedia is not particularly intuitive, it is clearly easy enough to use, given the hundreds of thousands (if not millions) of people who have created and edited entries there. Because so many others have figured out how to work with Wikipedia’s editing system, I provide my students with almost no training whatsoever. I simply point out that there is an “edit” tab on every entry in their favorite encyclopedia, then show them what the edit window looks like, and then I make a simple editorial correction to an entry so they can see how it is done. Then I leave it to them to figure out the rest. Before turning them loose on Wikipedia, however, I also engage them in a discussion of some of the most important epistemological issues related to encyclopedia writing. What does it mean to write something with a “neutral point of view”? Can history really be without bias, as Wikipedia’s editorial policies require? What does it mean to have a bias and how would we recognize it. Why would Wikipedia have an injunction against original research? What do they think of Wikipedia’s standard—verifiability, not truth? What makes a subject sufficiently “notable” to be included in the world’s largest encyclopedia? What does it mean for historians to try to write in these ways under these restrictions?

In addition to helping students begin to grapple with some of the thorny issues that encyclopedias raise, asking them to write for Wikipedia helps them to understand what it means to create history that is malleable, that can be changed by anyone at any time. What does it mean to have his-
historical information crowdsourced? Can the collective wisdom of the crowd be reasonably compared to the wisdom of a scholar who has devoted years to the study of a particular historical topic? When this latter question is asked in that way, students typically agree that scholars with deep knowledge of a subject are generally to be trusted over the wisdom of the crowd. But then, if the context is changed and these same students are asked if a music critic with decades of experience listening to and writing about popular music should be trusted over tens of thousands of people who bought a song because they liked it, the question of crowdsourcing becomes a little less clear to them. As my colleague Roy Rosenzweig asked in 2006, can history really be open source? Once students begin to confront some of the central issues related to this question, writing for *Wikipedia* turns out to be an intellectually challenging task.

A second advantage of asking them to write for *Wikipedia*, or in any wiki space, is that wiki writing is so easily collaborative. A third is that the inherent malleability of wikis forces students to think about the various ways knowledge can be organized in a digital space. Wikis permit the organization of information in a whole variety of ways—the structure chosen by *Wikipedia* is but one of many. When students are asked how their work ought to be organized and are shown examples of various forms of possible organization, they are forced back on Michael Wesch’s point about form and content being separable in the Web 2.0 world. Data—in the form of text, images, video, or sounds—can be stored in wikis in various ways and then presented online in a form the student or students select. If the text created in a class wiki is one that all students have access to, then that text can be written, rewritten, and rewritten again until some consensus is reached about what, exactly, it ought to say and how that ought to be said. In this way, students can take part in an ongoing conversation about the construction of historical knowledge—much as professional historians do, but within the space of a wiki. Finally, the fact that wikis retain all versions of a particular text introduces students to the possibility of historical research that can be conducted on something they or someone else has written. How does the revision history reflect changing attitudes about a particular subject? What does it mean to reach consensus in a public space like a wiki? Are there “better” and “worse” versions of knowledge in a wiki that ought to be highlighted by historians? These are all historians’ questions, and asking students to grapple with them as they create historical knowledge online has many advantages. By forcing them to actively en-
gage in public knowledge production—to help make history in the world’s most popular information resource—we can give them both an opportunity to be historians, if only for a brief moment, and to assume public ownership of their own work products.

To help my students get started with Wikipedia I tell them about my own first experiences as an editor of an entry in the encyclopedia. In April 2006, I read a story in the New Yorker about new work by historical archaeologists that cast some doubt on the claims that the Donner family had resorted to cannibalism to survive being snowbound in the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Because Wikipedia had recently become a resource I was seeing students use more and more often, I thought I would see what the Donner Party entry had to say on this subject. The version I found read:

The Donner Party was a group of California-bound American settlers caught up in the “westering fever” of the 1840s. After becoming snowbound in the Sierra Nevada mountains in the winter of 1846–1847, some of the emigrants resorted to cannibalism.40

I created an account, and then edited the entry.

The Donner Party was a group of California-bound American settlers caught up in the “westering fever” of the 1840s. Accounts of the Donner Party’s journey traditionally claim that after becoming snowbound in the Sierra Nevada mountains in the winter of 1846–1847, some of the emigrants resorted to cannibalism, but recent research by historical archeologists now casts doubt on this part of the story.41

That version of the opening paragraph lasted for five days, at which point someone changed it.

The Donner Party was a group of California-bound American settlers caught up in the “westering fever” of the 1840s. After becoming snowbound in the Sierra Nevada mountains in the winter of 1846–1847, some of the emigrants resorted to cannibalism, although this aspect of the tragedy has been exaggerated.42

Since my original editing of the Donner Party entry in 2008, that entry has been edited more than 3,000 times by an uncounted number of users. On June 30, 2011, the opening paragraph read:
The Donner Party (sometimes called the Donner–Reed Party) was a group of American pioneers who set out for California in a wagon train. Delayed by a series of mishaps, they spent the winter of 1846–47 snowbound in the Sierra Nevada. Some of the emigrants resorted to cannibalism to survive, eating those who had succumbed to starvation and sickness.43

I ask my students to work their way through the history of this entry, picking random moments in that chronology to access versions of the entry to see how the opening paragraph has changed over time. This exercise introduces them, in a simple way, to some of the most important issues of crowdsourced information. It also gives me a chance to discuss how entries in wikis, whether Wikipedia or any other wiki they might use, represent a series of compromises by a community of people interested in that particular entry. The June 2011 version of the Donner Party entry is not that different from the revisions I made more than three years earlier, but there is an important difference with the entry I found when I went to the page for the first time. In that version, the opening paragraph simply said, “some of the emigrants resorted to cannibalism.” Over the years, a slightly more nuanced version of that simple statement has evolved from constant editing and reediting of this entry by the community of people interested in how the Donner Party is portrayed in Wikipedia. What has almost disappeared, however, is the information I added about the work of forensic archaeologists. In the version of the entry I examined on December 1, 2011, the only reference to their work is a sentence, far down in the entry, that reads, “Archaeological findings at the Alder Creek camp proved inconclusive for evidence of cannibalism,” followed by a reference to a more recent book on the party.44 Seeing how quickly my addition of a reference to work by scholars, work that challenged popular notions of the history of the party, disappeared from the entry helps students see both how malleable such entries are, but also how an anti-research bias often finds its way into Wikipedia entries. The point of this exercise is not to convince students that Wikipedia is somehow “bad,” but rather to teach them about the ways historical knowledge is created in public spaces.

Over the years, my students have almost all enjoyed writing entries for Wikipedia, and several have become very active in the Wikipedia editorial community, taking ownership of various entries. Being part of this larger community of writers and editors not only gives the students a clear
sense for just how malleable information in their favorite encyclopedia can be, but also introduces them to being part of a community of historical practice, even if only in a very small way. They are often quite offended when someone changes something they have written in an entry, and are even more unhappy if one of the *Wikipedia* editing bots deletes something they have written for being insufficiently notable. Others are thrilled when “their” entry catches the attention of other readers, and people out there in the wilds of the Internet begin to change and improve what they have written. For example, in February 2007, one of my students wrote an entry on David and Catherine Birnie of Australia, the only known husband and wife serial killers.\(^4\) I did not really want to know why she was interested in the Birnies, but it was something she wanted to write about, and she did well. By the end of the semester, her entry had been edited many times by others, and she was quite proud of the form it had taken by May of that year. That particular student has gone on to become an active *Wikipedia* editor, and continues to work on various entries that she has an interest in or commitment to. Her experiences demonstrate the value of giving students assignments that require them to take active roles in the making of history online.

This final example speaks to a theme woven throughout this book—the need to engage students where they live—namely, in the digital space where they are creating content for others to see, use, and remix. The malleability of information is a notion that students are often much more comfortable with than we generally are. Our teaching strategies need to change to help them explore new ways to combine what they do daily—create online content—with what we do. By showing them how the practices of the professional historian can be adapted to the digital realm, we help them see the process of online content creation as something more than just fun or “what they do.” Instead, it becomes a way to *be* historians in the digital space, to analyze historical information, and then present it in ways that are useful to others, that have staying power well beyond the end of the semester and the awarding of a grade, and that have relevance to the lives they are living now and plan to live after graduation.
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DIY History?

I have used it long enough to observe that students don’t benefit from the use of many types of technology.

—Anonymous respondent to a survey by the American Historical Association, 2010

But mine’s better.

—Undergraduate history student at George Mason University

A 2010 survey by Robert Townsend of the American Historical Association makes it abundantly clear that historians teaching at American colleges and universities remain profoundly skeptical of the value of using digital media to teach their students about the past. Although wide majorities of those teaching undergraduates have adopted slideware such as PowerPoint to display images or outlines on a screen, only a tiny fraction use any of the new digital platforms that offer users the opportunity to engage one another or to generate their own online content (blogs, wikis, social-networking platforms like Facebook or Twitter). Only slightly more than half of those responding to Townsend’s survey indicated that they use any online sources in their undergraduate courses. These findings stand in stark contrast to what we know about how students seek out and work with historical content—online sources are almost always their first (and perhaps even second and third) choice before turning to more traditional media like printed sources. Townsend’s findings also stand in stark contrast
Making to historians’ use of digital media in their own work. Almost 70 percent of the more than 4,000 historians responding to his survey say they regularly use online sources. The disconnect between historians’ attitudes about their own use of online content and their students’ use of content in that same medium is surprising at best, shocking at worst.

But the problem goes deeper than this disconnect. It is not just that those teaching history courses at American colleges and universities to undergraduates discourage their students from doing what they themselves do. Those same historians are watching from the dock as the ship called Web 2.0 sails away, carrying our students off to a distant shore that we almost never visit. Surveys of American young people, such as those conducted by the Pew Research Center, demonstrate just how actively the students in our classrooms participate in the Web 2.0 world that is all about connections between users (social networks), users creating content instead of passively consuming content, and users bending the technology to their own needs. Townsend’s data indicate that fewer than 10 percent of faculty teaching undergraduate history courses in the United States use Web 2.0 media such as blogs, Twitter, wikis, or Facebook, or other social-networking platforms in their classes. The data cited earlier (from the Pew Internet project) indicate that more than 75 percent of all Americans between the ages of 18 and 29 have created one or more profiles on a social-networking site, and that while only 14 percent have used Twitter, this age group represents the most active among Twitter users. As these two very different surveys indicate, history teachers are using technology to teach their students about the past in ways that are very far removed from the reality of students’ lives—at least the technologically mediated aspects of those lives. We already know that students are voting with their feet when it comes to using or not using digital media—and they are voting in favor of the digital world despite any disinclination their professors might show.

In addition to the fact that students are much more avid users of digital media for learning than we might prefer, historians need to consider the many ways that students are beginning to use those media to create new and often quite different forms of history. I have already described the newsreel that one of my undergraduate students “fixed” for me in a Western Civilization class half a decade ago, and how that student’s work seemed to me to be a precursor of an emerging sensibility about the malleability of historical content among undergraduate students. It is worth remembering that students live in a remix culture—where popular music,
film, and fiction all draw on multiple sources—many of them created by other authors, directors, or musicians, and repackage that content in new ways to create cultural artifacts that often have large audiences. It is from this culture that we get media such as Sophia Coppola’s 2006 film *Marie Antoinette* (2006), which combined such historical moments as a masquerade ball in prerevolutionary Versailles with a soundtrack featuring Siouxsie and the Banshees, novels such as Seth Grahame-Smith’s *Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter*, and Ben H. Winters’s literary mash-up, *Sense and Sensibility and Sea Monsters.* While historians might be tempted to scoff at such mash-ups and remixes as ahistorical or simply silly, the popularity of such work cannot be denied. Grahame-Smith’s Lincoln novel debuted at number four on the *New York Times* best-seller list and has been made into a feature film. Film remixes of the past have been around for as long as feature films have existed. As Princeton University’s Natalie Zemon-Davis has argued, historical feature films are better seen as “thought experiments,” rather than necessarily historically accurate, and so should be judged by a different set of standards than historical accuracy.\(^7\) After all, as Davis points out, historians have a long history of using “made up, but appropriate speeches” by prominent historical figures.\(^8\) Only in the past several centuries has this practice fallen out of favor. How many students of the ancient world have read Pericles’s oration after the battle of Marathon without having any idea that this speech—considered by many to be one of the great moments in Western oratory—was Thucydides’s imaginative mash-up of what he imagined Pericles might have, or should have, said?\(^9\)

Already, we are seeing signs—more than just the “fixed” newsreel that my student brought to my Western Civilization class—that historians and their students are creating new and different ways to represent their research about the past. For instance, Canadian educator Neil Stephenson has created something called the “Cigar Box Project,” in which his grade-seven students tell the story of Canadian history with cigar box panels they create in digital media (eventually building their own boxes). The mash-ups of Canadian history they create are rooted in notions of the past that any historian would understand and approve of, but also reveal a playful sensibility about design, historical presentation, and originality that might make many history teachers uncomfortable.\(^10\) Similarly, the popular video-sharing and social-networking website YouTube is filled with remixes of historical video. To cite but one example, a fruitful hour could be spent...
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examining all the ways the story of the “Tank Man” of Tiananmen Square in 1989 is being told on YouTube. You can watch American television news footage of his courageous act of standing in front of a line of tanks (an original source of sorts). One can watch Chinese state news footage of this same event (the same video, but a very a different version of the narrative of his actions), or one can watch remixes of those broadcasts with entirely new audio tracks—everything from classical piano to rock and roll. Perhaps the most interesting version currently available is one that mashes up the now-iconic footage of the Tank Man facing down a line of tanks with a speech by the American student activist Mario Savio on the steps of Sproul Hall at the University of California, Berkeley, on December 2, 1964. As we watch the events in China, we hear Savio speaking.

. . . and in time when the operation of the machine becomes so odious, makes you so sick at heart, that you can’t take part, that you can’t even passively take part. And you’ve got to put your body upon the gears, upon the wheels, upon the levers, upon all the apparatus, and you’ve got to make it stop, and you’ve got to indicate to the people who run it, to the people around it, that unless you’re free, the machine will be prevented from working at all . . .11

This particular version of the Tank Man story is “Little Man vs. Big Machine,” and is set to Boards of Canada’s “Music is Math”—a far cry from the audio tracks of CNN or Chinese state television. Since this particular version of the Tank Man video appeared on YouTube it has had more than 360,000 views (as of January 1, 2012). How many historians of the events of 1989 in China can claim an audience of that size? Moreover, this video remix of the Tank Man’s exploits is just one of dozens of remixes of that same short video clip—everything from a short clip on how to dance the “Tank Man Tango,” to a serious eight-part documentary film on Tiananmen Square and the Tank Man’s role in it. Each of these is an authentic, if not original, representation of those events—in their own way “thought experiments,” to use Natalie Zemon Davis’s way of describing what filmmakers do when they make history on film.12 My own student’s remix of that Nuremberg video was of a piece with these other thought experiments. Lest you doubt the power of video sharing websites such as YouTube, according to Michael Wesch, since 1948 the three major Ameri-
can television networks (ABC, NBC, CBS) have delivered approximately 1.5 million hours of programming over the airwaves, while YouTube users uploaded more than that in the first six months of 2008.\textsuperscript{13}

Of course, the majority of what is uploaded to YouTube is not what we might call quality programming, but somewhere in the 9,000-plus hours of video uploaded to the website each day, some of that material is of a quality equal to or better than what appears on the legacy networks—and almost all of that content is created not by studios, but by individuals. While historical video would not make any Top Ten list of tomorrow’s uploads, the thousands, if not tens of thousands, of historical videos—remixes and original versions—attest to the power of this medium to shape students’ understanding of the past. Among the more popular historical video channels on YouTube at the moment when I wrote the final draft of this book was “Music for History Lovers,” the creation of high school history teachers Amy Burvall and Herb Mahelona. Burvall and Mahelona have converted the history of Western Civilization into a series of MTV-like music videos that combine a very playful sensibility with a serious teaching purpose. Between April 2008 and December 2011 their YouTube channel had registered more than 4.2 million views of videos ranging from the history of the Trojan Wars set to a song by Culture Club, to a history of the French Revolution set to a song by Lady Gaga. As Burvall and Mahelona explain in a TED talk in November 2011, their work includes a significant amount of collaboration with their students—everything from photography to lyrics—and that by opening their work to a global audience through digital media, that work has been transformed by feedback received from their increasingly huge audience.\textsuperscript{14} At least in the realm of digital video, we have already reached the stage where Carl Becker’s Mr. Everyman has indeed become his own historian.

What is a historian to do when faced by this emerging sensibility about a malleable past? One option is to ignore it, deny its existence, or simply forbid students to have anything to do with it, as the members of Middlebury College’s department of history did several years ago when they banned the use of Wikipedia in their courses.\textsuperscript{15} The other option is to take a more forward approach to teaching students about the past and at least make an attempt to meet them where they live. Instead of assuming that “students don’t benefit from the use of many types of technology” as the anonymous professor quoted at the outset of this chapter believes, we should do our best to teach them how to make the most of digital media.
by taking advantage of their creative impulses. We need to give them room to create, even as we teach them to think like historians. What follows is one example of how I have approached the challenges posed by students’ views of how the past can, or should, be used, analyzed, and presented. The course described below evolved from several years of thinking about how best to address both the pervasive problem of students’ lack of skepticism about sources—online or analog—and their interest in creating content for the Internet, rather than merely consuming it and regurgitating what they consumed in a five-, seven-, or ten-page paper. I also wanted my students to have some fun while they were confronting real historical issues. The results of this teaching experiment have not been without controversy. More than a few historians and librarians (and even someone posting on my blog under the name Jimmy Wales—the founder of Wikipedia) were not amused. I have been called “pond scum,” “sociopathic,” and even received one death threat after a writer for the Atlantic.com wrote a story about the second iteration of the course. Others found the exercise thought provoking and worthy of deeper consideration. Wikipedia editors had an energetic debate about what to do about the way my students decided to use Wikipedia in their projects—a debate that offers some very interesting insights into the thinking processes and community standards of the world’s largest encyclopedia. The point I would like to make with this example is not that it should be emulated in the specific, but rather, in the general sense, by which I mean it demonstrates the power of meeting students where they live in the digital world. If they make history using digital media, they are much more likely to understand history, and to embrace it as more than just a subject they are interested in. They will become historians themselves, some of them in ways we have not yet thought of.

Lying About the Past and the Last American Pirate

I have already described one rewrite of the historical methods course—Dead in Virginia—in which my students wrote extensively in a class database. An earlier rewrite of the methods course was called Lying About the Past. In this version of the course, I jettisoned all emphasis on historiography in favor of a focus on creating historical content in digital media in an attempt to teach a course focused on making and creating content, rather than learning about the works of the great historians. Also, because I had already seen evidence of students (and the public at large) taking a more...
playful approach to the past, I decided to access my own sense of fun to see what we might accomplish when we combined serious historical work with a playful sensibility. I wanted my students to have fun, while learning serious things.

My willingness to let my students play around with the past is not without precedent. Carl Becker shows this in his 1931 essay “Everyman His Own Historian.”

Mr. Everyman works with something of the freedom of a creative artist; the history which he imaginatively recreates as an artificial extension of his personal experience will inevitably be an engaging blend of fact and fancy, a mythical adaptation of that which actually happened. In part it will be true, in part false; as a whole perhaps neither true nor false, but only the most convenient form of error. Not that Mr. Everyman wishes or intends to deceive himself or others.  

Almost two millennia before Becker, Thucydides explained his approach to recording the great speeches of his day.

With reference to the speeches in this history, some were delivered before the war began, others while it was going on; some I heard myself, others I got from various quarters; it was in all cases difficult to carry them word for word in one’s memory, so my habit has been to make the speakers say what was in my opinion demanded of them by the various occasions, of course adhering as closely as possible to the general sense of what they really said.

Fortified by such quotations from two of the lions of the historiography (along with all of their colleagues) I dropped from my course, I rewrote my methods course. There are many ways one could approach a revision of the historical methods course. The approach I settled on for this rewrite of the course might best be called “slash and burn.” While I retained some of the core teaching practices, including group work, problem-based learning, and what I thought were some fairly innovative in- and out-of-class exercises, I junked the rest of the syllabus and started over, using the Wiggina/McTighe version of backwards design.

My decision to redesign the course around a playful approach to the past arose from two sources. Over the years I have become convinced that history as a discipline has become a bit too stodgy for its own good. It
Making seems to me that we are taking ourselves a little too seriously of late (if there was ever a time when we did not). The second source for my decision to try to be more playful was an experience I had teaching a large group of fifth-grade students about historical research. While some might be tempted to argue that elementary students cannot do sophisticated historical research, I am in the Bruce VanSledright camp and believe that fifth graders can do some very good historical work when given the proper tools and context. During the hour and a half I had with approximately seventy-five fifth-grade students, I not only found that they could work with primary sources such as military service records from the Civil War and pages from the U.S. Census, I also noticed how much fun they had while doing it—fun I do not see my own students having when I give them similarly complex sources to work with. For instance, when it was time for them to start writing, those fifth graders threw themselves down on the floor, self-organized into groups, and started drawing pictures to go with what they were writing. They laughed, they chatted, they made faces as they concentrated. In short, they were kinetic, engaged, and as focused as eleven-year-olds get. And they produced some really good history from the sources I gave them. What happens to young people, I wondered, between the fifth grade and university to convince them that historical research is not fun? Is it them? Or is it the course? Or is it me? I am almost never willing to blame the shortcomings of a course on the students taking the course, and am confident enough in my abilities as an instructor to not blame myself (too much), so I decided that it was a combination of the course and my approach to the course that was to blame. Part of my goal in the design of a new version of the methods course was to recapture the sense of fun that those eleven-year-olds demonstrated when they were doing their historical research.

When I began rewriting my syllabus, I tried hard to retain as much of what I had seen during my day with that group of fifth graders. The course I created, Lying About the Past, was organized around an exploration of historical hoaxes. In the first half of the semester the students did what students do in most history classes—they read books and articles, watched documentaries, discussed these materials both in small groups and as a class operating in seminar mode, and they even wrote two five-page papers analyzing information gleaned from the materials I assigned. The reading list, however, was fairly unconventional for an upper-level history course. The first article we read was “The Violence of the Lambs”
by John Jeremiah Sullivan, which appeared in the February 2008 issue of that stodgy academic journal *GQ (Gentleman’s Quarterly)*. This article, a hoax that ends with a brief paragraph in which Sullivan admits to making up most of the story—an admission he says he did not want to make but that his editor insisted upon—signaled to the students that mine was not your typical history course.

I also told them, on day one, via the syllabus, just how I felt about history and fun in the context of the course they were signed up for.

I believe that the study of history ought to be fun and that too often historians (I include myself in this category) take an overly stuffy approach to the past. Maybe it’s our conditioning in graduate school, or maybe we’re afraid that if we get too playful with our field we won’t be taken seriously as scholars. Whatever the reason, I think history has just gotten a bit too boring for its own good. This course is my attempt to lighten up a little and see where it gets us.

Not surprisingly, the seventeen undergraduates in the first iteration of the course and the thirty-plus in the second iteration took to my approach to the course with gusto. There is not a single “serious” academic work on the syllabus—no Herodotus, no Thucydides, no von Ranke, no Foucault, and no Nora. Instead, we read works by popularizers you have probably never heard of, watched documentaries such as Česky sen (*Czech Dream*) and faux documentaries like *The Old Negro Space Program,* and searched websites such as the Museum of Hoaxes and Snopes.com for useful information about historical hoaxes. In eighteen years of college teaching I do not think I have ever had a group of students be as consistently prepared for class as these two groups of students, or think so critically as a group about the fundamental principles of historical research and scholarship, and what it means when the public engages with the results of historical scholarship. Both times I taught the class my students worked hard.

Up to the midpoint of the semester nothing we do in Lying About the Past is particularly controversial. I am sure that plenty of colleagues around the country might look a bit askance at the “soft” readings I assign, but at least my students are doing research and writing papers. These papers all included the kind of research skills that a history course is intended to teach them, including identifying a topic, creating a thesis they can sup-
port with evidence gleaned from research, then finding an appropriate set of primary and secondary sources to support their argument. All of these assignments will be familiar to anyone who teaches historical methods. It is instead what happens in the second half of the course that is unusual, generative, and that turns out to be a bit controversial.

After the seventh week of the semester my students began building their own historical hoax, a hoax they eventually launched into the digital world with great pride and satisfaction, not to mention a fair amount of glee. Using a consensus model, I asked everyone to come up with ideas for a possible hoax, and as a class they winnowed the choices down to two finalists. The students developed the standards for what the hoax should be, including that it would have to be historical, that it would have to be plausible to fool people who encountered it, that there would be a sufficient evidentiary basis for that plausibility, and that there would be a “hoaxable community” out there (i.e., a community of people liable to buy into the hoax because it appealed to them for personal or professional reasons). The first time I taught the course, to their surprise (and mine) the hoaxable community turned out to be one the students did not expect—academic historians and educational technologists. The second time I taught the course, the students were less successful as hoaxers, but their attempts generated much more media and public interest.27

The hoax the first class finally settled on—The Last American Pirate—was organized around the senior research project of a fictitious student the class named Jane Browning (a name chosen because it was so common), who uncovered her Virginia pirate quite by accident. This man, Edward Owens, was a Confederate veteran who, during the Long Depression that began in 1873, found that he could no longer support his family by oyster fishing and so turned briefly to a life of sea-borne crime. He and his crew of two robbed pleasure boaters in the Lower Chesapeake until the economy recovered, at which point Owens went back to fishing and clean living. He left behind a legend and, as luck would have it, a last will and testament detailing both his exploits and his guilt over what he had done. There really was a man named Edward Owens who lived along the Lower Chesapeake at the time, and my students chose his name for two reasons—he really did exist, and they could find no evidence that any of the millions of genealogists out there knew anything about the real Edward Owens.28 Also, the name Edward Owens was generic enough that a Google search would
turn up too many possibilities to be sorted through in a timely manner. The platform the students chose for perpetrating their hoax was one they were very familiar with—a blog assigned by “Jane’s” professor as part of a senior research seminar (Jane was a history major at an unnamed university). Along the way, Jane chronicled her search for a topic, her search for sources, her attempts to make sense of what she found, and finally her struggles with writing up the results of her work. In addition to the blog, she posted several YouTube videos, posted notices in social-networking sites such as Stumbleon.com, and created an entry on Edward Owens in Wikipedia. Before deciding on a student blog as the best way to perpetrate their hoax, the students also discussed creating a website, but in the end decided it would be too much trouble. As we will see, the choice of a student blog had important implications for who ended up falling victim to the hoax.

At the beginning of the semester I tell the students that their hoax can run until the last day of class, at which point we will expose it ourselves (if someone had not found us out already). I think it is fair to say that each time I’ve taught the course the majority of the students, if not all, would have preferred to let the hoax live on until it was exposed by someone in the wider world, but I insist that we shut it down at the end of the term. Had the students not exposed their hoax it is an open question how long Edward Owens or the “beer of 1812” might have survived online. For one thing, my students always choose innocuous hoaxes, so the question of who the “last” American pirate was is not one that attracts a great deal of attention. Even with the publicity that accrued from the post-exposure controversy, as of April 30, 2010, only 7,500 unique visitors had been to Jane’s website. A primary reason why the students chose a pirate hoax was because they thought the pirate lovers of the world—especially those who enjoy International Talk Like a Pirate Day—represented a hoaxable audience. When the fall of 2008 turned out to be a period of intense media interest in piracy because of the activities of real pirates off the coast of Somalia, my students thought they had stumbled into the perfect topic for their hoax. Alas, those with “piratitude” failed to take notice of Edward Owens until after the hoax was exposed. Instead, much to the student’s satisfaction, history teachers were the ones taken in by the false pirate and his student historian.

Only a few days after the hoax appeared online, academic bloggers—including history teachers and professors, instructional technologists, and
librarians—began writing about Jane’s blog as an exemplar of how undergraduate students could use new media to represent their research and writing in digital form. The hoax found its way into the academic blogosphere because two graduate students at my university’s Center for History and New Media tweeted about it on their personal Twitter feeds—not as a hoax, but as evidence of an interesting research result from an undergraduate student: “This is incredible: A history student has found the last American pirate.” These two tweets found their way through the Twitterverse to several academic bloggers who then wrote about Jane’s project on their own blogs. It is worth quoting one at length to provide a sense for how Jane and her project was embraced by academics enthusiastic for digital media.

I found not only a really cool example of the power of these tools for an individual to track and frame their own educational experience, but some absolutely exciting research about a 19th century Pirate (possibly the last US pirate of his kind) no one’s ever heard of: Edward Owens. This undergraduate took her research to the next level by framing the experience on her blog, full with images and details from her Library of Congress research, video interviews with scholars and her visit to Owens [sic] house, her bibliography, along with a link to the Wikipedia page she created for this little known local pirate.

What’s even cooler is the fact that she not only framed a digital space for her research by getting her own domain and setting up a blog there, but she understood that she could also protect her identity at the same time by keeping certain information private. It is such a perfect example of the importance of framing your identity as a student/scholar online, and it really buttresses beautifully with the ideas we’ve been thinking about recently in regards to digital identity at UMW. More than that though, is the fact that this project was hers and she was fired up about what she had accomplished, and she could actually share that fact with others through her blog.

Academic victims also interacted with Jane directly, writing comments on her blog such as, “What you have done here in documenting your experience is an amazing example of the power of technology in aiding historical research. Well done.” That academics turned out to be the primary victims of the hoax generated some controversy in the academic blogo-
sphere—a controversy discussed in more detail below. In the aftermath of the hoax’s exposure the class received some media exposure and then, like all small stories, this one died away.36

In the spring 2012 semester, students in a second iteration of this course created two hoaxes—one revolving around a beer recipe from 1812 and another about a man who might have been a serial killer in New York City in 1897. Neither of these was as successful as the last American pirate hoax.

What then did my students learn from playing with the past in this way? Historians are fond of saying that one of our main goals in teaching is that students should learn to “think historically.” As seen in chapter 1, the list of characteristics and abilities that fall under the heading of historical thinking can be quite broad, but that there is an important distinction between content knowledge and procedural knowledge. Because I essentially dispense with historiography in this course in favor of letting my students quite literally “make history,” it is the latter that my course emphasizes. To be sure, students in the first iteration of the course learned some things about nineteenth-century Virginia history and about maritime history in general, while those in the second iteration learned about the brewery industry, the war of 1812, and New York City at the turn of the previous century, but this content was incidental to the larger lessons about methods. First and foremost my students had to understand how knowledge is constructed in the digital realm, but also in the analog world. Their goal was to create a narrative built on enough “true facts” that the “false facts” would go unnoticed. To do that, they had to acquire a fairly sophisticated understanding of how such historical knowledge is created online and the digital skills necessary to make that happen. But to acquire the “true facts” they needed to make the “false facts” plausible—they needed to know how to find the information they needed on such things as the maritime history of the lower Chesapeake or the war of 1812. When we teach historical methods to students, one of the goals we generally espouse is teaching students to do research in places other than the web. Much of what my students used for their hoaxes—the “true facts”—came from libraries and archives rather than websites, in part because the sources they needed just are not online. For me this was a very positive result of the course, but one that was largely coincidental to the topics they selected.

More important to my learning goals was teaching my students to be much more critical consumers of online content. As discussed in chapter 2, too often these days students search for plausible information using the
“type some keywords into Google and see what comes up” method. When a reasonable source appears through such a search, they often use that source with almost no critical analysis of the quality of that source. In other words, they spend little or no time “adjudicat[ing] between competing versions (and visions) of the past.” Instead, they seem to employ a rough and ready plausibility test: “Does it look good enough? Okay then, I’ll use it.” In contrast to this attitude about finding and using plausible information, one of the students in the first version of the class recently wrote a comment in my blog as a response to an earlier essay I wrote on the course.

I guess what I am trying to say in a very long winded and wordy sort of way is that we as historians, in this day and age of technology, should know better than to take anything anyone sends us at face value, I don’t care if someone tweeted about it, or if they updated their status on facebook. Not because everyone is out there to deceive us, but because in a day and age of technology it is so easy to create a story or an idea and cover your tracks.

The students who took this class will almost surely think twice before ever employing such a plausibility test with content they find online and, one hopes, historical content in any form, given the amount of time we spent discussing the prevalence of what a colleague calls “zombie facts” in the historical literature. For instance, we devoted close to half a class period examining just how ubiquitous and tenacious H. L. Mencken’s fabricated story about the first bathtub in the White House has turned out to be. The profound skepticism my students acquire in this course will serve them well throughout the rest of their lives, not merely in their work as historians. That this skepticism has value beyond the history curriculum was highlighted in a comment on the course by Bill Smith of the University of Arkansas, who wrote that in a world where many believe that the Moon landing was a fake, “A healthy skepticism is an important part of citizenship.”

One of the things historians often spend a lot of time on in their courses is the nature of historical sources—which are primary sources, which are secondary sources, what sorts of tests should be applied to each category (primary, secondary) and each type within that category (text, image, film, artifact), and each subtype (text: novel, letter, government report, newspaper story, poem, sacred text)? Because my students had to create at least a
few invented sources to set beside real sources from archives and libraries, they needed to think carefully and critically about the nature of each type of source, if only so we would know better how to fake them. One type of source that historians have devoted a lot of ink and many pixels to is photographic images. Students often like to think of photographs as being particularly authentic representations of reality at the moment the photographer snapped the picture. After all, the camera does not lie, does it? In this age of Photoshop and digital-image manipulation, many students are at least a little skeptical about some images, and the obvious cases like the “Bert is Evil” website are easy for them to figure out. But what about more sophisticated fakery like the amazing disappearing Trotsky, in which Soviet publicists were required to excise Trotsky from all publications in the Soviet Union after he and Stalin had their falling out? The manipulation of images my students engaged in for the pirate and serial killer hoaxes was not nearly up to Soviet standards. They merely made images too small to read so the reader of Jane’s blog could not see them clearly enough, or clipped out passages from a nineteenth-century will to support a particular version of the story they wanted blog readers to see. But they did learn how easy it is to lie with an image, and so came away from the course as skeptical not only of text, but also of other sources.

In addition to skepticism about historical sources, what other historical methods my students learn? Along the way they learn how to do archival research at the National Archives and the Library of Congress. They learn how to work with a variety of original sources, including naval records, census records, manuscript sources from the U.S. Cutter Service (now the Coast Guard), images, letters, diaries, maps, and historical newspapers. And they learned how to do something that von Ranke first insisted upon—the use of multiple sources in order to check the consistency of accounts in each source. After all, if their “true facts” did not triangulate properly, then their hoaxes would be more easily exposed for what they were. They had to portray Edwards Owens’s or Joseph Scafe’s world as it actually was, even if neither man existed in that world. And it turns out, they liked doing this sort of serious historical research.

As one of the students that worked on the historical background of Edward (making sure there weren’t any anachronisms), it was a lot of genuine research—going through census records, looking up specifics in the regions we were placing Edward, and the like. I feel very
knowledgeable in the ways of Coastal Virginia after the Civil War now. It’s not like we were filling our minds with information that was completely bogus. We were studying real time periods, real situations and real conditions in order to make this work. This was probably the most exciting part for me.46

In addition to learning to work with this variety of sources and to use them for the purposes of triangulation, the students also learn that the creation of history is a collaborative endeavor. They work together in class, but they also learn the value of calling upon the expertise of others. Once the first group of students decided on their hoax they contacted one of our graduate students who is an expert in underwater archaeology, and another who wrote her master’s thesis on law enforcement in Virginia during the nineteenth century. Being able to ask these historians questions moved the project along much more rapidly than would have been the case if the students tried to do all the work on their own—a valuable lesson indeed. Each group also learned many new skills in the production of historical knowledge in the digital world. In addition to Jane’s blog (for which the members of that group all wrote drafts, but one student wrote in her own voice), they learned how to scan or download and then manipulate images, how to write and edit Wikipedia entries, basic video scripting and production, and how to find an audience, albeit a small one, by visiting various websites and posting notices about Jane’s project. They also played extensively in the sandbox they were most comfortable in—Jane had a Facebook page and a YouTube channel. The students in the second iteration of the course learned all of these skills, as well as how to work, albeit unsuccessfully, with Reddit.

How many history courses take their discussion of ethics beyond a unit on plagiarism of the small and large variety? In such units, students are generally treated to admonitory lectures on student plagiarism (especially copying and pasting from websites), and on such bigger stories as the plagiarism controversies swirling around the work of such popular historians as Stephen F. Ambrose or Doris Kearns Goodwin.47 The message of such units is clear—plagiarism is bad, bad, bad, and should be avoided at all costs. Who could disagree?48 But such units do not really get to the heart of ethics in historical inquiry because they touch on only one, admittedly important, aspect of those ethics. My students have to grapple with much more difficult ethical issues—not the least of which is what it means to
create a lie and purvey it on their own website, but also on the websites of others, such as Wikipedia. After all, is not one of the primary obligations of the historian to tell the truth about the past? Much of the work of historians is directed at “setting the record straight” in the face of fantasy versions of the past that correspond to the evidentiary record to some greater or lesser degree. Historians set themselves and their work against myth and imperfect memory in the hope that somehow histories we have written will convince our audiences of the truth of what we say in the face of outright lies, exaggerations, shadings, and other less accurate versions of what happened in the past. If there is some sort of historians’ Hippocratic oath compelling us to always tell the truth (or at least the truth as we know it), then my students and I violated that oath.

But the nature of “historical truth” is one that can certainly be debated—and is debated almost constantly by historians. For instance, is it “true” that daily life in medieval Europe was dominated by religious observance, or is this “truth” one we accept because the greatest store of evidence available to us about that daily life comes to us from a small circle of elite chroniclers who had a vested interest in playing up the importance of religion in daily life? Which account of the past is more “true”—the one that focuses on the accomplishments of leaders of a state, or the one that focuses on the accomplishments of the masses? Historians debate such “truths” constantly, and students, who want to know which account of the past is “best” or “most correct,” struggle to understand how five historians can look at the same evidence and write five different books. Teaching them how to negotiate through this maze of competing truth claims is one of the goals of most methods and/or historiography courses, but many of the historians I have spoken with who try to teach introductions to historiography report that lessons about historiography are even more difficult to impart than lessons about types of evidence and how to work with them.

I decided to tackle the problem of helping students sort through competing truth claims by having my students create their own (false) version of historical truth. To do that, they had to imbed their work in existing histories that the students assumed to be as accurate as the authors of those works could make them. In this way they saw just how difficult it is to determine which truth claims should hold sway over others. Intentional fabrication is certainly very different from asserting that our version of the past was more correct or accurate than yours. Therefore, I challenged my students to think about whether or not we were crossing an ethical
Making a Rubicon that we really should not be crossing. To have this conversation at all we had to discuss the whole business of historiography and competing truth claims, if only to decide how far removed our project was from the debates among historians. Engaging historiography from the space of intentional fabrication turned out to be surprisingly productive. Because my students knew they were on one end of a truth-falsehood continuum, they could then move along that continuum to decide where the dividing line between deliberate falsehood and something one of them called “just competing interpretations” could be found. To put it another way, they knew they were lying, and therefore had to figure out how to tell where deliberate lying about the past ended and legitimate argument about the past began—a useful distinction to be able to draw. We never found that exact point, but discussed examples such as the denial of the Holocaust as exemplars of the distinction we were trying to draw. Once we were satisfied that we understood something about that distinction, it was still up to the students to decide how far to go in their fabrication of the historical record.

Admittedly, I did not give them a choice about whether or not to create a hoax, but this aspect of the course is clearly stated in the syllabus and so students uncomfortable with the entire project could have dropped the class at the outset of the semester. To the best of my knowledge, no student dropped the class. This is not to say that students were completely comfortable with intentional fabrication of the historical record—some were, some were not. The important thing is that we talked about it a lot. And I am not a believer in the idea that education is supposed to be completely comfortable for students at all times, so the fact that my students were uncomfortable at various points in the semester was not a bad result from where I sat. In fact, ethical concerns were a part of our discussions in class almost every session once work on the hoax began. In the end, the distinction that made it possible for several students each semester to feel more comfortable with the hoax was thinking of it as humor or satire rather than “serious history.” We never intended the hoax to last forever and knew we were going to expose our hoax as falsehood at the end of the semester, so it was not as though we were creating “zombie facts” and turning them loose forever. Knowing that the hoax would end made it easier to see the entire project as humor rather than a lie . . . more like what one might find in the *Onion*, rather than what one would find in a book trying to convince readers of a deliberately false version of the past.
Also, it seems to me that if we are going to turn our students loose to create historical content online—factual or fabricated—we have to have a serious conversation about ethics in the digital realm. For example, if they are going to be remixing the work of others and then claiming it, all or in part, as their own, where does remixing cross the line into plagiarism? At what point does “sampling” become “copying”? How much of someone else’s work can be used without violating copyright restrictions the original author may have placed on the work? In a world where anything online seems to be available for free download (at least to many students), what are the nuances between a blanket Creative Commons license and an Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike license? These questions and others like them can significantly complicate our discussions of plagiarism and are thus very important to have if we are going to ask our students to work in the digital space.

Once the class had debated the largest ethical issue—were we doing the right or wrong thing—then the students had to consider even thornier questions such as which subjects were out-of-bounds for their hoax, the specifics of copyright law, and responsible use of computing policies—subjects sure to elicit fluttering eyelids and perhaps even some drooling on the desk from the average student. I gave the students some specific limits about what they could not select for their hoax. For instance, one out-of-bounds topic my students readily agreed on was anything to do with medicine or health. Too many people rely on the Internet for information about health and health care, and so there would be nothing funny about creating a hoax in this domain. In the end, our list of other topics unavailable for hoaxing included anything that might have caused someone to send us money (wire fraud under U.S. law), anything to do with national security (I had no desire to visit Guantanamo, Cuba), and anything to do with the Civil War. Why the Civil War? That was a practical rather than ethical decision, because the community of historians, professional and amateur, devoted to the study of the Civil War is so large and their knowledge of the details of this conflict is so extensive and precise, we decided that there was no chance of perpetrating a successful Civil War hoax. Anything the students tried to do would be exposed almost instantly. Finally, I insisted that any hoax created would not violate the university’s responsible use of computing policy, because I had no desire to be censured or fired as a result of a student project. This latter stipulation ruled out, for instance, any hoax that had to do with pornography or gambling. With the boundaries
of the hoax firmly established, my students were then free to create any hoax they might think up.

That my students learned to think critically about such ethical issues is evident in what one student wrote in her personal blog.

Ethically, the only doubt I have regarding my own participation in this project is the e-mail I sent to the writer of [the USA Today blog] Pop Candy. I do not exactly regret that action, but I do question it every time I think of it. Though I did not personally know this woman, I purposefully set out to deceive her for my own gains, taking advantage of the trust she has in her readers. I apologize for taking advantage of her trust in such a way.50

In the aftermath of the first hoax’s exposure, another ethical issue arose that confirmed for me the importance of having cut off the hoax at the end of the semester so that we still had time to discuss the controversy that began to emerge as we dispersed for the 2008–9 winter break. Because ethical considerations were so much a part of what we discussed all semester, had we not had a little time to reflect on the response of those hoaxed once they found out they were victims, I think an important lesson of the semester would have been lost. The 2012 students were able to revisit this issue, especially in light of the brief media storm that followed the completion of the course.

Finally, my students all learned that creating history, whether it is “real” history or a hoax, is hard, and takes a lot of work. In the aftermath of the course, the student just quoted reflected on the project.

I would like to say that all the details fell into place, but they didn’t. We all worked and pushed them into place step by step. It was hard. Most definitely the hardest project I’ve ever worked on. We were entirely self-motivated in our groups. We had to figure out what needed to be doing before we could do it, and had to figure out entirely how to approach each step.51

But from my perspective, the most important lesson they learn is that history can be fun after all. This is a class in which the students showed up for class early and stayed late, remained engaged throughout the class sessions, worked in small groups outside of class, and laughed throughout the semester.
The additional issue that arose after the exposure of the first hoax is less a part of the main story of the class and the student learning results. But given that a number of historians, librarians, and others argued that the class design was inappropriate to a university setting, the question of whether or not the class is appropriate seems worth describing. At issue was what one author termed “academic trust networks”: the web of social networks (blogs, Twitter, discussion forums, etc.) that academics and others increasingly rely on to help us find and evaluate information.

Online information increasingly exists in a context that provides us with a wealth of information about how that information is positioned within a larger conversation. When I find something of interest online, I do not only evaluate it’s [sic] face-value worth; I evaluate it in terms of who else I know is linking to it, talking about it, critiquing it.

Much of the criticism or support for the results of that first version of the course revolved around the issue of what my students’ work had exposed about the reliance of academics (and others) on social networks as trusted sources of information. At one end of the continuum of this conversation was the argument that by encouraging my students to create a hoax and then purvey it in these trust networks, I had violated a basic tenet (or two) of my own professional community. At the other end of the continuum was the argument that academics (especially academics) should know better than to accept what they find online at face value. In chapter 2, I explained the importance of teaching students sophisticated searching skills—skills that transcend simple keyword searches in a search engine. That so many academics were taken in by the Edward Owens/Jane Browning hoax indicates just how far we have to go when it comes to teaching these skills to students. If we do not deploy them in our professional lives, how can our students be expected to take us seriously when we tell them that they must deploy such skills in their own academic work?

To my knowledge, none of the scholars and teachers who wrote about Jane and her pirate project employed tests such as a “WhoIs” lookup. If they had, they would have found that the domain did not belong to a student named Jane Browning, but to someone at George Mason University named Theodore Kelly, with the email tkelly7@gmu.edu and the telephone number 703-993-2152; in other words, me. A more careful reader of the WhoIs.com data would indicate that the domain was created on October 22, 2008. Given that Jane’s first post in her blog was dated Sep-
October 3, 2008, this more careful reader might have noticed something a little fishy. The question for those interested in the idea of academic trust networks is whether or not participants in those trust networks should be held to the same information literacy standards we expect from students? Because the point of the class was to teach my students some things worth knowing about historical methods, I think I will let one of them have the last word on this particular issue.

I don't regret the trust networks we violated only because those that we violated didn't do their jobs as historians, they didn't do their research, they didn't check their facts, they took what we presented them at face value because they wanted to believe in the project that we had created. (Which in my opinion is why so many hoaxes work, just look at the Hitler diaries, reputations and careers were ruined because people wanted to believe.) Some of them claimed that they did not look at our hoax closely because they were looking at it not for its value as a history project, but instead because it was a technology [sic] based history project . . .

If the results of an unscientific, not very random survey I have done of colleagues at several institutions are correct and historical methods courses do need a new approach in this age of digital media, Lying About the Past offers one possible approach to the recasting of this course. Pedagogical strategies that disrupt our comfortable views of how a discipline should be taught can be unsettling. My approach to this rewrite of the methods course was certainly controversial and not to everyone's taste, as evidenced by the various public and private responses to the course cited earlier. Even my own department found the course to be more than they were comfortable with, ultimately deciding in November 2012 that I could no longer teach it. As mentioned earlier, I am not suggesting that a hoax course, or even a course that centers on being playful, is the only possible solution. But I did come away from the two iterations of the course with the belief that any recasting of the methods course needs to retain the elements of historical thinking we hold dear, but also needs to bring them to students in ways that are more in tune with the lives they live now and will live after graduation.

What can we expect from our students in the future? I think it is fair to say that right now in 2013, most history students lack clear guidance from their professors when it comes to creating history in digital media. Given this lack of guidance, I think we can anticipate two results. The first will
be that the majority of our students will go on producing history the way we did and the way our professors before us did—they will write papers, some of which we are proud of, most of which we are satisfied with, and some of which frustrate us beyond belief. Sometimes our students will really enjoy writing those papers and will be as proud of the results as we are. Other times they will be bored senseless by yet another five- or ten-page paper, with a thesis, just the right number of sources, and a conclusion supported by evidence in the footnotes. By the time they obtain their history degrees, I think it is a safe bet that our students will have written at least as many papers that did not thrill them as papers that did. And what will they do with those papers after graduation? Will they show them to future employers—“Look what a great paper I can write!”—or will they file them away on a backup drive and forget about them? I suspect the latter will almost always be the case. But at least we can feel comforted in the knowledge that we have taught them how to do history the way it has been done for decades, even centuries, and von Ranke will smile down upon us.

The second result I think we can expect—and the one that is certainly emerging without any guidance from us—is that more and more of our students will begin to experiment with new forms of historical knowledge production—whether the mash-ups and remixes discussed earlier, or the more out-there work of Bill Turkel and his graduate students in their Lab For Humanistic Fabrication. How would Turkel’s ideas work in practice? Imagine that you are teaching a course on the pre-Columbian Americas that included a week devoted to the architectural feats of the various pre-Columbian civilizations. In the 1970s or 1980s you might have brought your slide projector to class and shown students images of structures such as the Mayan great pyramid at Chichen Itza in Mexico. At some point in the past decade or so that slide project was replaced by an Internet connection, and so you could show your students (or ask them to go find) various online images and videos of the pyramid. But even the best photographs and videos are not the same as being able to touch the pyramid itself. As much as you might like to, you cannot take your students to the Yucatán just to see this structure, but it is possible to ask them to print a replica and bring it to class. Three-dimensional printing has been possible for several years now with such tools as the MakerBot, and with such a tool students can build sophisticated (but small) physical copies of any object from the past, so long as we have photographs of it from various perspectives. Plans and downloadable schematics for structures such as the pyramid at Chichen Itza, a gothic cathedral, or Stonehenge are all available online.
Learning to use tools such as the MakerBot is not as simple as learning how to start a class blog, but it is worth remembering that ten or fifteen years ago, creating websites and online journals was not a simple process, and required a fair amount of training. It is reasonable to assume that a decade from now, three-dimensional printing will be as user friendly as website creation is today. The challenges and opportunities posed by such things as three-dimensional printing of objects from the past indicates the degree to which new vistas for teaching and learning are constantly opening before of us. Some of our students may already be able to do interesting and creative things with tools such as MakerBot—or others we have not seen. For now it is enough that we know such tools exist, but before long it will be up to us to guide them in ways they can use these tools to learn about the past—to make history on their own. None of us learned how to do this sort of work in graduate school, but that should not prevent us from learning how to teach students to make the most of the advantages technology offers them.
Conclusion

Because the digital realm is a space of rapid change, this book could never be more than a snapshot of that realm at a given moment. Between the time I began writing in 2009 and the winter of 2011 when I finished the full draft of the manuscript, much had already changed in the world of digital history. Some of those changes needed to be incorporated into the book, some did not, but all had to be considered. For instance, when I began writing the book, the mining of digital imagery was still in its infancy, but by the summer of 2011 a number of important developments in that field have accelerated the pace at which historians can expect to be able to do sophisticated mining of large databases of photographs and other images. I had to rewrite that entire section of the book twice along the way. When I finished the draft of this book no one had ever heard of a massive open online course (MOOC), but now it seems that MOOCs have taken over the conversation about teachers, learning, and technology. But even as the technology upon which we rely and what that technology can do for us changes rapidly, there are many things that will not change, or at least will not change much, in the teaching and learning of history in this digital age.

I think it is safe to say that history will remain an essential part of the school and university curriculum for as long as any of us will live. Too many people are interested in the past and too many others believe that a knowledge of history is essential to the smooth functioning of a modern democratic society for us to have to worry too much about a precipitous decline in the fortunes of our profession. But questions remain. Will history maintain its place in that curriculum, or continue to slip in terms of
its overall popularity and the resources it commands in the face of competition from the STEM disciplines (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics)? As I have indicated a number of times throughout this book, I believe that unless we muster the will to reconceptualize the way we teach students about the past, taking into account the new realities of the digital world and the many and varied ways our students work, think, and live in that world, we are in trouble. I do not think that trouble would ever spell the end of history as a discipline, for the reasons just cited, but I do think we need to consider whether or not we are in danger of losing a substantial portion of our natural audience. And we do have a natural audience. Many students are just plain interested in history and so are willing to spend time in one or more of our classes even if they do not choose to major in history. Whether we teach them once or many times depends, at least in part, on the success we have in making our discipline relevant to the world they live in and plan to live in after graduation.

We can also count on the fact that the number of available digital historical sources will continue to increase at a rapid rate. As more and more of the national cultural and historical collections around the world are digitized, marked up, and made available to anyone who wants to use them, the incredible amount of historical content that will be available to us and to students will be such that even thinking our way around its edges will be an existential experience akin to standing on the beach and trying to make sense of the entirety of the world’s oceans. The billions of historical sources out there for us to work with—more and more of which will be marked up with XML coding—will simply be too much to contemplate or reasonably consider working with. It used to be a commonplace to talk about trying to get a drink from the fire hose that is the Internet. Going forward from 2013 a better analogy might be trying to get a drink from one of the mammoth waves of Hawaii’s Banzai Pipeline as it crashes down on your head. For this reason, where just a decade ago we had to teach students how to find enough primary sources to do interesting and original work, today we need to teach them how to pare down the results of their searches for such sources to something manageable in the context of a semester or a quarter.

There is no reason for us to believe that our students will suddenly stop being enthusiastic creators of online content. Survey after survey of the behavior of youth indicates that their love affair with creating online content is still waxing. What we cannot say with any certainty is how and where they will indulge their creative impulses. In 2013, Facebook and
YouTube are the two most common places where young people create content for others to see, use, and modify, but as anyone who studies youth culture will tell you, that culture is famously fickle. Who can say whether these two websites, one founded in 2004 and the other in 2005, will be as popular in seven years as they are today? It is instructive to remember that in 2006 MySpace dominated the world of social media and commanded a then-astronomical purchase price from Rupert Murdoch’s NewsCorp. At the peak of its popularity, MySpace was growing by almost 300,000 users per day, but by 2011, MySpace was hemorrhaging 1 million users a month.¹ Before MySpace, there was Friendster, which discontinued its social networking accounts in May 2011, reconfiguring itself for a life in the gaming industry.² In late August 2012 President Obama held an “Ask Me Anything” session on Reddit that drew more than 2.5 million unique page views and more than 23,000 comments in one hour and in October 2012 Facebook announced that their site had surpassed the one billion member threshold. Among the things historians know is that all dominance is fleeting, and so it is a safe bet that a decade from now web platforms other than the ones that students rely on will be the places to be, to play, to work, and to create. But wherever they do it, it is also a safe bet that they will continue to create content at a rate that surprises us.

One reason it seems to be such a safe bet that young people will continue creating content online at ever greater rates is that the tools necessary for that creation keep getting easier to use and cheaper. In the preface I described having to learn to write my own HTML code to put my class syllabus online. When Netscape Composer hit the market in 1997, I was thrilled, because suddenly I could let the software help me create web pages without my needing to acquire more coding skills. The following spring, Dreamweaver appeared and made my life even easier (albeit a bit more expensive), because the software’s interface not only helped me build web pages, it also helped me build entire websites in a much more organized manner. Ever since, the tools for making and maintaining online content have gotten easier and easier to use. Consider, for a moment, how difficult it was to geolocate historical content and display it through a web browser. Although the desktop version of the ArcGIS software had been available since 1999, this software was designed for those with a background in geographic information systems rather than the casual user (including historians and their students) who wanted to mash up historical and geographic datasets. Google changed the terms of this particular game.
when they made their Maps API available to the general public in 2005. The Google Maps API has proven to be the most popular API embedded on websites worldwide, is now available on most mobile devices and, as mentioned earlier, is being used by hundreds, if not thousands, of historians, students of history, and casual enthusiasts for the past to create various mash-ups of historical and geographic data. In 2011 the Open Knowledge Project released a simple tool for creating even more sophisticated mash-ups of historical and geographic data—Weaving History—that links the Google Maps API with the popular open-source time line creator, Simile, created at MIT. Now, with just a few clicks of a mouse and a few minutes of typing, anyone can create the kind of reasonably sophisticated historical map that only professionals could make a few years ago.

The world we are preparing our students to enter continues to change almost as rapidly. Employment opportunities with some sort of obvious and direct connection to a degree in history used to fall into a relatively small number of categories, including education, museums and archives, or work at historic sites. Over the decades many history students have seen their major as strong preparation for a career in education, law, politics, or government service. All of these options continue to be there for history students, and there is nothing to indicate that this will change much in the coming decade. However, the digital revolution has opened up many new, exciting, and often lucrative opportunities for students that history departments only rarely take into account. For example, organizations ranging from large corporations, to cultural institutions, to government agencies are all but desperate to hire digital archivists—at starting salaries in the same range as those paid to beginning assistant professors of history. Working with and in archives is something history departments typically spend a fair amount of time teaching our students how to do, but only a few departments around the country offer students an opportunity to develop the kinds of sophisticated digital archiving skills that are required to claim one of these jobs.

Finally, I think we can safely assume that if we find ways to turn students loose—to give them room to create history the ways they want rather than the ways we insist on—while still maintaining our standards and remaining true to our learning goals, our students will surprise us more and more often with what they produce. It may be a video like the Tank Man mash-up discussed earlier; it may be a new use for a mobile app; it might be a series of blog posts; it might be a map overlay; or it might be a combi-
nation of any or all of these. While it is impossible to say what exactly they might produce if we give their creative impulses more room to maneuver, I think it is also a safe bet that if we do not give them this sort of creative license, only rarely will they surprise us with what they do. Certainly, we will continue to receive carefully crafted, well-researched, and well-argued essays from our best students. What we will not see is the kind of creative work—work that takes partial or full advantage of the potential of the digital realm—that they are actually capable of. Students study history because they want to, not because it is a path to fortune or fame. The time has come for us to recognize that our students have a lot to teach us about the past and how we can combine what we know with what they know to make history together.
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Chapter 1


12. See, for example, Gary B Nash, History on Trial: Culture Wars and the Teaching of the Past, 1st ed. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1997).


**Chapter 2**

17. On the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, see http://dublincore.org/.

24. In our defense, we wrote this book at the behest of a publisher who wanted us to provide capsule reviews of websites already reviewed in our website, World History Sources (http://chnm.gmu.edu/worldhistorysources/), that could then be packaged with a textbook.


26. On the problems posed by websites such as this one for students, see Kristin Lehner, Kelly Schrum, and T. Mills Kelly, World History Matters: A Student Guide to World History Online, 1st ed. (New York: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2008).


31. “Adolf Hitler”, Newsweekopedia, http://topics.newsweek.com/politics/adolf-hitler.htm. I say “unwittingly” here, because the link to the Museum website shows up on the Newsweek page in a list of “Web Search Results Powered by LiveSearch”—content ported into the site from elsewhere rather than placed on the site intentionally. Nevertheless, the uncritical way in which Newsweek reproduces links to such a website speaks volumes to the hazards of automated search and retrieval.

32. The issue of this particular website showing up so high in the Google search rankings was first aired by Randall Bytwerk on the H-German email discussion list on April 7, 2006. http://h-net.msu.edu/h-german. Bytwerk also published a similar piece on the History News Network (HNN) website on April 17, 2006, titled “Do Historians Have a Responsibility to Warn the Public About Misleading Websites?” http://hnn.us/articles/23723.html. Accessed May 3, 2010.


39. Martin Luther King Jr. community page, Facebook.com. Accessed May 10, 2010, at 2:00 p.m. EST. I cite the date and time because these posts harvested from the Facebook community scroll constantly, and so disappear quickly from the main page.


41. See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbUtL_0vAJk, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0FiCzKuv8, and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmOBbxgKvo. A second version of the “I Have a Dream” speech showed up in third position. All accessed May 10, 2010.


44. For more on this issue, see Eli Pariser, The Filter Bubble. What the Internet Is Hiding from You (New York: Viking, 2011).

Chapter 3


2. At the founding of the new republic in 1918, Klofáč became the new state’s first minister of defense while Kramář became the first foreign minister.


4. “What Do You Do with a Million Books?”


7. John Unsworth, “New Methods for Humanities Research” (lecture, the
Lyman Award Lecture, National Humanities Center, November 11, 2005), http://www3.isrl.illinois.edu/~unsworth/lyman.htm.


25. HistoryPin, http://www.historypin.com/. As of June 27, 2011, almost 50,000 images had already been geotagged in this database, and some were organized into collections, such as one focusing on British royal weddings of the past.


29. Heer, Bostock, and Ogievetsky, “A Tour through the Visualization Zoo—ACM Queue.”

30. That Hitler’s rhetoric shifted according to his audience is an argument historians of the Nazi movement have made for decades. What is lacking, however, is a comprehensive analysis of all of Hitler’s speeches from his appearance on the public stage to the outbreak of the war in 1939. Important studies, like William Sheridan Allen’s *The Nazi Seizure of Power: The Experience of a Single German Town, 1922–1945* (New York: F. Watts, 1984), make this argument, but are necessarily limited to small geographic areas because Allen did not have the advantage of being able to work with such a massive corpus of text.


36. For more on the Syllabus Finder, see Daniel J. Cohen, “By the Book: Assessing the Place of Textbooks in U.S. Survey Courses,” *Journal of American History*
41. See, for instance, Thomas Deselaers and Vittorio Ferrari, “Global and Efficient Self-Similarity for Object Classification and Detection” (lecture, the IEEE Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, San Francisco, 2010).

Chapter 4

2. See, for instance, the PressForward initiative at the Center for History and New Media: http://pressforward.org/.
6. “85% of College Students Use Facebook,” *TechCrunch*, September 7, 2005; on Facebook and college students, see fredstutzman.com.


16. The website of the Preservation Association is http://www.honorfairfaxcemeteries.org/.

17. The database the students created is at http://mycemetery.org.


25. Tuft, “PowerPoint Is Evil.”
28. See, for example, “Events: The History Student: Kathleen’s History and Culture blog,” http://kathleenmcil.wordpress.com/category/events/.
37. Rosenzweig, “Can History Be Open Source?”
Chapter 5


2. A student in one of my history classes describing a mash-up video he created (see account of this student’s work in the introduction).

3. Townsend, “Assimilation of New Media into History Teaching.”


8. Davis, Slaves on Screen, 4.


16. On how important it is to let young people be creative online, see Mizuko Ito et al., Hanging Out, Messing Around, and Geeking Out: Kids Living and Learning with New Media (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2010), 243–93.


25. The syllabus is available at http://chnm.gmu.edu/history/faculty/kelly/blogs/h389/f08syl.pdf. The class blog, which the students stopped using midsemester once they started work on their hoax, is at http://chnm.gmu.edu/history/faculty/kelly/blogs/h389/.

26. The books assigned in the course were Mitchinson and Lloyd.

The video of The Old Negro Space Program can be found at http://negrospaceprogram.com/blog/nsp-movie. For more on the Czech Dream, see Český sen, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0402906/.


28. Finding out about the real Edward Owens taught my students how to use genealogical databases such as Ancestry.com. According to the U.S. Census of 1910, the Edward Owens who lived in the region was fifty-seven years old and so would have been twelve when the Civil War ended in 1865. If anyone interested in the project had bothered to check this fact, the entire house of cards would have collapsed, but the students assumed, correctly it turned out, that no one would go to that much trouble.


31. See the official website of International Talk Like a Pirate Day at http://www.talklikeapirate.com/.

32. See, for example, Jim Groom’s blog, bavatuesdays, at http://bavatuesdays.com/the-last-american-pirate/.


38. Lévesque, Thinking Historically, 27.
49. Southgate, History Meets Fiction, 23.
52. See, for instance, Tech Therapy, “Wikipedia’s Co-Founder Calls for Better Information Literacy,” http://chronicle.com/article/Audio-Wikipedias-Co-Founder/65841/. In this podcast interview Jimmy Wales describes himself as “really, really, really” annoyed by projects such as those undertaken in this class. He does, however, admit to having been unfamiliar with the course until the podcast host posed a question about it.
56. Comment by Kelly on “Was the Last American Pirate Authentic?” http://edwired.org/?p=608#comments.
57. For a further meditation on pushing the boundaries of our understanding of the relationships between historical and geographical information, see Jo Guldi, *Inscape*, http://landscape.blogspot.com/ Accessed August 15, 2010.
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